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LI. Definition

The field of science, which deals,with the energies possessed by gases and vapours, is known
as Thermodynamics. It also includes the conversion of these energies in terms of heat and mechanical
work and their relationship with properties of the system. A machine, which converts heat into
mechanical work or vice versa, is known as Heat Engine. The field of engineering science, which
deals with the applications of thermodynamics and its laws to work prJucing and work absorbing
devices, in order to understand their functions and improve their performance, is known as Thermal
Engineering.

The heat is, usually, generated by the combustion of fuel which may be soliii, liquid or gas. It
is suppliedto the working substance (a source of conveying heat to the he.atengine for doing work
in the engine cylinder) at a higher temperature. A part of the heat energy is converted into mechanical
work by expanding the working substance, within the engine cylindet. The remaining heat energy is
rejected at a lower temperature

The working substances, widely used in the heat engines, are fluids in the gaseous or liquid
state. A rIhture of air and fuel is used as a working substance in internal combustion engines, and
water vapour (steam) in the steam engines or steam turbines.
1.2. Fundamental Units

The measurement of physical quantities is one of the most important operatiöns4n engineering.
Every quantity is measured in terms of some arbitrary, but internationy accepted units, called
fundamental units.
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13. Derived Units.

Some units are expressed in terms of other units, which are derived from fundamental units
are known as derived units e.g. the unit of area, velocity, acceleration, pressure etc.

1.4. Systems of Units
There are only four systems of units, which are commonly used and universally recognised.

These are known as:
I. C.G.S. units, 2. F.P.S. units, 3. M.K.S. Units, and 4. S.I. units.

13. C.G.S. Units

In this system, the fundamental units of !nth, mass and time are centimetre, gram and second
respectively. The C.G.S. units are known as abolute units or physicist's units.

1 .6.	 F.P.S. Units

In this system, the fundamental Units of length, mass and time are foot, pound and second
respectively.
1.7. M.K.S. Units

In this system, the fundamental Units of length, mass and time are metre, kilogram and second
respectively. The M.K.S. Units are known as gravitational units or engineer's Units.

I.S. S.I. Units (International System of Units)
The 11th General Conference* of Weights-and Measures have recommended a unified and

systematically constituted system of fundamental and derived units for international use. This system
is now being used in many countries. In India, the standards of Weights and Measures Act, 195 (vide
which we switched over to M.K.S. units) has been revised to recognise all the S.I. units in industry
and commerce.

In this system of units, there are seven fundamental units and two supplementary units, which
cover the entire field of science and engineering. These units are shown in the following table.

Table I.I. Fundamental and supplementary Units.

S.No. I -	 Physical quantity

F,nda,nen(al units

I.	 Length (1)

2. Mass (m)

3. Time (0

4. Temperature (1)

5. Electric current (1)

6. Luminous intensity (!)

7. Amount of substance (it)

Supplementary units

I.	 Plane angle (a. 13 .°. )
2.	 Solid angle (fl)

Unit

Metre (m)
Kilogram (kg)
Second (s)

Kelvin (K)
Ampere (A)

Candela led)

Mote (mot)

Radian (rad)
Steradian (sr)

It is known as General Conference iii Wcights and McasuresC.G.P.M .). It is an international nrvatnsauon.
of which most of the advanced and developing countries (iii.iuding India) are members. The conference
has been entrusted with the task of prescribing definitions br vwious units of weights and measures. svhich
are tic very basic of science and technolog y today,
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5. Mass density

6. Force, Weight

7. Pressure

8. Work, Energy, Enthalpy

9. Power

io.	 Absolute or dynamic viscosity

II.	 Kinematic viscosity

12. Frequency

13. Gas constant

14. Thermal conductance

15. Thermal conductivity

16. Specific heat

17. Molar mass or Molecular mass
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The derived units, which will be commonly used in this book, are given in the following table:

'fable 11. Derived units.

1.9. Metre
The metre is defined as the length equal to 1 650 763.73 wavelengths in vacuum of the radiation

corresponding to the transition between the levels 2p 10 and 5 d5 of the Krypton - 86 atom.

1.10. Kilogram
The kilogram is defined as the mass of the international prototype (standard block of platinum

- iridium alloy) of the kilogram, kept at the international Bureau of Weights and Measures at Sevres.

near Paris.

1.11. Second
The second is defined as the duration of 9 192 631 770 periods of the radiation corresponding

to the transition between the two hyperfine levels of the ground State of the caesium - 133 atom.

1.12. Kelvin
The kelvin is defined as the fraction l!273.16 of the thermodynamic temperature of the trr'le

point of water.
Note. The triple point of water is taken as a fundamental fixed point having a temperature 273.16 K.

1.13. Presentation of Units and their Values
The frequent changes in the present day life are facilitated by an international body known as

International Standard Organisation (ISO) whichmakes recommendations regarding international
standard procedures. The implementation of ISO recommendation, in a country, is assisted by its
oganisation appointed for the purpose. In India, Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) previously known
as Indian Standards Institution (IS!) has been created for this purpose. We have already discussed
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that the fundamental units in M.K.S. and SI. units for length, mass and time is metre, kilogram and
second respectively. But in actual practice, it is not necessary to express all lengths in metres, all
masses in kilograms and all times in seconds. We shall, sometimes, use the convenient units, which
are multiples or divisions of our basic units in tens. As a typical example, although the metre is the
unit of length, yet a small length of one-thousandth of a metre proves to be more convenient unit,
especially in the dimensioning of drawings. Such convenient units are formed by using a prefix in
front of the basic units to indicate the multiplier. The full list of these prefixes is given in the following
table.

Table 13. Prefixes used in basic units.

	

Factor by which the units 	 Standard form	 Prefix	 Abbreviation
is multiplied

	1000 000 000 000	 10	 tera	 I

	

1000000000	 101	 giga	 G

	

1000000	 106	 mega	 M

	

1000	 to,	 kilo	 k

	

100	 10	 hecto*	 h

	

tO	 10'	 deca	 da

	

0.1	 •10'	 deci	 d

	

0.01	 l02	 centi*	 c

	

0.001	 l0°	 milli	 in

	

'0.000001	 10	 micro	 ii

	

0.000 000 001	 10	 nano	 n

	

0.000 000 000 001	 1012	 Pico	 p	 -

1.14. Rules for S.I. Units

The eleventh General Conference of Weights and Measures recommended only the funda-
mental and derived units for S.I. system. But it did not elaborate the rules for the usage of the units.
Later on many scientists and engineers held a number of meetings for the style and usage of S.!. Units.
Some of the decisions of the meetings are as follows:

1. For numbers having five or more digits, the digits should be placed in groups of three
separated by spaces** (instead of commas) counting both to the left and right to the decimal point.

2. In a four digit number,*** the space is not required unless the four digit number is used in
a column of numbers with fivoc more digits.

3. A dash is to be used to separate units that are multiplied together. For example, newton x
metre is written as N-in. It should not be confused with mN, which stands for millinewton.

4. Plurals are never used wills symbols. For example, metre or metres are written as m.
5. All symbols are written in small letters except the symbols derived from the proper names.

For example, N for newton and W for watt.

* These prefixes are generally becoming obsolete probably due to possible confusion. Moreover it i.
becoming a conventional practice to use Only those powers of ten which conform to 10, where x is
positive.or negative whole number.

• in certain countries, comma is still used as the decimal mark.

In certain countries, a space is used even in a four digit number.
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6. The units with names of scientists should not start with capital letter when written in full.
For example, 90 newton and not 90 Newton.

At the time of writing this book, the authors sought the advice of various international
authorities, regarding the use of Units and their values. Keeping in view the international reputation
of the authors, as well as international popularity of their books, it was decided to present units and
their values as per recommendat ions of ISO and BIS. It was decided to use:

4500	 noi	 4 500	 or	 4,500

7 589 000	 not	 7589000	 or	 7,58,90,00

0.01255	 not	 0.01255	 or	 .01255

30X 106	not	 3,00,00,000	 or	 3 x 10
The above mentioned figures are meant for numerical "alu:s only. Now let us discuss about

the units. We know that the fundamental Units 10 S.L. system of units for length, mass and time are
metre, kilogram and second respectively. While expressing these quantities, we find it time consum-
ing to write the units such as metres, kilograms and seconds, in full, every time we use them. As a
result of this, we find it quite convenient to use some standard abbreviations.

We shall use
m	 for metre or metres
km	 for kilometre or kilometres
kg	 for kilogram or kilograms

for tonne or tonnes
s	 for second or seconds
min	 for minute or minutes
N-rn	 for newton'X metres (e.g. work done)
kN-m	 for kilonewton x metres
rev	 for revolution or revolutions
red	 for radian or radians

1.15. Newton's Laws of Motion
Newton has formulated three laws of motion, which are the basic postulates or assumptions

on which the whole system of dynamics is based. Like other scientific laws, these are also justified
as the results, sp obtained, agree with the actual observations. These three laws of motion are as
follows

1. Newton's First Law ofMotion. It states, Everybody continues in its state of rest or ofuniform
motion in a straight line, unless it is acted upon by some ext ernal force. " This is also known as Lou
of inertia.

The inertia is that property of 4 matter, by virtue of which a body cannot move of itself, nor
change the motion imparted to it.

2. Newton's Second Law of Motion. It states, "The rate of change of momentum is directly
proportional to the impressed force and takes place in the same direction in which the force acts."

3. Newton's Third Law of Motion. It states "To every action, there is always an equal and
opposite reaction."

* In some of the question papers of the universities and other examining bodies, standard values are not used.
The authors have tried to avoid such questions in the text of the book. However, at certain places the
questions with sub-standard values have to be included, keeping in view the merits of the question from
the reader's angle.
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1.16. Mass and Weight

Sometimes much confusion and misunderstanding is created, while using the various syslerris
of units in the measurement of force and mass. This happens, because of the lack of clear under-stand-
ing of the difference between mass and weight. The following definitions of mass and weight should
be clearly understood.

I. Mass. It is the amount of matter contained in a given body, and does not vary with the
change in its position on the earth's surface. The mass of a body is measured by direct comparison
with a standard mass by using a lever balance.

2. Weight. It is the amount ofpu!l, which the earth exerts upon a given body. Since the pull
varies with the distance of the body from the centre of the earth, therefore weight of the body will
also vary with its position on the earth's surface (say latitude and elevation). It is thus obvious, that
the weight is a force.

The earth's pull in metric units, at sea level and 45° latitude, has been adopted as one force
unit and named one kilogram of force. Thus it is a definite amount of force. But, unfortunately, it has
the same name as the unit of mass. The weight ofa body is measured by the use of a spring balance,
which indicates the varying tension in the spring as the body is moved from place to place.
Note. The confusion in the units of mass and weight is eliminated, to a great extent, in SI. units. In this system,
mass is taken in kg and weight in newtons. The relation between the mass (at) and the weight (M of a body is

W=pig or m= Wig
where W is in newtons, m is in kg and g is the acceleration due to gravity in mis2.
1.17. Force

It is an important factor in the field of Engineering science, which may be defined as an agent
which produces or tends to produce, destroy or tendto destroy the motion. According to Newton's
Second Law of Motion, the applied force or impressed force is directly proportional to the rate of
change of momentum. We know that

Momentum = Mass x Velocity

Let	 m = Mass of the body,
u = Initial velocity of the body,

v = Final velocity of the body.

a = Constant acceleration, and

= Time required to change the velocity from u to v.
Change of momentum = in v - in u

(and rate of change of momentum = mv—mu	 ( —u)	 v—u=	 = ma	 . . . 1 ;	 — = a
I	 t	 .	 I

or	 Forte, F m a or F = k ma
where k is a constant of proportionality.

Forthe sake of convenience, the unit of force adopted is such that it produces a Unit acceleration
to a body of unit mass.

F = m a = Mass x Acceleration

In S.I. system of Units, the unit of force is called newton (briefly written as N). A newton may
be defined as the force while acting upon a mass of one kg produces an acceleration of I rn/s 2 in the
direction of which it acts. Thus

IN = tkgx I	 s2 = 1kg-nt/s2
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1.18. Absolute and Gravitational Units of Force
We have already discussed that when a body of mass 1kg is moving with an acceleration of

I nh/s2 , the force acting on the body is I newton (briefly written as I N). Therefore when the same
body is moving with an acceleration of 9.81 mIs 2 , the force acting on the body is 9.81 N. But we
denote I kg mass attracted towards the earth with an acceleration of 9.81 rn/s 2 as I kilogram-force
(briefly written as kgf) or I kilogram-weight (briefly written as kg-wt). It is thus obvious, that

I kgf = I kgx9.8l mIs2 = 9.81 kg-in/s 2 - 9.81 N	 ... ( : IN = I kg-mis)

The above unit of force i.e. kilogram force (kr) is called gravitational orengineers unit.c of
force, whereas newton is the absolute or scientific or SI. units oJforce. it is thus obvious, that the
gravitational or engineer's units of force are 'g' times greater tha;i the unit of force in the absolute or
Si. units.

It will he interesting to know that the mass of the body in absolute units is numerically equal
to the weight of the sonic body in gravitational units. For example, consider a body whose mass,

in 	 100kg
Therefore the force, with which the body will be attracted towards the centre of the earth.

F=nia=mg-=lOOX9.81=981N
Now, as per definition, we know that the weight ofa body is the force, by which it is attracted

towards the centre of the earth. Therefore weight of the body,

W = 981N = 981/9.81= lOOkgf	 ...(: Ikgf= 9.81 N)

In brief, the weight of a body of mass in kg at a place where gravitational acceleration is 'g'
rn/s 2 is m.g newtons.

1.19. Thermodynamic Systems
The thermodynamic system (or simply known as system) may

be broadly defined as a definite area or a space where some thernio-
dynamic process* is taking place. It is  region where our attention is
focussed for studying a thermodynamic process. A little observation
will show that a thermodynamic system has its boundaries and any-
thing outside the boundaries is called its curroindingsas shown in Fig.
I.!. These boundaries may be like that of a tank enclosing a
certain mass of compressed gas, or movable like boundary of a certain
volume of liquid in a pipe line. 	 i.

110. Classification of Thermodynamic Systems

System

0

boundary

SuffoundIngs

Pig. I 1, There	 ynamic
systc in.

The thermodynamic systems may he classified into the
following three groups

I. Closed system 2. Open system; and 3. isolated system.
These s ystems are discussed, in detail, as follows:

1. Closed system. This is a system of fixed mass and
identity whose boundaries are determined by the space of the
matter (working substance) occupied in it.

A closed system is shown in Fig. I 2. The gás in the
cylinder is considered as a system. If heat is supplied to the
cylinder from some external source, the temperature of the gas
will increase and the piston will rise.

Piston

System (Gas)	 Cylinder

Surroundings
1-

'. System boundary

Fig. 1.2. Closed thermodynamic
System.

:1
	 Art. 125
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As the piston rises, the boundary of the system moves. In other words, the heat anti Work
energy crosses the boundary of the .system during this process, but there is no addition or loss of the
original mass of the working substance. It is thus obvious, that the mass of the working substance,
which comprises the system, is fixed.

Thus, a closed system does not permit any mass transfer across its boundary, but it permit
transfer of energy (heat and work).

Heat

L.P. Air in -	 —...H.P. Air Out

2. Open system. In this sys-
tem, the mass of the wcking sub-
stance crosses the bounth v of the
system. Heat and work ln.y also
cross the boundary. Fig. 1.3 shows
the diagram of an air compressor
which illustrates an open system.

The working substance
crosses the boundary of the system as
the low pressure (L.P.) air enters the
compressor and leaves the high pres-
sure (H.P.) air. The work crosses the
boundary of the system through the
driving shaft and the heat is trans-
ferred across the boundary from the
cylinder walls.

I System (Air compressor) 	 Motor

[System boundafy

Fig. 1.3. Open thermodyrsimic system.

Thus, an open system permits both mass and energy (heat and work) transfer across the
boundaries and the mass within the system may not be constant.
Note. An open system may be referred to as control volume. An open system is equivalent in every respect to a
control volume, but the term open system is used throughout this text as it specifically implies that the system
can have mass an1 energy crossing the system boundary.

3. Isolated .cvstem. A system which is completely uninfluenced by the surrounding is called
an isolated system. It is a system of fixed mass and no heat or work energy cross its boundary. In
other words, an isolated system does not have transfer of either mass or energy (heat or work) with
the surroundings. An open system with its surroundings (known as an universe) is an example of an
isolated system.
Note. The practical examples of isolated systems are rare. The concept of this system is particularly useful in
formulating the princ i ples derived from the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
1.21. Properties of a System

The *state of a system maybe identified or described by certain observable quantities such as
volume, temperature, pressure and density etc. All the quantities, which identify the state of a system,
are called properties.
Note. Thermodynamics deals with those quantities also which are not properties of any system. For example,
when there is a flow of energy between a system and its surroundings, the energy transferred is not a property
of the system or its surroundings.
112. Classification of Properties of a System

The thermodynamic properties of a system may be divided into the following two general
classes:

I. Extensive properties, and 2. Intensive properties.

Refer Art. 1.23.
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I. Esie,i.sis'e prnperlis'.c. A quantity of matter in a given systetn Is divided, notionally into a
number of parts. The properties of the system, whose value for the entire system is equal to the sum
of their values for the individual parts of the system are called extensive properties, e.g. total volume,

total mass and total energy of a system are its extensive properties.

2. Intensive properties. It may be noticed that tle temperature of the system is not equal to the
sum of the temperatures of its individual parts. It is also true for pressure and density of the system.
Thus properties like temperature, pressure and density are called intensive properties.

Note. The ratio of any extensive property of a system to the mass of the system is called an average specific
value of that properly (also known as intensive property) e.g. specific volume of a system (v) is the ratio of the
total volume (v) of the system to its total mass (in). Mathematically.

V. = vim

The specific volume is an intensive property.

1.23. Slate of a System

The state of a system (when the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium) is the condition of
the system at any particular moment which can be identified by
the statement of its properties, such as pressure, volume, tern- t '
perature etc. The number of properties which are required to
describe a system depends upon the nature of the system.

Consider a system (ga g ) enclosed in a cylinder and piston
arrangement as shown in Fig. 1.4. Let the system is initially in
equilibrium when the piston is at position I, represented by its
propertiesp 1 , v and T1 . When the system expands, the piston

moves towards right and occupies the final position at 2. At this,
the system is finally in the equilibrium state represented by the
properties p2, v2 and T2. The initial and final states, on the

pressure-volume diagram, are shown in Fig. 1.4.

1.24. Path of Change of State

—Volume----

System
(Gas)	 J

pi--vi-TEL., L=
	pison	 2

Fig. 1.4. State ofa sysleth.

When a system passes through the continuous series of equilibrium states during a change of
state (from the initial state to the final state), then it is known as path of change of state. When the
path is completely specified, it is then known as path of the process.

1.25. Thermodynamic Process

When a system changes its state from one equilibrium State
to another equilibrium state, then the path of successive states 	 LD

through which the system has passed is known as thermodynamic
process. In Fig. 1.4, 1-2 represents a thermodynamic process.

1.26. ihtrinodynarnic Cycle or Cyclic Process

When a process or processes are performed on a system in
such a way that the final slate is identical with the initial state, it is	 - VokjrnO

then known as a thermodynamic cycle or cyclic process. In Fig. 1.5,
l-A-2 and 2-B-I are processes whereas l-A-2-B-1 is a thermody- Fig, 1.5. Thermodynamic process
namic cycle or cyclic process.	 or cyclic process.

1.27. Quasi-static or Quasi-equilibrium Process

When the process is carried out in such a way that at every instant, the system deviation from
the thermodynamic equilibrium is infinitesimal, then the process is known as quasi-static or
quasi-equilibrium process and each state in the process may be considered as an equilibrium state.
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Consider a system (gas) enclosed in a cylinder and piston arrangement as shown in Fig. 1.6
(a). Let the system is initially in equilibrium state when the piston i. at A. where the pressure is PA'

volume VA and temperature TA as shown in Fig. 1.6(b). The weight (31') on the piston is composed
of number of small weights which bla'.-e' the upward force exerted by Ijie system. If the whole
weight is removed from the piston, then there will be unbalanced force between the system and the
surroundings and the piston will move upwards till it hits the stops at B. At this point B. the system
again comes to an equilibrium state where the pressure isp, volume VB and temperature TB. But the
intermediate stales through which the system has passed, are non-equilibrium states whose properties
(pressure, volume and temperature) are not uniform throughout the system and thus the State of the
system cannot be well defined. Such a process is called irreversible or non . equilihriom process, as
shown by a broken line in Fig. 1.6 (b).

Stops

fys

	

states

 Weights ::i	 4 A
	 1P

A (Initial state)	 \ •Equlibrium
Piston	 )	 Non-equilibnum ,

 process	 k Quasi-static
proctss

Winder (Gas)	 'i::--._8	 Pe - - - - - i:•:':%., B(Final State)
-q

	

V8	
VA

m boundary	 - Volume -	 - Volume
(a)	 (b)	 (e)

Fig 1 .6. Non-equilibrium and quasi-static (,r quasi-equilibrium) priics..

Now, if the small weights on the piston are removed one by one very slowly, then at any instant
of the upward movement of the piston, the deviation of the state from the themiodynarnicequilibriuni
will be infinitesimally small, if the gas system is isolated. Thus, every state passed through by the
system will be in equilibrium state. Such a process, which is the locus of all these equilibrium poirtt
passed through the system, is known as quasi-static or quasi-equilibrium process.
Note i'he quasi-static or quasi-equilibrium process is also known as reversible process. A process which can
be reversed in direction and the system retraces the same equilibrium states is known as reversible process.

1.28. Temperature
It is an intensive theriniâyn,smic property, which determines the degree of hotness or the level

of heat intensity of a body. A body is said to beat a high temperature or hot, if it shows high level of
heat intensity in it. Similarly, a body is said to beat a low temperature or cold, if it shows a low level
of heat intensity.

The temperature of a body is measured with the help of an instrument known as thermometer
which is in the form of a glass tube containing mercury in its stem. Following are the two commonly

	

used scales for measuring the temperature of a body 	 -
1. Celsius or centigrade scale, and 2. Fahrenheit scale.
Each of these scales is based on two fixed points known as freezing point of water under

atmospheric pressure or ice point and the boiling point of water or steam point.

-I Celsius occe,Uigrade sc. ale. This scale was first used by Celsius in 1742. This scale is mostly
used by engineers and scientists. The freezing point of water on this scale is marked as zero, and the
boiling point of water as 100. The space between these two points has 300 equal divisions, and each
division represents one degree Celsius (written as "C).

2 Fahrenheit scale This scale Was first used in 1665. In this scale, the freezing point of water
is marked as 32 and the boiling point of water as 212 The space between these two points has iSO
equal divisions and each division represents one degree Fahrenheit (written as °F)
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Note. The relation between Celsius scale and Fahrenheit scale is given by
C. F-32	 C F-32

100	 180	
or

Example I.I. Find the temperature which has the same wthe on both the Celsius and
Fahrenheit scales.

Solution.

Let	 x = Temperature which has the same value on both the Celsius
and Fahrenheit scales.

We know that 	 = F-32 
or 9C = 5 (F-32)

9x = 5(x-32) = 5x-160

9x-5x=-16O or 4x=-160

x=-160/4=-40

Hence - 400 on the Celsius scale is equal to - 401 on the Fahrenheit scale. Ans.
1.29. Absolute Temperature

As a matter of fact, the zero readings of Celsius and Fahrenheit scales are chosen arbitrarily
for the purpose of simplicity. it helps us in our calculations, when changes of temperature in a process
are known. But, whenever the value of temperature is used in equations relating to fundamental laws,
then the value of temperature, whose reference point is true zero or absolute zero, is used. The
temperature, below which the temperature of any substance can not fall, is known as absolute zero
temperature.

The absolute zero temperature, for all sorts of calculations, is taken as - 273°C in case of
Celsius scale and - 460°F in case of Fahrenheit scale. The temperatures measured from this ze.o are
called absolute temperatures. The absolute temperature in Celsius scale is called degree Kelvin
(briefly written as K)t such that K = °C + 273. Similarly, absolute temperature in Fahrenheit scale
is called degrees Rankine (briefly written as °R) such that °R = °F + 460.
1.30. Thermodynamic Equilibrium

A system is said to be in thermodynamic equilibrium, if it satisfies the following three
requirements of equilibrium.

I. Mechanical equilibrium. A system is said to be in mechanical equilibrium, when there is
no unbalanced forces acting on any part of the system or the system as a whole.

2. Thermal equilibrium. A system is said to be in thermal equilibrium, when there is no
temperature difference between the parts of the system or between the system and the surroundings.

3. Chemical equilibrium. A system is said to be in chemical equilibrium, when there is no
chemical reaction within the system and a t so there is no movement of any chemical constituent from
one part of the system to the other.
1.31. Equality of Temperature

Consider two bodies of the same or different materials, one hot and the other cold. When these
bodies are brought in contact, the hot body becomes colder, and the cold body becomes warmer. If
these bodies remain in contact for some time, a state reaches when there is no further observable
change in the properties of the two bodies. This is a State of thermal equilibrium, and at this stage the
two bodies have the equal temperatures. It thus follows that when two bodies are in thermal
equilibrium with each other, their temperatures are equal.

In St. units, degrees Kelvin is not written as K but only K.

2-
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132. Pressure

The term 'pressure' may be defined as the normal force per unit area. The unit of pressure

depends upon the units of force and area.

In S.I. system of units, the practical unit of pressure is N/mm2, N/rn2, kN/m2, MN/rn2 etc. But

sometimes a bigger unit of pressure (known as bar) is used, such that,

I bar = lx 105 N1rn 2 = 0.1 x 106 N/rn2 = 0.1 MN/m'

Sometimes the pressure is expressed in another unit, called Pa (named after Pascal) and kPa,
such that

IPa = IN/rn2 and lkPa= lkN/rn1

1.33.. Gauge Pressure and Absolute Pressure
All the pressure gauges read the difference between the actual pressure in any system and the

atmospheric pressure. The reading of the pressure gauge is known as gauge pressure, while the actual

pressure is called absolute pressure. Mathematically,
Absolute pressure = Atmospheric pressure + Gauge pressure

This relation is used for pressures above atmospheric, as shown in Fig. 1.7 (a). For pressures
below atmospheric, the gauge pressure will be negative. This negative gauge pressure is known as
vacuum pressure. Therefore

Absolute pressure = Atmospheric pressure - Vacuum pressure

This relation is shown in Fig. 1.7 (b).

(a) Relation between absolute, atmospheric
and gauge pressure.

Fig. 1.7

(b) Relation between absolute, atmospheric
and vacuum pressure.

The standard value of atmospheric pressure is taken as 1.013 bar (or 760 mart of Hg) at sea

level.
Note. We know that	 I bar = lQ N,'pV

Atmospheric pressure 	 = 1.0I'x iO = 1013 x 1O N/rn2
We also know that atmospheric prç6sure

= 760 mm of Hg

I mmofHg= 1013x 102 /760 = 133.3 N/rn2

or	 I Win' 760 / 1013 x I0 = 7.5 x 10 mm of Hg

134. Normal Temperature and Pressure (N.T.P.)

The conditions of temperature and pressure at 0°C (273 K) temperature and 760 mm of Hg

pressure are termed s normal temperature and pressure (briefly written as NIP.)

1.35. Standard Temperature and Pressure (S.T.P.)
The temperature and pressure of any gas, under standard atmospheric conditions, is taken as

15°C (288 K) and 760 mm of llgrespectively.
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Example 1.2. The pressure of steam inside a boiler, as measured by pressure gauge, is /
N/mm2. The barometric pressure oft he atmosphere is 765mm of mercury. Find the absolute pressure
of steam in N/rn2, kPa, bar and N/mm2.

Solution. Given: Gauge pressure= I N/mm 2 = I x 106 N/rn2 ; Atmospheric pressire = 765
mm of Hg

We know that atmospheric pressure

= 765 mrnofHg

= 765 x 133.3 = 0.102 x 106 N/rn2	.. . (; I min 	 = 133.3 N/rn2)
Absolute pressure of steam

= Atmospheric pressure + Gauge pressure
=0.102X106+lxl06=j.lO2xlO6N/m2Ans.

= 1102 kPa Ans.	 ... (: I kpa= 103 N/rn2)
= 11.02 bar Ans. 	 . (:1 bar= 10' N/.')
= I 102 N/nini 2 Ans.	 . . ( I N/mm2 =I 0'  N/rn2)

Example 13. Ina condenser of a steam power plant, the vacuum is recorded as 700 min of
mercury. if the baro,nete coding is 760 mm of mercury,find the absolute pressure in the condenser
in N/rn 2, kPa, bar and N/rn,n2

Solution. Given: Vacuum pressure= 700min of Hg Barometer reading= 760min of Hg
We know that absolute pressure in the condenser

= Atmospheric pressure - Vacuum pressure

= Barometric pressure — Vacuum pressure

= 760-700 = 6O min ofHg

= 60x 133.3 = 7998 N/rn 2 Ans.	 .. . (: I min 	 133.3 N/rn2)
= 7.998 kPa Ans.	 . . . (; I kPa=	 N/rn2)
= 0.07998 bar Ans.	 ... ( 1 bar = I 1 N/rn2)
= 0.007 998 N/mm 2 Ans.	 ... (: I Nhnm2 = 106 N/rn2)

136. Energy

The energy is defined as the capacity to do work. In other words, a system is said to possess
energy when it is capable of doing work. The energy possessed by a system is of the following two
types:

I. Stored energy, and 2. Transit energy (or energy in transition)
The stored energy is the energy possessed by a system within its boundaries. The potential

energy, kinetic energy and internal energy are the examples of stored energy.
The transit energy (or energy in transition) is the energy possessed by a system which is

capable of crossing its boundaries. The heat, work and electrical energy are the examples of transit
energy.

It may be noted that only the stored energy is a thermodynamic property whereas the transit
energy is not a thermodynamic property as it depends upon the path.
1.37. Types of Stored Energy

We have discussed above that the potential energy, kinetic energy and internal energy are the
oifferent types of stored energy. These energies are discussed, in detail, as follows
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1. Potential energy. It is the energy possessed by a body or a system for doing work, by virtue
of its position above the ground level. For example, a body raised to some height above the ground
level possesses potential energy because it can do some work by failing on earth's surface.

Let	 W = Weight of the body,

m = Mass of the body,

z = Distance through which the body fails, and

g Acceleration due to gravity = 9.81 m

Potential energy,

PR = Wz = mgz

It may be noted that

(a) When W is in newtons and z in metres, then potential energy will be in N-m.

(b) When mis in kg and z in metres. then the potential energy will also be in N-m, as discussed

below:
We know that potential energy,

(
PE=mgzXgX 

m
jXmN-1fl	 ...

2. Kinetic energy. It is the energy possessed by a body or a system, for doing work, by virtue

of its mass 'tnd velocity of motion.

Let	 m Mass of the body, and

V = Velocity of the body.

When m is in kg and V is in m/s, then kinetic energy will be in N-m, as discussed below:

We know that kinetic energy,

_ KE = J mV2= kg	 xrn =N—m	 =
2	 S2 	 s2)

3. Internal energ y. It is the energy possessed by a body or a system due to its molecular

arrangement and motion of the molecules. It is usually represented by U.

•	 In the study of thermodynamics, we are mainly concerned with the change in internal energy

(dU) which depends upon the change in temperature of the system.

Notes. 1. The total energy of the system (E) is equal to the sum of the above three types of energies.

MathematicAlly

E = PE+KE+U = mgz+.xmV2+U

Any other form of the energy such as chemical energy, electrical energy etc. is neglected.

For unit mass, the above expression is written as

e = pe+ke+u

2. When the system is stationary and the effectof gravity is neglected, then PE = 0, and KE 0. In

such a case
E = U or eu

1.38. Law of Conservation of Energy

It states. 'The energy can neither he created nor destro yed, though It can be transjorrnedftom

one form to an y other form, in which the energ y can exist.
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1.39. Heat

The heat is defined as the energy transferred, without transfer of mass, across the boundary of
a system because of a temperature difference between the system and the surroundings. It is usually
represented by Q and is expressed in joule (J) or kilo-joule (kJ).

The heat can be transferred in three distinct ways, i.e. conduction, convection and radiation.
The transfer of heat through solids takes place by conduction, while the transfer of heat through fluids
is by convection. The radiation is an electromagnetic wave phenomenon in which energy can be
transported through transparent substances and even through a vacuum. These three modes of heat
transfer are quite different, but they have one factor in common. All these modes occur across the
surface area of a system because of a temperature difference between the system and the surroundings.

The following points are worth noting about heat:

1. The heat is transferred across a boundary from a system at a higher temperature to a system
at a lower temperature by virtue of the temperature difference.

2. The heat is a form of transit energy which can be identified only when it crosses the
boundary of a system. It exists only during transfer of energy into or out of a system.

3. The heat flowing into a system is considered as positive and heat flowing out of a system
is considered negative.

1.40. Specific Heat

The specific heat of a substance may be broadly defAied as the amount of heat required to raise
the temperature of a unit mass of any substance through one degree. It is generally denoted by c. In
Si. system of units, the unit of specific heat (c) is taken as Id/kg K. Ifni of a substance of specific
heat c is required to raise the temperature from an initial temperature of T, to a final temperature of

2' then

Heat required = tnc(T2 — TI ) kJ

where T1 and T2 may be either in °C or in K.

Since the solids and liquids do not change the volume on heating, therefore they have only
one specific heat. But the gases have the following two *specific heats depending upon the process
adopted for heating the gas.

I. Specific heat at constant pressure (ci,), and

2. Specific heat at constant volume (c).

It may be noted that c,, is always greater than ce. The average values of specific heats for some
commonly used substances are given in the following table.

Table 1.4. Values of Specific heat for some commonly used substances.

Solids	 Specific heal	 Fluids	 Specific heat	 Gases
(k//kg K)	 (id/kg K)

Steel	 0.490	 Water -	 4.187	 Air
Copper	 0.406	 Ice	 2.110	 Carbon dioxide
Zinc	 0.389	 Steam	 2.094	 Nitrogen
Mercury	 0.138	 Petrol	 1.817	 Oxygen
Coal	 1,010	 Alcohol	 2.512	 Carbon monoxide
Coke	 0.837	 Paraffin oil	 2 140	 Hydrogen

Specific heat at
constant pressure

(IrJ/kgK)

1.000

0.846

1.043

0.913

1.047

14.257

*	 For furihc details, please refer Art. 2.11
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1.41. Thermal or Heat Capacity
The thermal or heat capacity of a substance may be defined as the heat required to raise the

temperature of whole mass of a substance through one degree. Mathematically,

Thermal or heat capacity = nz c

where	 in = Mass of the substance in kg, and

c = Specific heat of the substance in kJ/ kg K.

1.42. Water Equivalent
The water equivalent of a substance may be defined as the quantity of water, which requires

the same quantity of heat as the substance to raise its temperature through one degree. Mathematically,

Water equivalent of a substance
=mckg

where	 m = Mass of the substance in kg, and

c = Specific heat of the substance in kJ/kg K.
Note. The numerical value of the thermal capacity and the Water equivalent of the substance are the same but
they are expressed in different units.

Example 1.4. Calculate the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of a steel

forging of mass 180 kg from 300 K to 1265 K. The specific heat of steel = 0.49 k//kg K.

Solution. Given: m = 180 kg; T 1 = 300K; T2 = 1265K; c = 049 kJ/kg K

We know that the quantity of heat required

= Mass x Sp. heat  Rise in temp. = in (T, - T1)

= 180 x 0.49(1265— 300) = 85 113 kJ Ans.

1.43. Mechanical Equivalent oil leat
It was established by Joule that heat and mechanical energies are mutually convertible. He

established, experimentally, that there is a numerical relation between the unit of heat and unit of
work. This relation is denoted by J (named after Joule) and is known as Joule's equivalent or
mechanical equivalent of heat.
Note. In S.I. system of units, the unit of work done isjoule or kilojoule (such that Ii = I N-rn or U = I kN-m).
The unit of heat is also joule or kilo joule. So we can straightway convert heat Units into mechanical units and
vice versa.

1.44. Wor
In mechanics, work is defined as the product of the force (F) and the distance moved (x) in

the direction of the force. Mathematically, work done,
W = F X x

The unit of work depends upon the unit of force and the distance moved. In S.l. system of
units, the practical unit of work is newton-metre (briefly written as N-m). The work of I N-rn is known
as joule (briefly written as J) such that I N-rn = 1 J.

In thermodynamics, work may be defined as follows
According to Obert, work is defined as the ene r, v nonsferred orith ort the trw;.te, of ,no.s

across the boundary of a system because of an inten.cise (roperty di[ferenee other than teniperatsre
that exists between the system and surroondrri.c.

In engineering practice, the intensive property difference is the pressure difference. The
pressure difference (between the system and the surrounding) at the surface of the system gives rise
to a force and the action of this force over a distance is called mechanical work.
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In some cases, the intensive propealy difference may be the electrical potential difference
between the system and the surrounding. In this case, the resulting energy transfer across the system
and boundary is known as electrical work.

2. According to Keenan, work is said to be done by a system during a given operation if i/re
y ak' effect of the Sy.rteni on 1/rings external fir the svsrear (surroundings) can he reduced to the raising
f a weight.

The weight may not be actually raised but the net effect external to the system should be the
raising of a Weight.

For example, consider a system consisting of a storage battery, as shown in Fig. 1.8- The
terminals connected to a resistance,through a switch constitute external to the system (i.e. surround-
ings). When the switch is closed for a certain period of time, then the current will flow through the
battery and the resistance, as a result the resistance becomes warmer. This clearly shows that the
system (battery) has interaction with the surroundings. in other words, the energy transfer (electrical
energy) has taken place between the system and the surroundings because of potential difference (not
the temperature).

Winding drum

Resistance i	 j 
Switch	

Motor

System	 System	 '1 Jk 	 System BarY

Fig. I.S. rherrnoJ y nanic work.

Now according to the mechanics definition of work, there is no force which moves through a
distance. Thus no work is done by the system. However, according to the thermodynamic definition,
the work is done by the system. because the resistance can be . replaced by an ideal motor (100%"
efficient) driving a winding drum, thereby raising a weight. Thus, the sole effect external to the system
(surroundings) has been reduced to the raising of a weight. Hence, thermodynamic work is done by
the system,

Note. The work done by the system is considered as piive work, while the work done on the system is
considered as ,regat&ework.

1.45. Heat and Work—'.A Path Function

4'Consider that a system from an initial equilibrium state I
reaches to a final equilibrium state 2 by two different paths l-A-2
and T-B-2, as shown in Fig. 1.9. The processes are quasi-static. 	 I

	When the system changes from its initial state Ito final state 	 P-

2, the quantity of heat transfer will depend upon the intermediate

	

stages through which the system passes, i.e. its path. In other words,	 j	 -
heat is a path function. Thus, heat is a,s inexact differential and is
written as öQ. On integrating, for the pah l-A-2,

2	
2

J 6Q = [Q] = Q12 or	 Q2	
Fig, 1.9. Ilcat and work-a

path function.
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It may be noted that JQ — Q 1 , because heat is not a point function. Thus, it is

meaningless to say 'heat in a system or heat of a system'. The heat can not be interpreted similar to
temperature and pressure.*

The work, like heat, is not a thermodynamic property, therefore it is a path function as its value
depends upon the particular path followed during the process. Since the areas under the curves I -A-2

and 1-8-2 are different, therefore work done by theso two processes will also be d i tferent** . Hence,
work is an inexact differential and is written as 8 W. On integration, for the path I

	

f8W=	 = W, 2 or

• As discussed above, J 5 W * W2 — W 1 , because work is 'not a point function. Thus, it is

meaningless to say , 'work in a system or work of a system'. Since the work can not be interpreted
similar to temperature and pressure 01 the system, therefore it is a path function andt depends UOfl

the process. It is not a point function
'
as the temperature and pressure. The work done in taking the

system from state Ito state 2 will betlifferent for different paths.

1.46. Comparison of Heat and Work
There are many similarities between heat and work. These are
1.The heat and work are both transient phenomena. The systems do not possess heat or work.

When a system undergoes a change, heat transfer or work done may occur.
2. The heat and work are boundary phenomena. They are observed at the boundary of the

system.
3.The heat and work represent the energy crossing the boundary of the system.
4. The heat and work are path f6nc(ions and hence they are inexact differentials. They are

written as 5Q and 8W.

1.47. Power
It maybe defined as the rate of doing work or work done per unit time. Mathematically,

Power = Work done
Time taken

In S.I. system of units, the unit of power is watt (briefly written aE W) which is equal to I J/s
or I N-mis. Generally, a bigger unit of power called kilowatt (briefly written as kW) is used which
is equal to 1000W.
Note, 1. If Tis the torque transmitted in N-ni or J and otis the angular speed in rad/s, then

Power, P= To) = Tx2,tN160 watts	 ...( :. CO 2n N160)

where N is the speed in r.p.m.
2. The ratio of power output to power input is known as efficiency. It is denoted by a Greek letter eta

(II). It is always less than unity and is represented as percentage. Mathematically,
r output

Efficency, = RowePower Input

* Heat is not a thermodynamic property whereas the temperature and pressure are thermodynamic prispCrICs
The area under the pressure - volume (p-i') stiaglain rcprcscnls the work done during the process and is

given by j' dv.
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1.4. 'Laws of Thermodynamics
The following three laws of thermooynamics are important from the subject point of view:
I. Zeroth law of thermodynamics, 2. First law of thermodynamics, and 3. Second law of

thermodynamics.
These laws are discussed, in detail, as follows

149 Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics

This law states," When two systems are each in thermal equilibrium with a third system, then
the two systems are also in thermal equilibrium with one another."

This law provides the basis of temperature measurement.

1.50.- First Law of Thermodynamics

This law may be stated as follows:
(a) 'The heat and mechanical work are mutually convertible". According to this law, when a

closed system undergoes a thermodynamic cycle, the net heat transfer is equal to the net work transfer.
Iii other words, the cyclic integral of heat transfers is equal to the cyclic integral of work transfers.
Mathematically,

6(2 = 6w

where symbol f stands forcyclic integral (integral around a complete cycle), and 6Q and 6Wrepresent

infinitesimal elements of heat and work transfers respectively. It may be noted that 6Q and 6W are
expressed in same units.

(h) The energy can neither be created nor destroyed though it can be transformed from one
form to another. According to this law, when a system undergoes a change of State (or a thermody-
namic process), then both heat transfer and work transfer takes place. The net energy transfer is stored
within the system and is known as stored energy or total energy of the system. Mathematically

6(2-8W = dE

The symbol 6 is used for a quantity which is inexact differential and symbol d is used for a
quantity which is an exact differential. The quantity E is an extensive property and represents the
total energy of the system at a particular State.

On integrating the above expression for a change of state from ito 2, we have

Q12 –W12 = E2 –E 1 	... (Q Wand E are in same units)

For a Unit mass, this expression is written as

q 12 –w 1 _2 = e2–e1

where Q1-2 Heat transferred to the system during the process from state I to state 2,

W1 _2 = Workdone by the system on the surroundings during the process,and

E 1 = Total energy of the system at state I

m V2

E2 = Total energy of the system at state 2

m V
= PE2 +KE2 +U2 = mgz2+—+U2

* Refer Art. 1.37
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Thus the above expression may be written as

Q.2 - W12 = E2—E	 (i)

= (PE2 -4-KE2 +U2)— (PE I +KE1+U1)

= (PE2 — PEI ) +(KE2—KE1)+(U2—U1)

(v V2
=

	 2	 2 )+ (U2 — U')

For Unit mass, this expression is written as

(v	 V12'
q 1 _2 — w12 = (g z2 	 u1)

Notes. 1. When there is no change in potential energy of the system (i.e. when the height of the system from
the datum level is same), then PE,	 PE2 . Thus, the above equation (ii) is written as

- W1 _1	 (KE2 - KE1) + ( 2 - U1 )	 - - - (iii)
2. When there is no change of PE and also there is no flow of the mass into or out of the system, then

PEI	 PE2 and KE 1 	KE1 . Thus, the above equation (ü) is written as
Q 12 —W12 = 1J1 —U 1 = dU	 (iv)

In other words, in a closed or non-flow thermodynamic system,
PE=0 and KE=O

Thus the equation (iv) is known as Non-flow energy equation.
3. For an isolated system for which Q 1 _2 = W1..2	 0, the above equation (i) becomes

= E1

This shows that the first law of thermodynamics is the law of conservation of energy.
1.51. Limitations of First Law of Thermodynamics

We have already discussed that according to first law of thermodynamics that
- When a closed system undergoes a thermodynamic cycle, the net heat transfer is equal to

the net work transfer. This statement does-not specify the direction of flow of heat and work (i.e.
whether the heat flows from a hot body to a cold body or from a cold body to a hot body). It also does
not give any condition under which these transfers take place.

2 The heat energy and mechanical work are mutual!) convertible. Though the mechanical
work can be fully converted into heat energy, but only a part of heat energy can be converted into
mechanical work. This means that the heat energy and mechanical work are not fully mutually
convertible. In other words, there is a limitation on the conversion
of one form of energy into another form.	

Work
A machine which violates the first law of thermodynamics

(i.e. energy can neither be created nor destroyed, but can be trans-
formed from one form to another) is known as perpetual motion
machine of the first kind (briefly written as PMM-I). It is defined as	 Fig. 1.10. Perpetual motion
a machine which produces work energy without consuming an	 machine of the first kind.
equivalent of energy from other source. Such a machine, as shown in Fig. 1. 10, is impossible to obtain
in actual practice, because no machine can produce energy of its own without consuming any other
form of energy.

1.52. Second Law of Thermodynamics

The second law of thermodynamics may be defined in many ways, but the two common
statements according to Kelvin - Planck and Clausius areas follows

(ii)
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I. Kelvin - Planck Statement. According to Kelvin-Planck 'It is impossible to Construct an

engine working on a cyclic process, whose sole purpose is to coiivert heat energyfrom a single thermal

reservoir into an equivalent amount of work'. In other words, no actual heat engine, working on a

cyclic process, can convert whole of the heat supplied to it, into mechanical work. It means that there
isa degradation of energy in the process of producing mechanical work from the heat supplied. Thus
the Kelvin - Planck statenie;it of the second law of thermodynamics, is sometimes known as law of

degradation of energy.

A heat engine which violates this statement of the second law of thermodynamics (i.e. a heat
engine which converts whole of the heat energy into mechanical work) is known as "perpetual

motion machine of the second kind (briefly written as PMM-II) or 100 percent efficient machine

which is impossible to obtain in actual practice, because no machine can convert whole of the heat

energy supplied to it, into its equivalent amount of work.

High temp.
reservol, ( Source)

at T1

Tw=
Heat engine	 -

°	 [LOW temp.

Heat engine	 reservoir ( Sink)
'a, Tit

(a) Perpetual motion machine of the second	 t> meat engine.

kind (impossible).
Fig. 1.11

Thus for the satisfactory operation of a heat engine which is a device used for converting heat
energy into mechanical work, there should be at-least two reservoirs of heat, one at a ***higher
temperature and the other at a lower temperature, as shown in Fig. 1.11(b). In this case, consider that

heat energy (Q 1 ) from the high temperature reservoir (or Source) at temperature T1 is supplied to the

engine. A part of this heat energy is rejected to the low temperature reservoir (or sink) at temperature

1'2. If Q2 is the heat rejected to the sink, then the remaining heat (i.e. Q 1 - Q2) is converted into

mechanical work. The ratio of the maximum mechanical work obtained to the total heat supplied to

the engine is known as maximum thermal efficiency (ii,., ) of the engine. Mathematically,

Maximumwork obtained Q1Q2 - I -
	

- i -
Total heat supplied	 -	 T1

Note. For a reversible engine, Q 1 / T1	Q2 1 T.

A thermal reservoir is a body of infinite heat capacity which is capable otabsorbing or rejecting an unlimited
quantity of heat without affecting its temperature.
A perpetual motion machine of the second kind (PMM-II) does not violate the first law of thermodynamics
as such a machine would not create or destroy energy.
Ina heat engine, the reservoir (or body) at a higher temperature is known as a source and the reservoir at

a lower temperature is called a sink.
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Clausiu.c Stiitemeo,. According to Claus ius statement "It is impossible Jot ti

machine, worKing in a c1ic process, to transfer neat front a bod y at it loiter teiPtperci1ii, 1,, 0 1)0(11
at a higher temperature without the aid of an external agency. In other words, heat cannot f lum ilelf
from a cold body to a hot body without the help of an external agency (i.e. without the expc.iittiie
of mechanical work).

The device (such as a refrigerator or a heat pump). is shown in Fig. l.12 (a), violates the
Clausius statement because no input work is supplied to ttt device to transfer heat from a cold body
to a hot body. Such a device is called perpetual motion machine of the second kid.

Surroundings at
IAtm0t0I	 Hot body	 >

Hot body at
T1	 j_at l	 J	 alT,	 J12

JM 2 + w
0

Refrigerator 	 A	
t pumpJOrQc Heat pump	 reratoc

T2 

7 

	

(a) Perpetual motion machine 	 (h) Refrigerator.	 Cc) Ucat pump.
of the second kind.

Pig. 1.12

In order to achieve the object of transferring heat from a cold body to a hot body, the
refrigerator and a heat pump, while operating in a cyclic process, require an input work, as shown in
Fig. 1.12(b) and (c) respectively. Though there is no difference between the cycle of operations of
the refrigerator and a heat pump and achie' the same overall objective, but the basic purpose of each
is quite different. A refrigerator is a device which operating in  cyclic process, maintains the
temperature of a cold body (refrigerated Space) at a temperature lower than the temperature of the
surroundings. On the other hand, a heat pump is a device which operating in a cyclic process,
maintains the temperature of a hot body (heated space) at a temperature higher than the temRerature
of surroundings. in other words, a refrigerator works between the cold body temperature and the
*atmospheric tcmperature whereas a heat pump operates between the hot body temperature and he
atmospheric temperature.

The **perforrnance of refrigerator and heat pump is measured in terms of coefficient of
performance which is defined as the ratio of the maximum heat transferred (i.e. heat taken from the
cold body) to the amount of work required to produce the desired effect. Mathematically, maximum
coefficient of performance for a refrigerator,

	

(COP) -	 - Q2 -

*

	

	 In case of a refrigerator, the atmosphere acts as a hot body while in case of a heat pump, the atmosphere
acts as a cotd body.

* The performance of a heat engine is me..sured in terms of thermal efficiency.
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and maximum coefficient of performance for a heat pump,

Q	 Q	 T	 T2
(C.OJ =	

= Q1 -Q2 = -	
=	

+ 1

= (C.OP)R + I

We see that C.O.P of a heat pump is greater than C.O.P of  refrigerator by unity.

1.53. Equivalence of Kelvin-Planck and Clausius Statements

Though Kelvin-Planck and Clausius statements of the second law of thermodynamics appear
to be different, from each other, but these two statements are virtually equivalent in all respects. The
equivalence of the Kelvin-Planck and Clausius statements can be proved if it can be shown that the
violation of Kelvin-Planck statement implies the violation of Clausius statement and vice versa. This

is discussed as follows

High temp. reseivoir	 JH,ghir reservoir

I

heat engine	
0	 Hea

E	 p Heat	
P°

(PMM-lI)	 (PMM

reseoir	 I(

all2

(a)	 (ii)

Fig. 1.13. Equivalence of Kelvin-Planck and Clausius statements.

Consider a system as shown in Fig. 1.13 (a). In this system, a heat engine having 100 percent
thermal efficiency (i.e. PMM-1I) is violating the Kelvin-Planck statement as it converts the heat

energy (Q 1 ) from a single high temperature reservoir at T1 , into an equivalent amount of work (i.e.

W = Q 1 ) . This work output of the heat engine can be used to drive a heat pump (or refrigerator) which

receives an amount of heat Q2 from a low temperature reset voir at T2 and rejects an amount of heat

(Q 1 + Q2) to a high temperature reservoit at T1 . If the combination of a heat engine and a heat pump

(or refrigerator) is considered as a single system, as shown in Fig. 1.13(a), then the result is a device

that operates in a cycle and has no effect on the surroundings other than the transfer of heat Q2 from

a low temperature reservoir to a high temperature reservoir, thus violating the Clausius statement.
Hence, a violation of Kelvin-Planck statement leads to a violation of Clausius statement.

2. Consider a system as shown in Fig. 1.13(b). In this system, a heat pump or refrigerator (i.e.

PMM-fl) is violating the Clausius statement as it transfers heat from a low temperature reservoir at

T2 to a high temperature resrvoir at T 1 without any expenditure of work. Now let a heat engine,

operating between the same heat reservoirs, receives an amount of heat Q 1 (as discharged by the heat

pump) from the high temperature reservoir at T . does work ( WE = Q2 ) and rejects an amount of

heat Q2 to the low temperature reservoir at T2 . If the combination of the heat pump (or refrigerator)
and the heat engine is considered as a single system, as shown in Fig. 1.13 (b), then the result is a
device that operates in a cycle whose sole effect is to remove heat at the rate of (Q 1 - Q2 ) and convert

it completely into an equivalent amount of work, thus violating the Kelvin-Planck statement. Hence,
i violation of Clausius statement leads to a violation of Kelvin-Planck statement.
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From above, we see that the Kelvin-Planck and Clausius statements of the second law of
thermodynamics arc complimentary to each other. The truth of the first st1ement implies the truth
of the second statement and vice versa.

Example 1.5. An engine works betwEen the temperature limits q(1775 K and 375 K. What
can be the maximum thermal efficiency of this engine?

Solution. Given: T1 = 1775 K; T2 = 375 K

We know that maximum thermal efficiency of the engine,

	

Ti - T2 - 1775-	
= 0.7887 or 78.87% A.=	 T1	-	 1775

Example 1.6. A reversible engine is supplied with heat from two constant temperature
sources at 900 K and 600 K and rejects heat to a constant temperature sink at 300 K. The engine
develops work equivalent to 90k/Is and rejects heat at the rate of56 k/Is. Estimate I. Heat supplied
by each source, and 2. Thermal efficiency of the engine.

Solution. Given	 T1 = 900K; T = 600K; 1 2 = T4 = 300K; WF = 9OkJ/s;
= 56kJ/s

I. Heat supplied by each source

Let	 Q 1 = Heat supplied by the first
source, and

= Heat supplied by the second
source.

We know that efficiency of the engine when
the heat is supplied from the first source,

Work obtained W1

- Heat supplied -

- Q1 -Q2 - 

- Q 1 -

	

. For a reversible engine, Q.	 Q2
-

	

TI 	 T2

900-300067
900

urce	 Second source
1	

600Kj

at

EngIne	 J_-_-_ WE

Ia4

T2 . T

Fig. 114

Work obtained by the engine from the first source,

W 1 = Q 1 - Q2 = 0.67

and heat rejected to the sink,

= Q1 - W, = Q 1 -0.67Q 1 = 0.33Q1

Similarly, efficiency of the engine when the heat is supplied from the second sourc"

% Q3 -Q4 T, - T4 600-300
112 - 

- 	 T -	 600	 -

Work obaincd by the engine from the second source,

VY, =	= 05Q1
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and heat rejected to the sink,

Q4 • = Q3 —W = Q3 -0.5Q3 0.5Q3

We know that total work obtained from the engine (WE),

90 = W + W2 = 0.67 Q 1 +0.5 Q1 	. . (i)

and total heat rejected to the sink,
56 =	 = 0.33Q1+05Q3

From equations (i) and (ii),
= tOO kits and Q = 46 kJ/s Ans.

2. Thermal e,encv of the engine

We know that maximum thermal efficiency of the engine,

Woikobtained	 W1

- Heat supplied - Q +

- 90 = 0.616 or 61.6k Ans.
- 100+46

Example 1.7. A cold storage is to be maintained at - 5°C while the surroundings are at
35°C. The heat leakage from the surroundings into the cold storage is estimated to be 29 kW. The
actual COY of the refrigeration plant is one -third of an ideal plans working between the same
temperatures. Find the power required to drive the plant.

Solution. Given T2 = — 5°C = —5+273 = 268K; T1 = 35°C = 35+273 = 308 K

Q2 = 29 kW ;	 (C.0.P),a1
The refrigerating plant operating between the temperatures 	 Su,ouidng

T 1 and r2 is shown inFig. 1.15.
Let	 WR.= Work or power required to drive the plant.	 10
We know that the coefficient of performance o an ideal refrig- 	

I

eration plant,	 W -.(R RIII9a(Lfl9
T2	

._	 R	 p4ant

	

(C.O.P), 
= T1 - T2	

j 2

=	 268	 = 6.7	 Id stotage
308-268	 1268K

Actual coefficient of performance,
I	

Fig. 1.15

= x(C.O.P)Idt	 x6.7 = 2.233

We also know that C.O.P.
WR	

= 29 = 12.987 kW Ans.

w= 

(C.O.P), 	2.233

Example 1.8. A reversible heat engine operates between two reservoirs at temperatures of
600°C and 40°C. The engine drives a reversible refrigerator which operates between reservoirs at
temperatures of 40°C and - 20°C. The heat transfer to the engine is 2 Mi and the net work output of
the combined engine and refrigerator plant is 360 kJ. Find the heat transfer to the refrigerant and



=873Kj	 tT=253K

W=

Heal 1La1_ a2 w
Ongne

W

WE

T2=T4=33I(
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the net heat transfer to the reservoir at 40°C. A iso find these values if the efficiency of the heat engine
and capP of the refrigerator are each 10% of their maximum possible values.

Solution. Given: T 1 =600°C=600+273873 K; 7=T4 = 40°C=40+273313 K;

= —20°C = —20+273 = 253 K; Q, = 2W = 2000 U; W = 360 kJ

The combined heat engine and refrigerator system is shown in Fig. 1.16.
Heat transfer to the refrigerant

Let	 Q3 = Heat transfer to the refrigerant.

We know that maximum efficiency of the heatengine,

= I	 = I - 313 = 0.6415
T,	 873

We also know that

- Heat supplied - Heat rejected
-	 Heat supplied

- Work done - Qi -
— Heal supplied -

Work done by the heat engine,

WE = Q, - Q, =	 = 0.6415x2000 = l283 kJ

Since the net work output of the combined heat engine and refrigerator plant i
W = WE - WR = 360 Id, therefore work required for the refrigerator,

WR = WE - W = 1283— 360 = 923 Id

We know that maximum COY of the refrigerator,

-	 -
253	

4.217T—T3 	 313-253 

We also know that maximum C.O.P. of the refrigerator,

(C.O.P) =
	 =

= (C.O.P.),,,x WR = 4.217x923	 3892.3 kJ Ans.

Net heat transfer to the reservoir at 40°C

We know that	 Q4 = Q3 + WR = 3892.3+923 = 4815.3 k]

and	 Q, = - WE = 2000— 1283 = 717 Id

Net heat transfer (i.e., heat rejected) to the reservoir at 40°C

= Q2 +Q4 = 717+4815.3 = 5532.3 kJ Ans.

When efJkienc) of the heat engine and C.O.P. of the refrigerator are each 40'/r of their maximum
1 'occihle valuer

We know that the efficiency of the actual heat engine cycle,

= 40%T1,, =	 = 0.4x0.6415 = 0.2566
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W =	 d x Ql ='0.2566x2000 = 513.2 kJ

WR = WE - W = 513.2-360 = 153.2k1

We know that C.O.P. of the actual refrigerator cycle,

(CO.P),, = 40% (C.O.P),, = 0,4

= 0.4x4.217 = 1.6868

Heat transfer to the refrigerant,

= (C.O.P),x WR

= I.6868x153.2 = 258.4 kJ Ans.

	We know that	 Q4 = Q3+ WR = 258.4 + 153.2 = 411.6 Id

and	 Q, = Q 1 -W	 2000-513.2 = 1486.8 kJ

Net heat transfer (i.e., heat rejected) to the reservoir at 40°C

	= 	 = 1486.8+411.6 = 1898.4k1 Ans.

EXERCISES
1. The pressure of steam inside a boiler is recorded by a pressure gauge which shows 1.2 N/mm 2. If

the barometer reads the atmospheric pressure as 770 mm ot mercury, find the absolute pressure of steam inside
the boiler in N/rn 2, kPa and bar.	 (Ans. 13026 x 10° N/rn 2 ; 1302.6 kPa; 13.026 ban

2. In a condenser, the vacuum is found to be 145 mm of mercury and the barometer reads 735 mm of
mercury. Find the absolute pressure in a condenser in N/rn 2 ; kPa and N/mm2.

[Ans. 78 647 N/rn2 :78.647 kPa ; 0.078 647 NImm2)
3. A copper vessel of mass 135 kg contains 6.75 kg of water at a temperature of 25°C. Find the heat

required to warm the vessel and water to Y'C. Take specific heat of copper = 0.406 kJ/kg K and specific heat
of water = 4.187 kJ/kg K.	 [Ans. 1872.6 Id)

4. The net work output of a cyclic process is 45 kN-m. If the heat input is 125 kJ, determine the
efficiency of the cycle. 	 (Ails. 36%]

5. One kg of air at a temperature of 20`C is heated to a temperature of 60°C. Find the heat supplied to
air when heated at constant pressure. The specific heat for air at constant pressure = I Id/kg K. 	 [Ans. 40 IdJ

6. A system receives 10  10° J in the form of heat energy in a specified process and it produces work
of 4 x 10° J. The system velocity changes from JO rn/s to 25 m/s. For 50 kg mass of the system, determine the
change in internal energy of the system.	 [Ans. 1197375 Id/kg)

[Hint: q12 
= 16X IV
---- i/kg; w 1 ..2 

= 4x10°
- J/kg

	

50	 50

	

ki'	 xm(Vt)2	 x 1(10)1 = 50i/kg

ke2 = x m (Vol = x 1(25) 2 = 312.5 J/kg

We know that

q 1 _ 2 - w_2 = (pe2 -pe) + (ke 2 - ke 1 ) + ( u2 - u1)

101 4x 101
= 0+(312.5-50)+(u2-u)

50 - 50

(Taking same datum Ievel,Pe2 '= Pei)

U2 - u = 119 737.5 J/kg = I 19.7375k3/kg

7. A reversible engine receves heat from a reservoir at 700°C and rejects heat at temperature T2 . A
second reversible engine receives the heat rejected by the first engine to a sink at a temperature 37°C. Calculate
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the temperature T2 for]. equal efficiency of both the engines, and 2. equal output of both the engines.
tAns. 276.2 'C 368.5°CJ

A domestic food freezer is to be maintained at temperature of- 1 5'C. The ambient air temperature
is 30°C. If the heat leaks into the freezer at the continuous rate of 1.75 kJ/s, find the power required to pump this
heat out continuously.	 lth1s. .).3U51d/sl

A heat pump is used for heating the interior of a house in a cold climate. The ambient temperature
is - 5°C and the desired interior temperature is 25°C. The compressor of the heat pump is to be driven by a heat
engine working between l)O°C and 25°C. Treating both the cycles as reversibte, calculate the ratio in which
the heat pump and the heat engine share the heating load.	 I Ans. 7.6061

10. A heat engine is used to drive a heat pump. The heat transfer from the heat engine and from the
heat pump are used to heat the water circulating through the radiators of a building. The efficiency of the heat
e'gine is 27% and COP of the heat pump is 4. Show that the ratio of the heat transfer to the circulating water
to the heat transfer to the engine is 1.81.

QUESTIONS

I. Define a thermodynamic system. Explain its different types.
2. What do you understand by property of a system ? Distinguish between extensive and

intensive properties of a system.
Define the following properties:
(a) Specific weight	 (b) Pressure	 (c) Volume
(d) Temperature	 (e) Specific volume	 (/) Density

'' What is a thermodynamic process and a cyclic process
5 Explain the non-equilibrium and quasi-static process. Is the quasi-static process a revers-

ible process?
6. Define temperature. Name the different temperature scales in common use. Establish

relation between Celsius and Fahrenheit scales?
7. What is absolute temperature? How it is obtained for Celsius and Fahrenheit scales?
8. Distinguish betwen gauge pressure and absolute pressure. How the gauge pressure is

converted into absolute pressure?
What do you understand by N.T.P. and S.T.P. ? What are their values?

10. Define energy. What is stored energy and transit energy ) Discuss the types of stored
energy

How heat and work is defined? Are these quantities a path function or point function?
12. Explain the three laws of thermodynamics.

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS

A definite area or a space where some thermodynamic process takes place, is known as
(a) thermodynamic cycle	 (b) thermodynamic process
(c) thermodynamic system	 (d) thermodynamic law

2. When neither mass nor energy is allowed to cross the boundary of a system, it is then
called

(a) closed system	 (h)'open system
(c) isolated system	 (d) none of these

3. Which of the following is the extensive properly of a thermodynamic system ?
(a) pressure	 (h) volume
() temperature	 (d) density
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4. Which of the following is an intensive property of a thermodynamic system?
(a) volume	 (b) temperature
(c) mass	 (t energy

5. Which of the following is not a thermodynamic property?
(a) pressure	 (b) temperature
(c) heat	 (d) specific volume

6. When a process or processes are performed on a system in such a way that the final state
is identical with the initial state, it is then known as

(a) thermodynamic cycle 	 (b) thermodynamic property
(c) thermodynamic process	 (d) zeroth law of thermodynamics

7. Atmospheric pressure is equal to
(a) 1.013 bar	 (b) 101.3 kN/m2
(c)7óOmmofHg	 (a1lofthese

8. First law of thermodynamics deals with
(a) conservation of heat	 (b) conservation of momentum
(c) conservation of mass 	 (d) conservation of energy

9. Second law of thermodynamics defines
(a) heat	 (b) work
(c) entropy	 (d) internal energy

10. Kelvin-Planck's law deals with
(a) conservation of work	 (b) conservation of heat
(c) conservation of mass	 (d) Gonversion of heat into work

ANSWERS
1(c)	 2.(c)	 3(b)	 4(b)	 5.(c)
6(a)	 7.(d)	 8.(d)	 9(c)	 10. (d)
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Properties of Perfect Gases

I. Introduction. 2. Laws of Perfect Gases. 3. Royle's Law. 4. Charles' Law. 5. Ga y-Lussac Law.
6. General Gas Equation. 7. Joule's Law. 8. Characteristic Equation of Gas. 9. Avogo.dro's Law. 10.
Universal Gas Constant or Molar Constant. II. Specific Heat of a Gas. 12. Specific Heat at Constant
Volume. 13. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure. 14. Enthalpy of a Gas. 15. Molar Specific Heats of a
Gas. 16. Regnaulls' Law. 17. Relation between Specific Heats. 18. Ratio of Specific Heats.

2.1.' Introduction

A perfect gas (or an ideal gas) may be defined as a state of a substance, whose evaporation
from its liquid state is complete*, and strictly obeys all the gas laws under all conditions of temperature
and pressure. In actual practice, there is no real or actual gas which strictly obeys the gas taws over
the entire range of temperature and pressure. But, the real gases which are ordinarily difficult to
liquify, such as oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen and air, within certain temperature and pressure limits,
may be regarded as perfect gases.
2.2. Laws of Perfect Gases

The physical properties of a gas are controlled by the following three variables
I. Pressure exrted by the gas, 2. Volume occupied by the gas, and 3. Temperature of t e gas.

The behaviour of a perfect gas, undergoing any change in the above mentioned variables, is
governed by the following laws which have been established from experimental results.

I. Boyle's law, 2. Charles' law, and 3. Gay-Lussac law.
These laws are discussed, in detail, in the following pages.

2.3. Boyle's Law

This law was formulated by RobertBoyle in 1662. It states, 	 tthsojtite /)t ('.S.sI(?e e[ a giren

nias.' of a perfect gas tories jttVerse!t as its to/tune, n/ten the htnperattlte rettlattta constant.

Mathematically,

P	
- or p v = Constant

The more useful form cf the above equation is

P1 V 1 = P2 V2 = P3 V3 = .....= Constant

where suffixes '2 and .... refer to different sets of conditions.

* If its evaporation is 1,artial. the substance IN called vapour. A apour, theretore. etirital us some particles of
liquid itt suspension. It is thus obvious, that steaut. ciirhori diside, sulphur duxidu ard arrimonia are
regarded as vapours. , Ii may he noted that a vapour hecnsnxcs dry. when it is complctcl evaporated. It the
dry vapour is further heated. the process is called superheating and the vapour is called .ssqt healed vapour.
The behaviour of superheated npour is similar to that tsf t perfect gas

30
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2.4. Charles' Law
This law was formulated by a Frenchman Jacques A.C. Charles in about 1787. It may be stated

in the following two different forms:

(i) T/i, ,l ' iiui ol ii liii? mass of i /' lifeet gas varies (lheeilS as its absolute temperature,
Iii hi ,th.a,liiu plt.aii?l reniaj,..s io,i/,inf. Mathematically,

v	 T or	 = Constant

1	 V	 V
or	 =	 = - = .... = Constant

2	 '3

where suffixes '2 and 3	 refer to different sets of conditions.

(ii) .111; p rjct 1 gore	 Iia,,i,i' in 
I s,Iwoe l i i 1/2 73ih ( if Its Orlti,l,l j iOlti,,ie (it O' Cfor ever)-

C .	 ilIie (Ill, irs arnie. a hen Ilk in c ysuic remains lii)i.11as:t.
Let	 vo = Volume of a given mass of gas at 0' C, and

v, = Volume of the same mass of gas at to C.

Then, according to the above statement,

	

(273+,	 TV,Vo+V0tVO2j)'rV0X-j-

VI	 VOor
T To

where	 T = Absolute temperature corresponding tot' C.

T0 = Absolute temperature corresponding to 0°C.

A little consideration will show, that the volume of a gas goes on decreasing by 1/273th of its
original volume for every l°.0 decrease in temperature. It is thus obvious, that at a temperature of
- 273 C, the volume of the gas would become *zero. The temperature at which the volume of a gas
becomes, zero is called absolute zero temperature.
Note. In all calculations of a perfect gas, the pressure and temperature values are expressed in absolute units.

2.5. Gay-Lussac Law
This law states. The absolute pressure of a given mass of a perfect gas varies directly as its

absolute te,ii/serciflire, u/i,,i the volume leiflains eon stunt. "Mathematically

P
p T or - = Constant

T

P t	 Pa	 P3
or	 -- - = - = .... = Constant

i	 T2	 T3

where suffixes I' 2 and ... refer to different Sets of conditions.

2.6. General Gas Equation
In the previous section we have discussed the gas laws which give us the relation between the

two variables when the third variable is constant. But in actual practice, all the three variables i.e.,
pressure, volume and temperature, change simultaneously. In order to deal with all practical cases,
the Boyle's law and Charles' law are combined together, which give us a general gas equation.
* It is onl y theoretical Its exact value is - 273.16 T. But for all practical purposes, this value is taken as

—273 C..
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According to Boyle's law

p	 or v	 . (Keeping Tconstant)
V	 p

and according to Charles' law

V	 T	 . (Keeping p consta
It is thus obvious that

V - 1 	Tboth orv — T
p	p

pv'T or pv=CT
where C is a constant, whose value depends upon the mass and properties of the gas concerned.

The more useful form of the general gas equation is;

P 1 V 1 	P2 V2

	P

3 7`3= 	=	 = .. = ConstantT1 	 T2

where suffixes l'2 and 3 refer to different sets of conditions.

Example 2.1. A gas occupies a volume of 0, I m3 at a temperature of 20" C and a pressure
of 1.5 bar. Find the final temperature of the gas, if it is compressed to a pressure of 7.5 bar and
occupies a volume of 0.04 In3.

Solution. Given ;	 = 0.1m3 ;	 T1 = 20°C = 20+273 = 293K; p 1 = 1.5 bar
*0. 15 x 106 N/rn2 ; p2 = 7.5 bar = 0.75x 10 6 N/m2 ; v2 = 0.04 rn3

Let	 T2 = Final temperature of the gas.

We know that 	 P1 V1p2v2=
T1 	 T2

P2 V2 Ti	 0.75x lfl'xO.04x2931 3 = 	 =	 = 586K
pi V1 0.15x106x0.1

586-273 = 313° C Ans.

2.7. .Joule's Law

It slates, "The change of internal energy of a perfect gas is directly proportional to the change
of temperature." Mathematically

dE dT or dE = mcdT = mc(T2—TI)

where	 in = Mass of the gas, and

c = A constant of proportionality, known as specific heat.

An important consequence of this law is that if the temperature of a given mass or of a gas
changes from T 1 to T2 , then the internal energy will change from E1 to E2 and the change in internal
energy (E2 - E1 ) will be same irrespective of the manner how the pressure (p) and volume (v) of the
gas have changed.

I bar= 0.l Y 10" N1rn1.
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2.8. Characteristic Equation of a Gas

It is  modified form of general gas equation. If the volume (v) in the general gas equation is
taken as that of 1 kg of gas (known as its specific volume, and denoted by v), then the constant C (in

the general gas equation) is represented by another constant R (in the characteristic equation of gas).
Thus the general gas equation may be rewritten as 	 -

pv, = RI'

where R is known as characteristic gas constant or simply gas constant.
For any mass m kg of a gas, the characteristic gas equation becomes:

mpv, = mRT

or	 p V = ni R I'

Notes: I. The units of gas constant (R) may be obtained as discussed below:

DV N/m2 xm3 	N-rn
R= —=	 =—=N-iMgK=J/kgKmT	 kgxK	 kgxK

I N-rn = Ii)

2. The value of gas constant (R) is different for different gases. In S.I. units, its value for atmospheric
air is taken 287 J/kg K or 0.287 kJ/kg K.

3. The equationpv m R Tmay also be expressed in another form i.e.,

where p (rho) is the density of the given gas.

Example 2.2. A vessel of capacity 3 m 3 contains air at a pressure of 1.5 bar and a
temperature of25° C. Additional air is now pumped into the system until the pressure rises to 30 bar
and temperature rises to 60° C. Determine the mass of air pumped in and express the quantity as a
volume at a pressure of 1.02 bar and  temperature of 20° C.

if the vessel is allowed to cool until the temperature is again 250 C, calculate the pressure in
the vessel.

Solution. Given : V 1 =3 m 3 ; p 1 = 1.5 bar =0.15 x 106 N/rn2 ; I'1 =25°C =25 +273

=298K; p2 = 30 bar = 3x 106N/m1; 2 = 60°C = 60+273 = 333K; p3 = 1.02 bar

=0.102 x 106 N/m2 ;T3 = 20°C = 20+273 = 293K

Mass of air pumped in
Let

We know that

Similarly,

m1 = Mass of air initially filled in the vessel, and

in2 = Mass of air in the vessel after pumping.

(Taking R for air = 287 J/kg K)

P2°2	 3x106x3m2 =	 =287x333 = 94.17 kg	 ...(. V = v1)R T2

p 1 0 1 = mtRT1
p,IV1	 0.15x106x3m 1 = --- 

= 287x 298 = 5.26 kg

P2 V2 = m R
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Mass of air pumped in,
m = m2 —m 1 = 94.17-5.26 = 89I kg An.

'/cane r:f w ' ;n;uiper! in a! a rne.r cure of I. ()2 bar and iernper,Iur? 'f 20° C
Let	 V3 = Volume of air pumped in.

We know that

p3v3—mRT3

,nRT3 	 88.91x287x293
V3 =	 =	 =	 n .\ns.

p3 	 0.102x 106

i'.','. a re in the es srI after

Let	 p4 = Pressure in the vessel after cooling.

We know that the temperature after cooling,

= T1 = 25°C = 298K

Since the cooling is at constant volume, therefore

P4	 14

P2

T4 P2

T2	
298 x 3 x 106 = 2.68 x I0N/m2 26. bar Ans.

Example 23. A spherical vessel of 1.5 m diameter, containing air at 40° Cis evacuated till
the vacuum inside the vessel becomes 735 mm of Hg. Calculate the mass of air pumped out, lithe
tank is then cooled to 3° C, what will be the final pressure in the tank ? Take atmospheric pressure
as 760 mm of Hg.

Solution. Given :d= l.5m; T1 = 40°C=40+273=3l3K; p=735mmofHg;

T3 = 3°C 3+273 = 276K; p1 = 760mmofHg

Al"er f rU, rumpeJ ''ut

Let	 m = Mass of air pumped out.

First of all, let us find out the initial mass of air (m 1 ) in a vessel. We know that volume of a
spherical vessel,

itd3	 i(1.5)

6	
=l.767m

We know that 	 p 1 v1 =m1RT,

V 1 V1	 (760x 133.3) 1.767=	
2	

= 1.993 kg
87 x313 

... (; I mmofHg= l33.3N/m2 ; and R for air =287J/kgK)
Let	 m2	 Mass of air left in the vessel after evacuation.

We know that pressure after evacuation,

P2 = Atmospheric pressure — Vacuum pressure

= 760-735 = 25 mm of Hg = 25 x 133.3 =' 3332.5 N/in2
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P2 v2 33325x 1.767

	

m2 =	 287x313 = 0.066 kg

= v, and	 = T1)

Mass of air pumped out,

	

rn =	 = 1.993-0.066 = 1,927 ke Ans.

IIfrU1 !'	 cc,,e in III, , tn,;.

Let	 p3 = Final pressure in the tank.

Since the cooling is at constant volume, thrcfore

P3 - p2
T3 - T2

	

-	 3332.5 x 276 = 2938 N/rn2 = 22 mm of I1 Us.or	
T2	 313

2.9. Avogadru's Law

It states, Equal mulumts ?/ all gases, at the same temperature and pressure, contain equal
nnml,er nj ,u,,/el de

Thus, according to Avogadro's law, I m 3 of oxygen (02) will contain the same number of
molecules as I m3 of hydrogen (142) when the temperature and pressure is the same. Since the
molecular mass of hydrogen is 2 and that of oxygen is 16, therefore a molecule of oxygen has a mass
which is 32/2 = 16 times the mass of hydrogen molecules. Moreover, as I m 3 of these two gases
contain the same number of molecules, and a molecule of oxygen has a mass 16 times than that of
hydrogen molecule, therefore it is evident that density of oxygen is 16 times the density of hydrogen.
Hence, the Avogadro's law indicates that the density of any two gases is directly proportional to their
molecular masses, if the gases are at the same temperature and pressure.

The density of oxygen at Normal Temperature and Pressure (briefly written as N.T.P.) i.e. at
0°C and 1.013 bar is 1.429 kg1rn3.

Specific volume (of 1 kg) of oxygen at N.T.P.,

I	 I	 .	 I

	

=	
m 1kg	 Specific volume = Density

and volume of 32 kg (or I kg molecule briefly written as I kg-mol)

= j_9 x32 = 22.4m'

Similarly, it can be proved that the volume of 1 kg mol of any gas at N.T.P. is 22.4 m3.
Note: I g- mole (molecular mass expressed in gram) of all gases occupies a volume of 22.4 litres at N.T.

The values of molecular mass for some common gases are given in the following table

Fable 2.1. Molecular rijass for some common gases.gases.

S. No.	 Gas	 Molecular S.No.	 Gas	 Molecular
mass	 mass

I.	 Hydrogen (H2 )	 2	 5.	 Carbon dioxide (CO2)	 44
2. Oxygen (02)	 32	 6.	 Methane (CH4)	 16

3. Nitrogen (N1)	 28	 7.	 Acetylene (CA)	 26
4. Carbon monoxide (CO)	 28	 8.	 Sulphur dioxide (SO 2)	 64
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2.10. Universal Gas Constant or Molar Constant

The universal gas Constant or molar Constant (generally denoted by R,) of a gas is the product
of the gas constant and the molecular mass of the gas. Mathematically,

R = MR

where	 M = Molecular mass of the gas expressed in kgmole, and

R = Gas constant.

In general, if M, M2, M3 , etc. are the molecular masses of different gases and R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , etc.
are their gas constants respectively, then

M1R1=M2R2—M3R3--....=R,

Notes 1. The value of R is same for all gases.

2. In Si. units, the value ofR is taken as 8314 J/kg-mot K or 8.314 kJ/kg-mol K.

3. The characteristic gas equation (i.e. p v = R I) may be written in terms of molecular mass as
pv = MRT

Example 2.4. Amass of 2.25 kg of nitrogen occupying 1.5 m3 is heat edfrom 25" C to 200° C
at a constant volume. Calculate the initial andflnal pressures of the gas. Take universal gas constant
as 8314 .11kg mot K. The molecular mass of nitrogen is 28.

Solution. Given: m = 2.25 kg; v 1 = 1.5 ml ; T 1 = 25°C	 25+273 = 298K;

= 200°C = 200+273 = 473K; R = 8314J/kgmol K; M = 28

We know that gas constant,

k 8314
R =

	

	 = 297 J/kgK
M 28

Initial pressure of the gas

Let	 p = Initial pressure of the gas.

We know that

p v =mRT

	

mR T1 - 2.25x297x298	 0.133x 106 N/m2 = 1.33 bar Ans.
V	 1.5

Final pressure of the gas

Let	 p2 = Final pressure of the gas.

Since the volume is constant, therefore

-	 T2

T	
or p2 = p
	

= 1.33x473 = 2.11 bar Ans.
1	
, 

298

Example 2.5. Nitrogen is to be stored at pressure 140 bar, temperature 27° C in a steelfiask
of 0.05 m3 volume. The flask is to be protected against excessive pressure by afusible plug which will
melt and allow the gas to escape if the temperature rises too high. Find:

I. How many kg of nitrogen will the flask hold at the designed conditions ? Take molecular
mass of nitrogen as 28; and

2. At what temperature must the fusible plug melt in order to limit the pressure of:kefullflask
to a maximum of 168 bar?
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Solution. Given:p 1 = 140 bar = 14x 106 N/m2 ; T1 = 27°C = 27+273 = 300K;

v 1 =O.05rn3;M=28

I .la,s.v r/ IHIP

Let	 m = Mass of nitrogen in kg which the flask will hold.

We know that gas constant,

Universal gas constant8314R =	
-	 =	 = 297 Jg KMolecular mass	 - M	 28

(R for att gases =83l4J/gK)

We also know that

P1 V1 =mRT

Pi Il i	 14x106x0.05
In = .--	 297x 300	 = 7.86kg Ans.

2. Melting temperature offiisible plug
Let	 T2 = Melting temperature of fusible plug, and

P2 = Maximum pressure = 168 bar = 16.8 x 106 N/rn2 	.. (Given)

Since the gas is heated at constant volume, therefore

P1	 P2

- T2

P2TI_X106X300T2=--
	 14x106	

3K_87cA

2.11. Specific Heats of a Gas
The specific heat of a substance maybe broadly defined as the amount of heat required to raise

the temperature of its unit mass through one degree. All the liquids and solids have one specific heat
only. But a gas can have any number of specific heats (lying between zero and infinity) depending
upon the conditions, under which it is heated. The following two types of specific heats of a gas are
important from the subject point of view:

I. Specific heat at constant volume, and 2. Specific heat at constant pressure.
These specific heats are discussed, in detail, as follows

2.12. Specific Heat at Constant Volume
It is the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a unit mass of gas through one

degree when it is heated at a constant volume, it is generally
denoted by c. 

Consider a gas contained in a container with a fixed lid as
shown in Fig. 2.1. Now, if this gas is heated, it will increase the
temperature and pressure of the gas in the Container. Since the lid	 .
of the container is fixed, therefore the volume of gas remains
unchanged.	 .

Let	 m = Mass of the gas,
= Initial temperature of the gas, and

T2 = Final temperature of the gas.
Ii

Fig. 2.!. heat being supplied at
constant volume.
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Total heat supplied to the gas at constant volume,

= Mass x Sp. heat at constant volume x Rise in temperature

= mc1,(T2—T1)

It may be noted that whenever a gas is heated at constant volume, no work is done by the gas.*
The whole heat energy is utilised in increasing the temperature and pressure of the gas. In other words,
all the amount of heat supplied remains within the body of the gas, and represents the increase in
internal energy of the gas.

2.13. Specific Heat at Constant Pressure
It is the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a unit mass of a gas through one

degree, when it is heated at constant pressure. It is generally denoted'
b cp. 

Movable
y 

Consider a gas contained in a container with a movable lid 	 ç ( '-'
as shown in Fig. 2.2. Now if this gas is heated, it will increase the 	 )(f(3 )'
temperature and pressure of the gas in the container. Since the lid of
the container is movable, therefore it will move upwards, in order
to counterbalance the tendency for pressure to rise.

Let	 m = Mass of the gas,
= Initial temperature of the gas,

v = Initial volume of the gas, and 	 .I	 Fig. 2.2. [feat being supplied at
T2, v2 = Corresponding values for the	 pressure.

final condition, of the gas.
Total heat supplied to the gas, at constant pressure,

= Mass x Sp. heat at constant pressure x Rise in temperature

= ?nc(T2_T1)

Whenever a gas is heated at a constant pressure, the heat supplied to the gas is utilised for the
following two purposes:

I. To raise the temperature of the gas. Ibis heat remains within the body of the gas, and
represents the increase in internal energy Mathematically, increase in internal energy,

dU = mc (T2—T1)

2. To do some external work during expansion. Mathematically, workdone by the gas,
W12 = p(v2 — V I ) = mR(T2—TI)

It is thus obvious, that the specific heat at constant pressure is higher than the specific heat at
constant volume.

From above, we may write as

= dU + W 1 _2 or **Q12 — W 1 _2 = dU ... (First Law of Thermodynamics)

*	 We know that workdone by the gas.

W = pdu = p (°1 —
where	 p = Pressure of the gas, and

di' = Change iii vol ii nc

When there is no change in volume. then dv = 0.1 herefore IVs (I.
**	 Refer Art. 1.49. note 2 equation (Iv).
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2.14.	 L iith:tlpy of .
In thermodynamics, one of the basic quantities most frequently recurring is the sum of the

internal energy (M and the product of pressure and volume (p v). This sum ('U +p v) is termed as
enthalp y and is written as H. Mathematically,

Enthalpy,	 H = U+po

Since (U + p v) is made up entirely of properties, therefore enthalpy (H) is also a property.
For a unit mass, specific enthalpy,

h = u+pv,

where	 u = Specific internal energy, and

v, = Specific volume.

We know that 	 Q1. = dU+ W, = dU+pdv

When gas is heated at constant pressure from an initial condition Ito a final condition 2, then change in
internal energy.

du = LIZ — UI

and workdone by the gas,
W, 2 = pdv = p(o2—v1)

Q,_, = ( U2 - U,) +j' (V2 - v1)

= (U2 +pv2 )—(U1 +pv,)	 112-11,

and for a unit mass, 	 q1_2 = h2 -

Thus, for a constant pressure process, the heat supplied to the gas is equal to the change of enthalpy.
2.15. Molar Spcdflc Heats of a Cas

The molar or volumetric specific heat of a gas may be defined as the amount of heat required
to raise the temperature of unit mole of gas through one degree. Mathematically, molar specific heat,

c,=Mc

where	 M = Molecular mass of the gas.

In the similar way as discussed i# Art. 2.11, the molar specific heat at constant volume,

C,,,,, = Mc,,

and molar specific heat at constant pressure,

c1111, = M

Example 2.6. A closed vessel contains 2 kg of carbon dioxide at temperature 20° C and
pressure 0.7 bar. Heat is supplied to the vessel till the gas acquires a pressure of 1.4 bar. C'alcula;e:
I. Final temperature ,- 2. Work done on or by the gas; 3. Heat added; and 4. Change in internal
energy. Take specific heat of the gas at constant volume as 0.657 kJ/kg K.

Solut i , q . Given :m = 2kg;T1 = 2O°C=2O+273=293K;p,=o.7 bar ; p1 = 1.4 bar

I	 I t,ii.

Let	 T2 = Final temperature.

Since the gas is heated in a closed vessel, therefore the volume of gas will remain constant.

We know that 	
p1
- = 

p2

I	 T2
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- P2 1 1 
= 1.4x293 = 586K = 586-273 = 313'C Ans.

	

PI
T2—	

0.7

2. tVorkdo,u' on or hr the gas

Since there is no change in volume therefore workdone on or by the gas (Wi,) is zero. Ans.
3.Flea! u/dei/

We know that heat added at constant volume,

= mc(T,—T1 ) = 2x0.657(586-293) = 3S5 kJ Ans.

4. Change in internal cadge

Let	 d(I = Change in internalenergy.

We know that	 = W, 2 +dU

	

dU =	 = 395 kJ Ans.	 . . . (. W1 , = 0)

Example 2.7. Amass of 0.25 kg of air in a closed sY.Vtern expand.cfrani 2 bar. 60° C to I bar
and 40 C while receiving 1.005 kI of heat from a reservoir at lUff C. The surrounding atmosphere
is at 0.95 bar and 27' C. Determine the maximum work. How much of this work would he done pn
the atmosphere ?

Solution. Given: m = 0.25 kg;p = 2bar = 0.2x 106 N/rn1 ; T1 = 60°C = 60+273
= 333K; P2 = Jbar = 0.1x106 Nlm2 ; T2 = 40°C = 40+273 = 313K; Q = 1.005 U:

5TR = 100° C; p = 0.95 bar ,= 0.095 x 10$ N/rn 2 ; ST = 27C

Maximum Workdone

First of all, let us find the values of initial volume (v i ) and final volume (v,) of air. \e.know
that

m R T
... (;pu=niRl)

= 0.25x287x333
0.2x 10	

= 0.1l9m1	...(Taking R=28IJAgK)

MR T,	 0.25x287x311	 1Similarly	 =	 = 	 = 0.224 rn
-	 p2	 0.1x106

Workdone on the atmosphere.

W1 = p (v2 - v) = 0,095 x I fl6 (0.224 — 0.119) = 975 J = 9.975 kJ

We know that change of internal energy,

dU = m ç (T2 - T) = 0.25 x 0.712 (313 - 333) = - 3.56 kJ

(Taking c , = 0.712 U/kg K>

The —ye sign shows that there is a decrease of internal energy.

Net workdone, W2 = Q - dU = 1.005 —(-3.56) = 4.565 kJ

Maximum workdone,

W = W + W2 = 9.975 + 4.565 = 14.54 kI Ans.

Superfluous (1212
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Workdone on the atmosphere

We have calculated above that the workdone on the atmosphere,
W1 = 9.975 U Ans.

Example 2.8. 3 kg of an ideal gas is expanded from a pressure 7 bar and volume 1.5 m 3 to
a pressure 1.4 bar and volume 4.5 a 3. The change in internal energy is 525 U. The specific heat at
constant volume for the gas is 1.0 1 7 Id/kg K. Calculate. 1. Gas Constant; 2. Change in enthalpy;
and 3. Initial and final tcmperau'res.

Solution. Given : in 3 kg ; p1 = 7 bar = 0.7 X 10 N/rn2 ; v1 = 1.5 m3 ; p2 = 1.4 bar
= 0.14 x 106 N/rn2 ; v2 = 4! rn3 ; dU = 525 ki; cv = 1.047 kJ/kg K

• Gas constant

Let	 R = Gas constant,

T1 and T2 = Initial and final temperatures.

We know that p1 111 = in T1

RT1 =	 = 0.7x 106 x
 1.5 = 0.35x 106 	. . lit V '

Similarly	 R T2 =
P2 "2 = 0.14x106x4.5

	

= 0.21 x 106	. . . (ii)-
in	 3

Subtracting equation (ii) from equation (i),

R (T 1 - T2) = (0.35-0.21) 106 = 0.14 x 106	 ... (iii)

We also know that change in internal energy

dU = mç(T2-T)

Since during expansion, there is a decrease in internal energy, therefore the change in internal
energy is *negative.

-525 = 3x1.047(T2 -TI ) = - 3.14l(T-T2)

= 525/3.141 = 167.14 	 ...(iv)

Dividing equation (iii) by equation (iv), we get

R = 0.14x 106/167.14 = 838 i/kg K = 0.838 kJ/kgK Ans.
2. Change in enthalpy

First of all, let us find the value of specific heat at constant pressure (ce). We know that

c_c, = R or c, R+c5, = 0.838+ 1.047 = l.885 kJ/kg K

Change in enthalpy,

dli = mc(T2 -T) = 3x l.5(- 167.14)	 -945kJ Ans.

The -ye sign indicates that there is a decease in enthalpy.

*	 We may also say as follows:
From equation (ii:). we see that R ( T1 - 7) is a positive equation. This shows that T1 is greater than T2,
because R is always positive. Thus there is a decrease is internal energy or the change in internal energy is
negative (i.e. dU= -525 kJ).
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!n :tla I n,uI final t'tnf'ei to

From equation (i), we find that initial temperature,

T =	
= 0.35x 106 = 417K Ans.

	

I	 R	 838

and from equation (iv), final temperature,
= T1 -167.14 = 417-16714 = 2498eK Ans.

2.16. Regnault's Law

This law states, 'The two specific heats cia gas (i.e. the specific heat at constant pressure, c,,
and specific heat at constant volume, c 0) do not change with the change in pressure and femperattre

of the gas."
2.17. Relation between Specific Heats

Consider a gas enclosed in a container and being heated, at a constant pressure, from the initial
state Ito the final state 2.

Let	 in = Mass of the gas,

T = Initial temperature of the gas,

T2 = Final temperature of the gas,

= Initial volume of the gas,

= Final volume of the gas,

c 1, = Specificheat at constant pressure,

c. = Specific heat at constant volume, and

p = Constant pressure.

We know that the heat supplied to the gas at constant pressure,
= mc1,,(T2—TI)

As already discussed, a part of this heat is utilised in doing the external work, and the rest
remains within the gas, and is used in increasing the internal energy of the gas.

Heat utilised for external work,
W12 = p(v2 —v 1 )	 . . .(i)

and increase in internal energy, dU = m c (T2 - T 1 )	 . . . (ií)

We know that	 = W1 _ + dU	 . . . (iii)

	

,nc,,(T2_ TI)	 p(v2— VI) +mc, (TI —T)	 ...(iv)

Using characteristic gas equation (i.e. p  = m R 1), we have

pv 1 = mRT 1 	.. .(for initial conditions)

and

	

	 pv2 = m R 1'2 	 . . . ( for final conditions)

p(v2 — v 1 ) = mR(T2—T)

Now substituting the value of p (02 - v ) in equation (iv),

m c0 (T2 — T1 ) = mR(T2—Ti+mcn(T2—Ti)

re = R + c0 or c,, - C,, = R	 ... (v)
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The above equation may be rewritten as:

	

c - c = R or c. (y - I) = R	 ... [where y 
=

. - —A--	 ...(vi)
(y - I)

Notes. 1. The equation (r) gives ar important result, as it proves that characteristic constant of a gas (R) is
equal to the difference of its two specific heats (i.e. c -

2. The value of Xis take i as 287 JIkg K or 0.287 kJ/kg K.
3 In terms of molar s,ecific heats, the equation (v) maybe written as

c,,, - c = R.

where R is the universal gas constant and its value is taken 8314 i/kg K or 8.314 kJ/kg K.

2.18. Ratio of Specific Heats
The ratiq of two specific heats (i.e. c,/c ) of a gas is an important constant in the field of

Thennodynamics and is represented by a Greek letter gamma (y). It is also known as adiabat ic index.
Since c is always greater than c, the value of y is always greater than unity.

We have seen in Art. 2.17 that

Cp Cr =R orcp=cr+R

Dividing both sides by c,

C, 
I+-= +- or

C,	 Cr	 Cr

The values of c. Cr and  for some common gases are given below:

Table 2.2. Values of c,, and c, for some common gases.

	

SNo.	 Name ofgas	
(kJ, K)	 tV/kg K)

	I.	 Air	 1.000	 0.720	 1.40

2. Carbon dioxide (CO,)	 0.846	 0.657	 1.29

3. Oxygen (02)	 0.913	 0.653	 1.39

4. Nitrogen (N2)	 1.043	 0.745	 1.40

5. Ammonia (NH 3)	 2.177	 l.92	 1.29

6. Carbon monoxide (CO)	 1.047	 0.749	 1.40

7. Hydrogen (1-1 2 )	 14.257	 10.133	 1.40

8. Argon (A)	 0.523	 0.314	 1.67

9. Helium (He)	 5.234	 3.153	 1.66

10. Methane(CH4)	 2.169	 1.650	 1,31

Example 2.9. One kg ofa perfect gas occupies a volume of 0.85 rn3 at 15 C and at a co,ssrant
pressure of I bar. The gas is first heated at a constant volume, and then at a constant pressure. Find
the specific heat at Constant volume and constant pressure of the gas. Take y = 1.4.

Solution. Given :m = 1 kg v = 0.85 m 3 ; T 15'C= IS + 273 = 288  K ; p = I bar
=0.Ix106 N/in2 ;y = Cp/Cr = 1.4

4-
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Specific heat Of Ia5 (4! onsiont i olume

Let	 c = Specific heat of gas at constant volume, and

R = Characteristic gas constant.

We know that

pv = ,nRT

p 	 0.1 x 106x0.85
R=	 =	 295JgK = O.295 kJ/kg K—

tnT	 lx288

We also know that

c 
==	

= 0.7375 kJ/kg K Arts.

Specific lieut of gas at constant plessu re

We know that specific heat of gas at constant pressure,

cp = 1.4c = 1.4x0.7375=!.0325 kJ/kg K Ans....(: ce/c,, = 1.4)

Example 2.10. A gas mixture obeying perfect gas law has a molecular mass of 26.7.
Assuming a mean molar specific  heat at constant volume of 21.1 kJ/kg K, determine the values of
characteristic gas constant, molar specific heat at constant pressure and the ratio of specific heats.

Solution. Given : M = 26.7 ; c = 21.1 kJ/kg K

2ha ru Ic'i'i.s tic I,'a.S c(nlsIiuit

We know that characteristic gas constant,

R 
= Universal gas constant -	 8.314

Molecular mass	 M - 
26.7 = 0.3 114 kJ/kg K Ans.

...(: Rforaltgascs=8.314k1/kgK)

Ala/a, .sj'ei ijic heat at constant j'rc.',sure

Let	 ce,,, = Molar specific heat at constant pressure.

We know that

-	 = R. or c, = R + c,,, = 8.314 + 21.1 = 29.414 ki/kg K Arts.

Ratio of sccific heats

We know that ratio of specific heats,

= 29.414 = 1.394 Ans.

Example 2,11. One kg of ideal gas is heated from 18.3°C to 93,40 C. Assuming R = 0.264

k//kg Kand y = 1. l8for the gas, find: 1. Specific heats; 2. Change in internal energy; and 3. Change

in enthalpy.

Solution. Given: in = I kg; T1 = 18.3°C = 18.3 + 273 = 291.3K; T2 = 93.4°C = 93.4 + 273

= 366.4 K ;R= 0.264 kJ/kg K ;y=cIc,= 1.18

Speciju heats

Let	 c,, = Specific heat at constant pressure, and

= Specific heat at constant volume.
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We know that 	 c	 ._!_._PL4_	 47 kJ.R .\.ib,y-1	 1.18-I
c = yc, = 118x 1.47 = 173 kJ/k , ! K An3.

( fhi/I ,ç'e I/I luhi/I'd •i't;t

We know that change in internal energy,

dO = in c ( T2 - 7) = I x 1.47(366.4-291.3) = 110.4 kJ Ans.
(•hi,ii	 in enIIuiltv

We know that change in enthalpy,

dH = in c, (T1 - T 1 ) = I x 1.73(366.4-291.3) = 130 kJ Ans.

Example 2.12. A gas, having initial pressure, volume and temperature as 275 kN/m 2, 0.09
in3 and /85° C respectively, is compressed at constant pressure until its temperature is 150 C.
Calculate the amount of heat transferred and work done during the process. Take R = 290 f/kg K
and cp = 1.005 k//kg K.

Solution. Given p = 275 kN/m 2 = 275 x 103 N/rn 2 ;V, = 0.09 rn3 ; T = 1850 C = 185 +
273 = 458 K; T2 = 15°C = 15 + 273 = 288K; R = 290 i/kg K; c = 1.005 kJ/kg K

.4ilOuHt oj /ztI ;,i;tJericd

First of all, let us find the mass of the gas (m). We know that

p, v i = in T1

Pi "1	 275x103x0.09
RT 1 	 290x458	 0. 186 kg

We know that the amount of heat transferred,

Q12 = in c,, (2 T 1 ) = 0.186 x 1.005(288-458) Id

= -31.78kJ Ans.
The -ye sign indicates that the heat has been extracted from the gas during the process. In

other words, the gas is compressed.

'ttr tlu IFzç the pitce.s3

First of all, let us find the final volume of the gas (v2 ). Since the process takes place at constant
pressure, therefore

	

v1 T2	 0.09x288
T 1 - T2 

or V2 = -- =
	 458	 = 0.056 m3

We know that the workdone during the process,

W 1 _2 = p(v2-VI) = 275x 10(0.056-0.09) = -9350J

= -9.35 ki Ans.

The -ye sign indicates the work is done on the gas. In other words, the gas is compressed.
Example 2.13. A certain gas has c, = 1.96 kJ/kg K and c = 1.5 kJ/kg K. Find its molecular

mass and gas constant. A constant volume chamber of 0.3 in3 capacity contains 2 kg of this gas at
5° C. The heat is transferred to the gas until the temperature is 100° C. Find the workdone, heat
transferred and change in internal energy.
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Solution. Given: c,,= 1.96 kJ/kg K; c1,= 1.5 kJ/kg K; v=0.3 m3 ; ,n= 2kg; T 1 = 5°C

= 5+273 = 278K;T2 = too' C= I00+2733'73K

f'1oleei4I(:r ?II(1SV (i/UI c1.r 1 Fir/i lilt

Let	 M = Molecular mass, and

R = Gas constant.

We know that gas constant,
R	 c, — c = 1.96— 1.5 = 0.46 kJ/kg K

Universal gas constant 	 R	 8.314
and molecular mass, 	 M =	 Gas constant	 =	 =0.46= 1% k Mis.

for

Workdone
Since the volume is constant, therefore workdone ( W12) is zero.Ans.

Heat transferred
We know that heat transferred.

= in c, (T2 - T)	 2>< 1.5(373-278) = 285 kJ Ans.

Change in internal energy
Let	 dU = Change in internal energy.

We know that Q 1 _2 = W 2 +dU = 0+dU = dU

dU = Q 2 295 kJ Ans.

Example 2.14. A vessel of 2.5 m3 capacity contains one kg-mole of nitrogen at /00° C.
Evaluate the spec ific volume and pressure. if the gas is cooled to 30' C, calculate final pressure,
change in specific internal energy and specific enthalpy.

The ratio of specific heats is 1.4 and one kg-mole nitrogen is 28 kg.
Solution. Given : v, = 2.5 m 3 ; M= I kg-mole = 28 kg; T1 = 100° C = 100+ 273 = 373K;

= 30° C = 30 + 273 = 303K; y= c,/c, = 1.4

Specific volunic (11111 press/ne

Let	 v, = Specific volume of the gas, and

p1 = Pressure of the gas.

We know that specific volume of the gas,

V1	 2.5
V, 

=	 = .-	
()

	

=	 i) ii Ike .&n.M 28

R.	 8314
Gas constant, 	 R	 =	 297 3/k

M	 28	
g 	 . ..(: R=S3l4JIkgrnolK)

We know that p v 1 = MR T

MRT 1 	 28x297x373
P I =	 =	

= 1.24x lO6N/Tn1
V 1	 2.5

12.4 bar Ans.	 . .	 I barO.I x 106 N/rn2)
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I7iutl pressure, change In specific internal e,Ieri'v and specific enthalpy

Let	 p2 = Final pressure of the gas.

We know that
P1 V 1	 P2 V2 Pt	 P2

= -
or	

=	 •. . (. V1 = v2)

T	 r2

•= Pi	 = I2.4x303	 0.07 bar Ails.
2	 T1	 373

Now, let us find out the values of specific heat at constant pressure (ce) and specific heat at

constant volume (ç).

We know that c -c	 R

	

I.4c-c, = 297	 ... ( . cIc, = 1.4)

= 297/0.4 = 742.5 JIkg = 0.7425kJ/kg K

and	 e = 1.4 c, = 1.4 x 0.7425 = 1.04 kJ/kg K

We know that change in specific internal energy,
du = c (T2 - T) = 0.7425(303-373) -52 kJ/kg Ans.

The - ye sign indicates that the specific internal energy is reduced after the gas is cooled.
We also know that change in specific enthalpy,

dh = c1, ('2 - T1 ) = 1.04 (303 - 373)	 - 72.8 kJ/kg Ans.

The -ye sign indicates that the specific enthalpy is reduced after the gas is cooled.

EXERCISES
I. Determine the final pressure of a gas when 2 m 3 of gas at 6 bar is heated by keeping the temperature

constant. The final voumc is 6 m3. 	 Ans. 2 harj

2. A certain quantity of air is cooled at a constant pressure from 300 K 10280 K. If the initial volume.
of the air is0.15 m 5 , find by how much the volume will diminish? 	 [Ans. 0.111 m'I

3. A gas at a temperature of 333' C and 20 bar has a volume of 0.06 m 3 . It is expanded to a volume
of 0.54 n1. Determine the final pressure of the gas if the temperature of the gas after expansion is 30° C.

(Ans. 1.33 harl

4. A gas at a temperature of 20° C and pressure of 1.5 bar occupies a volume of 0.105 m 3 . If the gas
is compressed to a pressure of 7.5 bar and volume of 0.04 m 3 , what will he the final temperature of the gas?

1,'ns......Cf

5. A cylinder contains 3 kg of air at a pressure of 300 bar and a temperature of 27° C. Find the volume
of air occupied by the gas. Assume  for air as 287 i/kg K. 	 jAns. 11.0086 m'f

6. A vessel of capacity 5 m t Contains 20 kg of an ideal gas having a molecular mass of 25. If the
emperature of the gas is 15° C, find its pressure.[Ans. 3.83 harf

R.	 8314
[hid. R =	 =25 = 332.5J/kg K (; R. loran ideal gas = 8314J/kg K)]

7. A certain gas occupies 0.15 m 3 at a temperature of 20' C and a pressure of 1.2 bar. If the gas has
mass of 200 g. calculate (i) value of gas Constant, and (ii) molecular mass of the gas.

[Ans. 307.2 i/kg K 27.061

H.	 A certain gas has c = 1.96 3d/kg K and c1 = 1.5 kJ/kg K. Find its molecular mass and the gas

	

constant. The universal gas constant is 8.315 kJ/kg K. 	 [Ans. IS 0.46 3d1kg K!

9.	 The volume of air at a pressure of 5 bar and 47' C is 0.5 in 5 . Calculate the mass of the air, if the
specific heats at constant pressure and volume are I kJ/kg K and 0.72 kJ/kg K respectively. 	 [Ans. 2.8 kgl
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10. The heated nitrogen gas expands from 0.2 ni 3 to 0.85 m3 in a quasi-static process at a constant

pressure of 1000 kPa. For I kg mass of gas, determine the amount of workdone by the gas and the final
temperature. R = 296.8 i/kg K, for nitrogen. 	 ]Ans. 650 ki 2163,88 K]

11. The gas constant for atmospheric air is 0.287 kJ/kg K and the specific heat at constant volume is
0.713 U/kg K. Find the specific heat at constant pressure and the ratio of specific heats.

]Ans. I kJ/kg K 1.431
12. A certain quantity of gas occupies 0.14 m at 12.6 bar and 100"C. Calculate the change in internal

energy if the gas is heated to a temperature of 3000 C. Take c,, = I kJ/kg K and c = 0.72 kJ/kg K.
Ans.245kJ1

13. The temperature of 3.5 kg of gas is raised from 95° C to 225° Cat a constant pressure. Find the
amount of heat supplied to the gas and the amount of the external workdone. The snecific heats at constant
pressure and volume are I kJ/kg K and 0.72 k1/kg K respectively.	 [Ans. 455 ki 127.4 ki I

14. An ideal gas 0.9 kg having gas constant 287 i/kg K is heated at constant pressure of 8 bar from
30' C to 200°C. If the specific heat at constant volume is 0.72 Id/kg K, find 1. specific heat at constant pressure.
2. total heat supplied to the gas, 3. increase in internal energy, and 4. workdone in expansion.

[Ans. 1.007 kJ/kg K 154.1 U: 110.16k) ;43.94 kij
15. One kg mole of nitrogen (molecular mass = 28) is contained in a vessel of volume 2.5 to' at tOO"

C. I. Evaluate the mass, the pressure and the specific volume of the gas ;2. If the ratio of specific heats is 1.4,
evaluate c,, and e. 3. If the gas cools to the atmospheric temperature of 30° C, evaluate the final pressure of the
gas. 4. Find the increase in specific internal energy and the increase in specific enthalpy.

[Ans.28 kg, 12.4 bar. 0.089 m'/kg: 1.04 kJ/kg K. 0.7425 ti/kg K : 10.07 bar :52 kJ/kg, 72.8 U/kg]

QUESTIONS

1. What is a perfect gas ? Under what conditions does a real gas behave as a perfect gas?
2. Name the variables which control the physical properties of a perfect gas.
3. State Boyle's law and Charles' law and prove that the characteristic gas equation is

p-v = mRT
4. What is the difference between universal gas constant and characteristic gas constant?
5. Define the specific heat at constant volume and at constant pressure.
6. What do you understand by enthalpy ? Show that for a constant pressure process, the heal

supplied to the gas is equal to the change of enthalpy.
7. Prove that the difference between two specific heats (c and c5) is equal to characteristic

gas constant (R).
8. What is an adiabatic index ? Why its value is always greater than unity 7

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS

I. If the temperature remains Constant, the volume of a given mass of a gas is inversely
proportional to the pressure. This is known as

(a) Charles' law	 (b) Boyle's law	 (c) Joule's law	 (ci) Gay-Lussac's law
2. The state of a substance whose evaporation from its liquid state is complete, is known as

(a) steam	 (b) vapour	 (c) air	 (cO perfect gas
3. The characteristic equation of a gas is

(a)pt'=constant	 (b)pv = mR	 (c)pv = mRT	 (d)pv = RT'
where p. v, T and rn - Pressure, volume, temperature and mass of the gas respectively,
and R = Gas constant.

4. The value of gas constant (R) is

(a) 287 J/kg K	 (b) 28.7 J/kg K	 (c) 2.87 J/kg K	 (d) 0.287 1/kg K
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5. The value of universal gas constant (R) is

(a) 8.314 J!kg K	 (h) 83.14 J/kg K	 (c) 831.4 J/kg K	 (d) 8314 J/kg K

6. The gas constant (R) is equal to the................of two specific heats.

(a) sum	 (h) difference	 (c) product	 (d) ratio

7. The specific heat at constant pressure is ..............that of specific heat at constant volume.

(a) equal to	 (I,) less than	 (c) more than
S. The ratio of specific heat at constant pressure (ce) and specific heat at constant volume

(() is

	

(a) equal to one	 (b) less than one	 (c) more than one	 (d) none of these

9. The value of c/C for air is

(a) I	 (b) 1.4	 (c) LS	 (d)2.3

Ill. When the gas is heated at constant pressure. then the heat supplied

(a) raises the temperature of the gas
(h) increases the internal energy of the gas

(c)does some external work during expansion

(d)both (a) and (h)
(e)both (b) and (c)

..NS\VERS
L (b)	 2. (d)	 3. (c)	 4. (a)	 5. (d)
6. (b)	 7. (r)	 8, (c)	 9. (h)	 tO. (e)
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We have already discussed that when a system changes its state from one equilibrium state to
another equilibrium state, then the path of successive states through which the system has passed, is
known as a thermodynamic process. Strictly speaking, no system is in true equilibrium during the
process because the properties (such as pressure, volume, temperature etc.) are changing. However,
if the process is assumed to take place sufficiently slowly so that the deviation of the properties at the
intermediate states is infinitesimally small, then every state passed through by the system will be in
equilibrium. Such a process is called quasi-static or reversible process and it is represented by a
continuous curve on the property diagram (i.e. pressure-volume diagram) as shown in Fig. 3.1 (a).

'c

Initial state)	 i I (InItial stale)

,<usiaias

LO

	

.2
(Final Stale) 	 (Final state)

- Volume	 - Vokxne

(a) Re' ersi hitS prt Icess	 I' Ir es err Nc pr-c-
Fig	

pr-C-F-r 

3.1. Reversible nor) lire' crsrhk- prrrccs

If the process takes place in such a manner that the properties at the intermediate states are
not in equilibrium state (except the initial and final state), then the process is said to benon-equilibriuin
or irreversible process. This process is represented by the broken lines on the property diagram as
shown in Fig. 3.1 (b).

51)
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3.2. ('lassificatior, f Thermod ynamic Processes
All the thermodynamic processes are classified into the following two groups
I. Non-flow processes, and 2. Flow processes.
The processes occurring in closed systems which do not permit the transfer of mass ..cross

their boundaries, are known as non-flow processes. It may be noted that in anon-flow process, the
energy crosses the system boundary in the form of heat and work, but there is no mass flow into or
out of the system.

The processes occurring in open systems which permit the transfer of mass to and from tht,
system, are known asflow processes. It may be noted that in a flow process, the mass enters the system
and leaves after enhancing energy. The flow processes may be steady flow and non-steady flow
processes. The common examples of steady flow processes are flow through nozzles, turbines
compressors etc. and the common examples of non-steady flow processes are filling or evacuation
of vessels.

3.3. %Vorkdone During a Non-flow Process
Consider a system contained in a frictionless piston and cylinder arrangement as shown in Fig.

3.2. As the system expands from its original state I, it overcomes the external resistance (such as
rotation of the flywheel) which opposes the motion of the piston by
exerting a force through a distance. The variation of the volume and I P1	 1
pressure of the system as it expands to final state 2, is drawn on the
pressure-volume diagram (briefly called p-v diagram) as shown in
Fig. 3.2.	 P1--- -- - -

Let at apy small section (shown shaded), the pressure (p) of
the system is constant. If A is the cross-sectional area of the piston,
then force on the piston (F = pA) causes the piston to move through
a distance dx. Thus, workdone by the system,

8W = Fdx = pAdx = pdv

... (. dv=Adr)
Workdone for non-flow process from state I to state 2,

W, = Jw = Jpdv

S"^.e(

Fig. 3.2. Workdone during a
non -flow process.

From above, we see that the workdone is given by the area under the p-v diagram.
Nutes : 1. The workdonc by the system is taken as positive while the workdone on the system is considered asnegative.

2. For an irreversible process, bW ie p dv, because the path of the process is not represented treety onthe p-v diagram due to its non-equilibrium states in the process.

3.4. Application of First Law of Thermodynunics to a Non-flow Process
We have already discussed in Chapter I (Art. 1.49) that when a system undergoes a change

of state or a thermodynamic process, then both the heat transfer and work transfer takes place. The
net energy transfer is stored within the system and is known as stored or total energy of the system.
Mathematically

= dE = E2—E1	 (i)
where	 = Heat transferred or heat supplied to the system during the process

i.e. from state I to state 2,
W _ 2

	

	 Workdone by the system on the surrounding during the process
i.e. from state I to state 2,
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E2 *Total energy or stored energy of the system at the end of the process
i.e. at state 2, and

E l = Total energy or stored energy of the system at the start of the process i.e. at state I

For a non-flow process, the stored energy is the internal energy only. Thus equation (I) of the first
law of thermodynamics, when applied to a non-flow process or a static system, may be written as

Q 12 —W12 = dU =

where	 dU = Change in internal energy = U2 - 1/1

It may be noted that heat and work are not a property of the system, but their difference

(Q 1 . .2 - W12) during a process is the numerical equivalent of stored energy. Since the stored energy

is a properly, therefore (Q 2 - W1,) i s also a property.

Example 3.1. When a system is taken from the state A to the state B, in Fig. 3.3, along the

path ACB, 80 U of heat flows into the system and the system does 30 U of work.

I. How much heat flows into the system along the path ADB, if	 C	 B

the workdone is 10 U. 0

2.When the system is returnedfrom the state B to the state A along
the curved path, the workdone on the system is 20 U. Does the system
absorb or liberate heat and how much heat is absorbed or liberated. 	 A

3. If the internal energy at A (1A) = Oand at D (U0) = 40 V,

the heat absorbed in the processes AD and DB. 	 volume

Solution. Given: QACB = 80 kJ WA = 30 kJ	 Fig. 33

h'eat flowing into the 55070 along the path ADB, if workdone (WAOB) = /0 ki

Let	 QAOB 
= Heat flowing into the system along the path ADD,

UA = Internal energy at A, and

UB = Internal energy at B.

We know that for path ACB,

QACB =

U11 — UA = QA. _WACB 80-30 = 5O kJ

We also know that for path ADB,	
50 +	 = kJ Ans.= ( Us — UA)+ WADS 

=	 ...( : W 0 = 10 
2 Heat absorbed or liberated

Let	 QBA = Heat absorbed or liberated along the curved path BA.

Since the work is done on the system, therefore

WBA = —2OkJ	 . . (Given)

The total energy of a system is the sum oFpotential energ y (PE), kncIic energy (.Ll and Internal energy

(U) plus any other form of the cnerg) such as chemical energy, electrical energy etc.

** Since internal energy is a point function, and depends on the initial and lirial states. Ilierek re c/ti is taken

as ((J5 - (/A) where as hcnt and work are path ttmctions.
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We know that for the curved path B-A,

QRA = (1A - U) + WBA = - ( UB - UA) + WBA
= - 50 - 20 = 70 kJ Ans.

The —ye sign indicates that heat is liberated by the systen.
3 fleat obvothed in the process' V and DII

Let	 CAD = Heat absorbed in the process AD,

Qvu = Heat absorbed in the process DR.

VA = Internal energy at A = 0	 (Given)
U0 = Internal energy at D = 40 Id	 . . (Given)

We know that work done along the path ADB,

= WAD + W0B

Since the process D-B is a constant volume process, therefore W B = 0. Thus, workdone
during the process A-D,

WAD = WADB = IOkJ

We know that	 QA-D = ( U0 - VA) + WAD

= (40-0)+!0 = 5O kJ Ans.
Similarly	 QD-B = ( U8—U0)+W	 = UB — UD	 ...(:	 = 0)

= 50-40 = 10  Ans.

= SO ki and U. = Q, therefore tl 8 = 50k))
Example 3.2. A fluid is confined in a cylinder by a spring loaded friction! ess piston so that

the pressure in the fluid is a linear func! ion of the volume (p = a+  b v). The internal energy of the
fluid is given by the following equation .•

U 33.5+3pv
where U is in U, p in kN1m 2 and v in mt. If rhefluid changes front an initial state of 1.7 bar, 0.03 m3
to a final state of 4 bar, 0.06 in3, with no work other than that done on the piston, find the direction
and magnitude of the work and heat transfer.

Solution. Given :pa+bv;u=33s+3p;p = l.lbar= I70kN/ni 2 ;v 1 = 003m3;
P, = 4 bar = 400 kNJm2 ; V2 = 0.06 m3

We know that change in internal energy of the fluid,

dU = '2 U1 = (33.5+3p2 v2)—(33.5+3p v1)

= 3(p1 v2 — p 1 v 1 ) = 3(400x0.06— 170x0.03)kJ

= 3(24-5I) = 56.7 kJ
We also know that	 p = a + b v

For the initial state of fluid,

170 = a+bxO03	 •. (i)
and for the final state of fluid,

400 = a+bx0,06
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Subtracting equation (i) from equation (ii),

400— 370 = 0.06b-0.03b or 230 = 0.03b

b=7667

Substituting the value of b in equation (i),

370 = a+7667XO.O3 = a+23O

a=-6O

We know that work transfer,
u2

W12 = Jpdv = J(a+bv)dv

bv1== a(v2 --v 1 )+b --i-

= 60(0.06_0.03)+7667[]

= —1.8 + 10.35 =

Heat transfer.	 Q_2 = W 2 + dU = 8.55 + 56.7 =65 2hi Ans.

Since both work transfer and heat transfer are positive, therefore work is done by the fluid and

heat is supplied to the fluid.

33. Heating and Expansion of Gases in Non-flow Processes

The heating and expanding oa gas may be performed in many ways. But the following are

the different non-flow processes (reversible and irreversible) as applied to perfect gas

1. Reversible non-flow processes. These processes are as follows

(a) Constant volume process (or Isochoric process),

(b) Constant pressure process (Or Isobaric process),

(c) Hyperbolic process,

(d) Constant temperature process (or Isothermal process)

(e) Adiabatic process (or Isentropic process), and

W Polytropic process

2. Irreversible non-flow processes. The free expansion process is an irreversible non-flow

process.
These above mentioned processes are discussed, in detail, in the following pages.

Note: The above mentioned processes are also applicable to the cooling and compression of gases. Coolin g is

regarded as negative heating, and compression as negative expansion.

3.6.	 Constant Volttnie Process (or Isodiuric Pr4wes'1

We have already discussed that when a gas is heated at a constant volume, its temperature and
pressure will increase. Since there is no change in its volume, therefore no work is done by the gas.
All the heat supplied to the gas is stored within the gas in the form of internal energy. It may be noted

that this process is governed by Gay-Lussac law. Now consider rn kg of  certain gas being heated at

constant volume from initial state Ito a final state 2.

Let	 p, v and T 1	 Pressure, volume and temperature at the initial state I, and

1'2' V2 and T2	 Pressure, volume and temperature at the final state 2.
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The process is shown on the pressure-volume ( p-v) and pressure-temperature ( p-7) diagrams
in Fig. 3.4 (a) and (b) respectively.

4.	 - 

2

Vt = V2

—Volume	 —Temperature–.-

a) p- dugram	 (h) 1rTdrgram.

He. 34. Constant volume process.

Now let us derive the following relations for the reversible constant volume process.

rl(lli'-tenrp!rature (p-v- 1) iclatians hip

We know that the general gas equation is

p l y 1	 p2v2

'I	 2

Since the gas is heated at constant volume, therefore v 1 = V2.

P 1 P2	P=	 or - = Constant	 . . [From equation (i)]

Thus the constant volume process is governed b y Ga y -Lussac law.

I. WorMo,ie b y the gas

We know that	 oW = p dv

On integrating from State I to state 2,

f 
8W 

= Jpdv = pJdv

or	 = p (v2 - t 1 ) = 0

3. Change in internal energy

We know that change in internal energy,

dU = mcr,dT

On integrating from state I to state 2,

JdU = mcjdT

orU , - U j = nit,,  (T1-T)

1 Heat supplied or heat tran.cje;

We know that 	 OQ = dU + OW

(Joule's law)
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On integrating from state I to state 2.
22	 2

I = JdU+JW
I	 I	 I

or	 (-'2 - U1 ) + WI-2

Since W_2 = 0, therefore heat supplied or heat transfer,

Q 12	 U2 -U = ,nc(T2-TI)

This shows that all the heat supplied to the gas is utilised in increasing the internal energy of
the gas.

5. Change in enthalpy

We know that the change in enthalpy,

dH = dU+d(pv)

On Integrating from state I to state 2,

fdJI = JdU+fd(pv)

or	 112 '1 _-(U2-U1)+(p2v1 -PI v)

= mc5(T2-T1)+mR(T2-T1)

... (:p1v1=mkT1;andp5v1=rnRT2)

= en(T2 -T)(c+R) = rnc(T2 -TI )	 ... (... c-co = R)

Notes 1. The change in internal energy (dU) and the change in enthalpy (dli) have the same expression for
each process.

2. During expansion or heating process, work is done by the gas (i.e. W12 is + ye) internal energy of
the gas decreases (i.e. dU is —ye ) and heat is supplied to the gas (i.e. Q 1 _2 is +ve).

3. During compression or cooling process, work is done on the gas (i.e. W 1 _2 is —ye) internal energy
of the gas increases (i.e. dU is +ve) and heat is rejected by the gas (i.e. Q1_2 is —ye).

Example 3.3. A certain gas occupies a space of 0.3 m3 at a pressure of 2 bar and a
temperature of 77 C. It is healed at a constant volume, until the pressure is 7 bar. Determine:
1. tempereture at the end of the process; 2. mass of the gas ; 3. change in internal energy; and
4.change in enthalpy during the process.

Assume c, = 1.005 kJ/kg K; c5 = 0.712 U/kg K; and R = 287 i/kg K.

Solution. Given	 = 0.3 m3 P1 = 2 bar = 0.2 x 10 6 N/ni2 ; T1 = 77°C = 77 + 273 = 350 K

p2 =7 bar =0.7xl0N/rn2 ;c= 100kJ/kgK;c=0.7I2kJIkgK;R=287J/kgK

Temperature at the end of the proi es•s

Let	 T2 = Temperature at the end of the process.

We know that 	
Pt 

= 
P2

Ti	T2

p2T1	 0.7 x 106 x 350 1225 K = 1225-273 = 95 C Ans.
0.2x106	-
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2, Mass of the gas

Let	 m = Mass of the gas.

We know that p 1 0 = ,nRT1
Pit'i	 0.2x106x0,3

= - = 287x350 = 0.597 kg Ans.RT1 

3.Change in internal enerçl'

We know that change in internal energy,

dU = U5 —U1 = mc(T2—TI)

= 0.597 x 0.712 (1225— 350) = 372 kJ Arts.

4. Change in enthalpv

We know that change in enthalpy,

dH = 11 2 — H 1 = mc,(T2—T1)

= 0.597x 1.005(1225-350) = 52. kJ Ans.

3.7. Constant Pressure Process (or Isobaric Process)

We have already discussed that when a gas is heated at a Constant pressure, its temperature
and volume will increase. Since there is a change in its volume, therefore the heat supplied to the gas
is utilised to increase the internal energy of the gas and for doing some external work. It may be noted
that this process is governed by Charles' law.

Now consider tn kg of a certain gas being heated at a constant pressure from an initial state I
to a final state 2.

Let	 p1, v 1 and T, = Pressure, volume and temperature at the initial state I, and

P2' 02 and T2 = Pressure, volume and temperature at the final state 2.
The process is shown on the p-v and p-Tdiagrams in Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b) respectively.

(a) p-v digrani.	 (b) p-T d lagrani

Fig, 3,5. Constant pressure process,

Now let us derive the following relations for the reversible Constant pressure process.

Pre,i'su,'e .vo/uIne_hnpera(,ire (1'-T1 . T relalion.v hip)
We know that the general gas equation is

p l o 1	 p2v2

T1 - T2
	 (1)

Since the gas is heated at constant pressure. therelorep 1 =p2.

Il l	 112 V

T,	
T=	 or	 = Constant

Thus, the constant pressure process is governed by Charles' law.

[From equation (i)]
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2. Wnrkdone b) (lie gas
We know that	 Sw = pdv

On integrating 1,om state I to state 2,

J5W = Jpdv = pJdv

or	 tI,2 = P (' -	 = iii I? (I - T)

...(; pv 1 = ,nkT1 and po, = nsRT.)

3 Change in internal cnerg\
We have discussed in the previous article that the change in internal energy (dU) is same for

all the processes. Therefore change in internal energy,
dli = Ii, - (i = in u,. (T - T1)

4, Hear supplied or hear transferred
We know that	 6Q = dU+6W

On integrating from state I to state 2,

.16Q=JdU4-J6W

= (U2 — U1 ) + W1 	
... (ii)

= mc , (T2 — TI ) + mR(T2TI)

= m(T2—T)(c+R)

= nzc,,(T2—TI)	 ...(	 c,, c,, = R)

The equation (ü) shows that the heat supplied to the gas is utilised in increasing the internal
energy of the gas and for doing some external work.

5. Change in enthalpy
We have discussed in the previous article that the change in enthalpy (dli) is same for all the

processes. Therefore, change in enthalpy,
dI-! = ff2—HI = rnc(T2—TI)

We see that change in eathalpy is equal to the heat supplied or heat transferred.
Note: If the gas is cooled at a constant pressure, then there will be a compression. It is thus obvious that, during
cooling, the temperature and volume will decrease and work is said to be done on the gas. In this case,

	

Workdone on the gas, 	 W1 = p(VIV2) = mR (TI —T2)

Decrease in internal energy, dU = U1 - U1 = in (T1 — T2)

	and heat rejected by the gas, 	 = m c (T1 — T2)

Example 3.4. The values of specific heats at constant pressure and at constant volume for
an ideal gas are 0.984 k//kg K and 0.728 U/kg K. Find the vaiues of characteristic gas constant (R)
and ratio of specific heats (y)for the gas. If one kg of this gas is heated at constant pressure from 25°
C to 200? C. estimate the heat added, ideal workdone and change in internal energy. Also calculate
the pressure and final volume, if the initial volume was 2 n3.

Solution. Given c, = 0.984 kJ/kg K; c 0.728 kJ/kg K ; m = I kg ; T 1 = 25° C = 25 + 273

= 298 K T2 = 200°C = 200 + 273 = 473 K; v, = 2 rn3
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The heating of gas at constant pressure is shown in Fig. 36.
CIu,racteristic gas constant

We know that characteristic gas constant,

R = C1, — c, = 0.984 — 0.728
= 0256 KAL K Ans.

Rutea i,J .SfIt(ifu( lattiV

We know that ratio of specific heats,
y = c / cn = 0.984/0.728 = 13S Arts.

Heat added

!	 1	 2. p -.-

V1 	V2

—Volume

Fig. 3.6

We know that heat added during Constant pressure operation,

= mc (T2 — T) = I x 0.984(473— 298) = I 72.2 KS Air,.

Wuhilrnie

We know that workdone during constant pressure operation,

W12 = p(v2—VI) = mR(T2—TI)	 ... (:pv=mRl)

= I x 0.256 (473 - 298) = 44.8 kJ Ans.

C/iii ,i,'e ifl internal e,teigs

*We know that change in internal energy,

dli = U2 — (J = m cn (T2 TI ) = I xO.728(473-298)kJ

127.4 kJ Ans.

Pre.c aire and final va/june of the gas if the initial volu,ne, z' = 2 m3

Let	 p1 = p2 = Pressure of the gas, and

V2 = Final volume of the gas.

P I V I 	P2 V2V1 = V2
We know that —— =	 or	 .. . ( Pressure is constant)

T2 

V I T2	 2= -- = x473 = 3.17 m3 Ans.
T1	 298

We also know that

p 1 v 1	 m R T1

mRT1	 lx256x298

	

p 1 = - =	 =
v 1	 2	

38140 N/rn2 .. ,(Ris taken inJlkgK)

= 03814 bar Ans.	 ... (; I bar =	 N/m')

Example 3.5. A quahtity of gas has a volume of 0.14 m3, pressure 1.5 bar and  temperature
/00°C. lIthe gas is compressed at  constant pressure, until its volume becomes 0. 112 rn t. determine:

*	 The change in internal energy may also he obtained from the relation

()	 r/LI+	 or dli = Qi . ' -	 = 1 722 --44.8 = 127.4 kJ

5-
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1. the temperature at the end of compression ; 2. work done in compressing the gas ; 3.
decrease in internal energy; and 4, heat given out by the gas.

Assume c,, = 1.005 k//kg K; c5 = 0.712k1/kg K; and  = 285 i/kg K

Solution. Given: v 1 =0.14 m3 ;p = 1.5 bar= 0.15 x 106 N/rn2 ; T1 = I00°C= 100+273

= 373 K ; v, = 0.1 12 m3 ; c = 1.005 kJ/kg K ; c, 0.712 kJ/kg K ; R = 285 J/kg K

The compression of gas at constant pressure is shown in Fig. 3.7.

Temperature at the end of compression

Let	 T2 = Temperature at the end of compression.

V1	 V2

1T2

v2 T, - 0.112x373 = 298.4K
0.14

= 298.4 - 273 = 25 . 40 C Ans.

We know that

2

I	 I

aj

V2	 V1
- volume

Fig. 3.7

2. Workdone is compressing the gas

We know that workdone in compressing the gas,

W_2 =p(v,—v2) = 0.15x106 (0.14-0.112) = 4200J = 4.2 kJ Ans.

3.Decrease in internal energy

First bf all, let us find the mass of gas (m) admitted for compression We know that

p 1 v1 =mRT1

P i Vi	 0.15 x 106 x 0.14
=0.197kg

RT1 	 285x373

We know that decrease in internal energy,

dU = U 1 —U2 = mc1,(T1—T2)

= 0.197 x 0.712(373-298.4) = 10.46 kJ .•;...

4. Heat given out b y the gas

We know that heat given out by the gas,

= mc,,,(T,—T2)

= 0.197x 1.005(373-298.4) = 14.77 kJ Arts.

3.8. Hyperbolic Process

A process, in which the gas is heated or expanded in such away
that the product of its pressure and volume (i.e. p xv) remains Constant,
is called a hyperbolic process.

It may be noted that the hyperbolic process is governed by
Boyle's law i.e. p V = constant. If we plot a graph for pressure and
volume, during the process as shown in Fig. 3.8, we shall get a
rectangular hyperbola. Hence, this process is termed as hyperbolic
process. It is merely a theoretical case, and has a little importance from
the subject point of view. Its practical application is isothermal process,
which is discussed below.

--Volume--

Fig. 3,8. Hyperbolic process.
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3.9. Constant Temperature Process (or Isothermal Process)

A process, in which the temperature of the working substance remains constant during its

expansion or compression, is called constant temperature process or isothermal process. This will

happen when the working substance remains in a perfect thermal contact with the surroundings, so
that the heat 'sucked in' or 'squeezed out' is compensated exactly for the work done by the gas or on
the gas respectively. It is thus obvious that in an isothermal process:

I. there is no change in temperature,

2. there is no change in internal energy, and

3. there is no change in enthalpy.

Now consider m kg of a certain gs being heated at constant temperature from an initial state

I to final state 2.

Let	 p, v 1 and T1 = Pressure, volume and temperature at the initial state 1, and

p2, v and T2 = Pressure, volume and temperature at the final state 2.

The process is shown on thep-v and p-T diagrams in Fig. 3.9 (a) and (b) respectively.

I	 . -.
Oj 2

V1	V	 Va

- Volume -..
(a) p-v diagram.

Fig. 3.9. Constant temperature (Isothermal) process.

Now let us derive the following relations for the reversible constant temperature process

isothermal process.

1.Pressure-volume-temperature (p-v-I') relationship

We know that the general gas equation is

	

pit,!	 P2 V2

	

'I	 2

Since the gas is heated at Constant temperature, therefore T, = T2.

= P2 V1 0! p v = Constant	 ... [From equation (0]

'thus, the constant temperature process or isothermal process is governed by Boyle's law.

2. %'nkJcme hr the gas

We know that	 8W = p dv
On integrating from state Ito state 2,

Jow = pdv

or	 W12 = Jpdu	 . . . 00

expansion
oirve (pv

2
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Since the expansion of the gas is isothermal, i.e. p v = C, therefore

Pi V1
PVP1 V 1 Of P=

Substituting this value of p in equation (ii), we have

U,	 V

w1
-.
2_f!!dv	 'dv

UI 	UI

	

=P1v1[ log, v]2=P1v1 io{IJ 	(iii)

The above equation may be exprsedin terms of corresponding logarithtn.to the base 10, i.e.

W,, =	
( v2

2.3 p 1 v 1 log	 = 2.3 p, v 1 log r	 . . . (iv)
 )

iV
where	 r = -, and is known as expansion ratio.

UI

The equation (iv) may also be written as follows:

We.Iuiow that pi v, = p2.V2 = m R T

Work done, W12 = 2.3mRTlo[]= 2.3mR Ting 

rV2 A
Sincep1 v2 = p2 v2 , therefore - =

V1 	p2

( '
Work done, W1 _2 = 2.3 p 1 v log1 

1
- I
P)

Volume at the end of expansion
Notes: (a) Expansion ratio, 

r = Volume at the beginning of expansion

Volume at the beginning of compressioI
(b) Compression ratio. r =

	 Volume at the end of compression

3.Change in internal energy
We know that change in internal energy,

dU = U, — U = mc(T,—TI)

Since it is a constant temperature process, i.e. T1 = '2' 
therefore

dU= (12 —U1 =0 or U 1 = U,

4.Heat supplied or heat transferred
We know that heat supplied or heat transferred from state ito state 2,

Q 1 _2 = dU + W12 =	 2	
.. ( .. dU= 0)

'Ibis shows that all the heat supplied to the as is equal to the workdonc by the gas.

5.Change in enthalpy
We know that change in enthalpy.

dil = H2 —H1 = mc(T,T1)
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Since it is a constant temperature process. i.e. T, = T2, therefore

dH =	 !I = 0 or H1 = H2

Example 3.6. A quantity of air has  w..'lwne 010.4 in' at  pressure of  bar and 
temperature of 800 C. It is expanded in a cylinder at a constant temperature to a pressure of! bar.
Determine the amount of work done by the air during expansion.

Solution. Given: v 1 =0.4m3 p=5bar=0.5x106 N/m2 ; *T=80O C; p2r-lbar

=0.1 x 106 N/rn2

First of all, let us find the volume of air at the end of expansion (i.e. v 2). We know that

P,1 V 1	0.5x106x0.4P, v = p2 02 or v2 = - =
	

= 2m3
P2	 0.1 x 106

and expansion ratio,	 r = v It'1 = 2/0.4  = 5

We know that workdone by the air during expansion,

W1.2 = 2.3p1 v logr = 2.3x0.5x 106 x0.4 log 51

= 0.46x 106 x0.699 = 32154tH = 321.54 Id Ans.

Example 3.7. 0.1 m3 of air at a pressure of 1.5 bar is expanded isothermally to 0.5 ,n.
Calculate the final pressure of the gas and hear supplied during the process.

Solution. Gjven:v 1 = 0.1m3 ; p1	 l.5 bar = 0.15x 106 N/rn2 ; v2 = 0.5m3

Final pressure of the gas

Let	 p2 = Final pressure of the gas.

We know that p i1 v1 = pi v2

- Pii	 0.15x 106x0.1 = 0.03x 105 N/rn2 = 0.3b Ans.
V2 -	 0.5

Heat supplied during the process

We know that expansion ratio,

r=v21v1=0.510.1=5

Workdone during the process,

W3..2 = 2.3p1 v 1 log  = 2.3x0i5x 106 x0.1 log 5J

=0.0345x106x0.699=24115J=24,1151J

We know that in an isothermal process, heat supplied (Q 1 2)is equal to the workdone during
the process.

=	 = 24.115kJ Ans.

3.10. Adiabatic Process (or Isentropic Process)

A process, in which the working substance neither receives nor gives out heat to its surround-
ings, during its expansion or compression, is called an "adiabatic process This will happen when

*	 SUpCIf1UOUS data

It may he noted that the adiabatic process may be reversible or irreversible. The reversible adiabatic process
or frictionlecs adiabatic process is known as iSen!ropic process (Or constant entropy process). But when
friction is involved in the process, then the adiabatic process is said to be irreversible, in which case the
entropy does not remain constant i.e. the entropy increases (See Chapter 4, Art. 4.7).
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the working substance remains thermally insulated, so that no heat enters or leaves it during the
process. It is thus obvious, that in an adiabatic or isentropic process:

1.No heat leaves or enters the gas.

2. The temperature of the gas changes, as the work is done at the cost of internal energy, and

3. The change in internal energy is equal to the work done.

Now consider m kg of a certain gas being heated adiabatically from an initial state Ito a final

state 2.

Let	 p1. v 1 and T1 = Pressure, volume and tempera-
tureattheinitialstatel,and

p, v2 and T = Pressure, volume and tempera- 	 p
ture at the final state 2.

The process is shown on the p-v diagram in Fig. 3.10. 	
2

Now let us derive the following relations for a reversible
V 	 V2

— Volume —"-
adiabatic process.

Fig. 3.10. Adihalic process.

1. Pressure-volume-temperature (p-v-T) relationship

We know that	 6Q = 6W+ dU	 (First law of thermodynamics) . . . (i)

Since in an adiabatic process, no heat transfer lakes places, therefore

6Q =.O
6W+dU=O

or	 pdu-fmç6T0

- - (ii)
mc

We know that	 pt.' = mRT
Differentiating this e- pression, we get

pdu+vdp = mRdT
•— pdv+vdp - pdv+Vdp

aT — M 	 m(c_c0)

...(-: R=c-c,,)

Equating equations (it) and (iii),

-pdu pdv+vdp
mc, — m(c_c0)

Cp — Cv pdv+vdp - I
c — -pdv -	 pdv

cp(	 dp
--1 = -1-i —x—dv p

(	 dp"
Y= X 	..	 .

expansion
WTVO
AD  =G)

(iii)
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dv	 dp

V	 p

dv dp
= 0

VP

Integrating both sides.

y log, v+ loge p = Constant or log, pv 	 loge C

pti=C orp 1 v=p2T4=...=C	 ...(iv)

The equation (iv) may also be expressed in the following forms;

P1

p2	 v

From the general gas equation, we know that

p 1 v1	 p2v2	p	 TI
-=- or — = — x

T,	 T2	 P2	 '2 -

Equating equations (v) and (vi),
/	 I / 	 \Y/	 \l
I v 	 X 	 T1	 V2 I	 i	 1 02 i i v2
I — = — X-- or -= —jx--=--i—

0 1	 T2 v 1 	T2	 v) 02 (,Vi) 1¼V1

TZ	 V,

fT1	(021
...(vii)

From equation (iv), we also know that

• (viii)

V2 	 PI

From the general gas equation, we know that

pi V i	 P202	 V	 T1 p2
or—=--x--

'I	 '2	 02	 '2 Pi
Equating equations (viii) and (ix),

L2	 P2 
or
	 (!^l T X P 1	 El Y

I P1)	 '2 p1	 T2	 Pi )	 P2

1:1
T.

T2	 2j

2. Workdone during adiabatic expansion
We have already discussed that workdone,

6W = pdv
On integrating from State ito state 2,

f8W Jpdu or W12 = Jpdu	 . . .(xi)
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Since adiabatic expansion of the gas follows the law,

pv.t=p I Vi or p= pIVi
---
v

Substituting this value ofp in equation (xi),
2	 2 I,.-y--I	 2

W1 -2 	_!_IdV=PIViJVdVPIVT

	

0Y	
[--j-]1 

= PiVi{i_i_]

p1v4—p1 vTv-	
I-?

p2(vv—p1(vTvT)

- p2V2 —PI vI

1-Y
1V1 -P202

= Y- 11	
(For expansion)

P2 v,—p 1 V1
=	 -	 . . (For compression)

Note : The above equation for work done may also be expressed as
(a)We know that p1 v = m R T1 and p, v2 = m R T,. Substituting these values in the equation for

expansion,
mRT1-mRT, mR(T1-T2)

W12 =
	 =

	
... (For expansion)

mR(T-T1)=	
-	 .. (For compression)

(b)We also know that work done during expansion,

WI- 	
=

-	 y-1	 'L Pii

•	 mR?'1 p2v21
=,—j- l_— -J

3.Change in internal energy
We know that change in internal energy,

dU=U,_Uirmc(T,_TI)

4.Heat supplied or heal transferred
We know that head supplied or heat transferred in case of adiabatic process is zero, therefore

Q17=O

5.Change in enthalpy
We know that change in enthalpy,

dtl =	 = mc,,(T,-T1)
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Example 3.8. One litre of hydrogen at (Y C is suddenly compressed to one-ha ifof its volume.
Fi,d the change in temperature of the gas, if the ratio of two specific heats for hydrogen is 1.4.

Solution. Given v 1 = I litre; T, = 00 C = 0 + 273 = 273 K ; v2 = v 1 /2= 1/2 = 0.5 litre

1=1.4
Let	 T2 = Final temperature of the gas.

14-I
TI 	 ^ U2 ) 

Y-	

0.5We know that	 = -	
= ()	

= (0.5)° = 0.758

T2 = T1 /0.758 = 273 /0.758 = 360.16 K

= 360.16-273	 87.16°C Ans.

Example 3.9. The initial volume of 0.18 kg of a certain gas was 0.15 m3 at a temperature
of) 'C and a pressure of] bar. After adiabatic compression to 0.056 m 3, the pressure was found to
be bar. Find;

1. Gas constant ;2. Molecular mass of the gas; 3. Ratio of specific heats , 4. Two specific
he ts, one at a constant pressure and the other at a constant volume ; and 5. Change of internal
et, rgy.

Solution. Given: m=0.I8kg;v 1 =0.15m3 ;T1 = 15°C=I5+273=288K;p1=lbar
= .lxl0N/m2 ;v2 =0.056m3 ;p2 =4 bar =0.4XUPN/m2

The p-v diagram is shown in Fig. 3.11.
Gas constant	 I ..

Let	 R = Gas constant.	 E
PVx - c

We know that	 I
p 1 v 1 = m R	 i

R=i=0.l>(I0xO.l5
m T,	 0.18 x 288	 Volume

= 289.4 J/kg K = 0.2894 kJ/kg K Ans.	 Fig. 3.11

2. %lolecularmass of the gas

We know that molecular mass of the gas,

	

Universalgas constant (R.)	 8314

	

M 
= Characteristic gas constant (R)	 2894 = 28.73 kg Ans.

... (: R = 8314 i/hg K. for all gascs)

3. 1,' a of sp'ci c heats

We know that ratio of specific heats,

P2	 (0.4xi06log - logi--
P 1 =	 0.l x 106	-

1	 v	 0.15 "	 log 2.678	 0.4278
log {_]	 !og( -J

= 1.407 Ans.
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4. Specific heat at  constant volume and constant pressure

Let	 c = Specific heat at a constant volume, and

= Specific heat at a constant pressure.

We know that c1,-c, = R or 1.407c-ç = 0.2894	 (; -y = c/c = 1.407)

c; = 0.2894/0.407 = 0.711 kJ/kg K Ans.

and	 c, = 1.407 c, = 1.407x0.711 = I kJIkgK Ans.

5. Change in internal energy

First of all, let us find the final temperature (1'2). We know that

1.407- ITj

T2 	 P2	 (14
=(!i]	 =J	 =(0.25)0 = 0.67

= T1 /0.67 = 288/0.67 = 430K

We know that change in internal energy.

dU = U2 -U1 = mc(T2 - Ti) = 0.18x0.7I1(430-288)kJ

= 18.17kJ Ans.

Example 3.10. A system contains 0.15 nr ojá gas at a pressure of 3.8 bar and 1500 C. It is
expanded adiabatically till the pressure falls to 1 bar. The gas is then heated at a constant pressure
till its enMaipy increases by 70 U. Determine the total work done. Take c 1, = I il/kg K and c,, = 0.711
kJ/kgK.

Solution. Given: v 1 =0.15m3 ; p 1 =3.8bar=0.38x106 N/m1 ;T1 = 150°C= 150+273

= 423 K p2 = I bar = 0.1 x 106 N/rn2 dli = 70 Id ; c4 , = I kJ/kg K c = 0.714 Id/kg K

In Fig. 3.12, process 1-2 represents adiabatic expansion 	 I
of the gas and the process 2-3 represents heating at constant 2 p,--., Achabstic
pressure.	 Cons t

Flst of all, let us find the temperature (1'7) and volume ,	 pressure
(v2) after the adiabatic expansion.	

2'	

heating

We know that adiabatic index,
Vt	 V2	 V3

= c,,/c, = 1/0.714= 1.4	 — volume ---
Fig. 3.12

1.4-I

= ?.i)	 =(-
14

=(3 .8)06 = 1.465
T2	 P2)	 l)

or	 T2 = T1 / 1.465 = 423/ 1.465 = 288.7 K

°	 P	 ' I TA
and	 __i. 

= ( PI 
I

.1

(0.263)°i =0.385
V2)	 iL8)

= v 1 /0.385 = 0.15/0.385 = 0.39m3
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Now let us find the temperature (1'3) and volume (v3) after constant pressure heating.

Let	 m = Mass of gas contained in the system.

We know that gas constant.

R = c,—c = 1-0.714 = 0.286 kJ/kg K = 286i1kgK

and
	 = ,nRT1

1` 1 V1 0.38x106x0.15
m = R1 =	 286x423	

0.47 kg

We also know that increase in enthalpy (dli),
70 = nc(T3_ T2) = 0.47x 1(T3-288.7)kJ

T3 = 30— +288.7 = 437.6K

Since the heating is at constant pressure, therefore

V2 T3
-	

- 0.39x437.6 = 0.59 m3
T2 - T3 

°	
= T2 -	 288.7

We know that work done during adiabatic expansion.

p 1 V 1 f 2 V 	 0.38x106 x0. 15_0 . 1x106 x0.39= 
1.4—I

= 57x 103 -39x 10 = 45000J = 45 kJ

and workdone during constant pressure heating,

= p2 (v3 —v9 = 0.1 x 106 (0.59_0. 39) = 20000J = 2O kJ

Total work done, W = W1	 = 45+20 = 65 kJ Ans.

Example 3.11. 0.336 m3 ofgas at 10 bar and 150°C expands adiabatically, until its pressure
is 4 bar. It is then compressed, isothernially, to its original volume. Find the final temperature and
pressure of the gas..Also determine the change in internal energy. Take c,, = 0.996 k//kg K; and
c. = 0.703 kJ/kg K.

Solution. Given: v, = 0.336 m3 pi = 10 bar = I x ItP N1m 2 ; T1 = 150'C = 150 + 273

=423K;p2 =4 bar =0.4XIIPNIm2 ;v3 = v 1 =0.336m3 ;c=0.996 kJ/kg K;c=0.703 kJ/kg K

In Fig. 3.13, process 1-2 represents the adiabatic expan-
sion of the gas and the process 2-3 represents the isothermal
compression to its original volume.

We know that adiabatic index,

y cI/cb _0.996/0.703 = 1.417

Final temperature of the gas

Let	 1'3 = Final temperature of the gas, and

T2 = Temperature of the gas after adiabatic 	 - Volume

expansion.	 Fig. 3.13
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We know that

Li.	 1.417-I= (p,.J ' =	 = (2.5)0	 = 1.31
T2	 4

= T11131 = 423/1.31 = 323 K

Since the compression is isothermal from 2 to 3, therefore

= T2 323 K = 50°C Ans.

Final pressure of the gas
Let	 p3 = Final pressure of the gas.

We know that for a constant volume process 3-I,

P3	 Pi
T3 -

T3 Pi 323x1x106
P3	 T, =423	

= 076x 106 N/rn2 7: 6 bar Ans.

Change in internal energy
First of all, let us find the mass of the gas (m).
We know that gas constAnt,

R = c. – c. = 0.996-0.703 0.293 kJ/kg K = 293J/kgK

We also know that

p 1 v1 mRT

P ,1 V 1 	 lxJO6xO.336
or	 m= —=	 2.7 kg

RT1	 293x423

Change in internal energy,

dU = U3 –U1 = mc(T3 – T1 ) = 2.7x0.703(323-423)kJ

= - 189.8 Id Ans.

The negh five sign indicates that there is a decrease in internal energy.

Example 3.12. 0.75 m3 of hydrogen gas is initially at a pressure of 1 bar and temperature
290 K. It is compressed isentropicolly to 15 bar. Next it is expanded at constant temperature to
original volume. Finally heat rejection rakes place at constant volume and the gas pressure is restored
to the original condition of pressure. Find: 1. Pressure, volume and temperature at the end of each
operation 2. Heat added during isothermal expansion ; and 3. Change of internal energy during
each process.

For hydrogen, R = 4126 f/kg K; c,, = 14.26 kJ/kg K.

Solution. Given: v 1 = 0.75 m3 ;p 1 = I bar= 0.1 X 10 N/rn2 ; T1 = 290 K ;p2 = IS bar

= 15  106N/m2;v3 = 01 = 0.75m3 ;R=4l26J/kgK=4.l26 kJ/kg K;c= 14.26kJ/kgK

In p-v diagram, as shown in Fig. 3.14, process 1-2 represents isentropic compression, process
2-3 represents expansion at constant temperature (isothermal expansion) and process 3-I represents
rejection of heat at constant volume.
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I. Pressure, volume and temperature at the end of each operation

Let	 p2 , v2 and T2 = Pressure, volume

	

and temperature re-	 2
spectively at the end Isothermal
of Isentropic opera-
tion 1-2,

	

p,v1 and T3 = Pressure, volume	 -- ---3

	

and temperature re- 	 lsntropc

	

specti vely at the end	 I
of isothermal opera
lion 2-3.	 -f-- Volume

Firstof all. let us find the value ofisentropic
index (y). We know that	 Fig. 3.14

c - c = R

cu =cp R= 14.26-4.126= 10.134kJIkg K

Y = c/Cv=l4.26IIO.l34=1.4O7

We know that for isentropic process 1-2,

'(1

	

= p2 (v2)1 or I 
Vt	 P2
 -	 = --

	

1V2 )	 p1

	

0.75(J	 = 0.75x0146 = 0.11 m3 Ans.v2 =v,I — i =
P2)

and	 PI V I	 P2 V2
T1 	 T2

or	 '.5 x
.638K Ans.

Now for isothermal process 2-3,

P2 v2 P3 V3

or	 p3 = p2 x- = 1.5x 106 0 . = 0 . 22x ut N/rn2 2.2 bar Ans,
V3	 0.75

2. Heat added during isothermal expansion
We know that heat added during isothermal expansion 2-3,

Q	 2.3 p2 v2 log ( 
3

0.1)

= 0.317x 106 J = 37kJ Ans.
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3. Change of internal energy during each process

First of all, let us find the mass of hydrogen (m). We know that

p v	 OAx10x0.75
P,1 v 1 = mRT1 or m =	

4l26x290 
= 0.063 kg

We know that chi, ge of internal energy during isentropic proceS.

dU = U2 —U1 = rnc(T2—TI) 0.063x10.134(638—.290)kJ

= 222.I8kJ Ans.

Since in an isothermal process 2-3, the temperature is constant (T2 = 1'3), therefore change in

internal energy during isothermal process is zero. Ans.

'.11. Poly tropic Process

The polytropic process is also known as the general law for the expans ion and compression
of gases, and is given by the relation

pv = Constant

where n is a polytropic index, which may have any value from zero to infinity, depending upon the
manner, in which the expansion or compression has taken place.

The various equations for polytropic process may be expressed by changing the index n for

yin the adiabatic process.
Now consider m kg of a certain gas being heated polytropically from an initial state Ito a final

State 2.
E.et	 p1, v and T1 = Pressure, volume and temperature at the initial State 1, and

P2' v2 and T2 = Pressure, volume and temperature at the final state 2.

The process is shown on thep-v diagram in Fig. 3.15. Now let us derive the following relations
for the polytropic process.
I. Pressure-volume-temperature (p-v-T) relationship

The following relations for the polytropic process are derived in the similar way as discussed
for adiabatic process.

(a)

	

P, V" p'e'	 C

P,

pi

- Vo lume
T,	 (^.

('	 = 
	 Fig. 3.15. Polytropic process.

T2 	 P2

2. Workdone during polyrropic expansion

The equations for the work done during a polytropic process may also be expressed by
changing the index n for yin the adiabatic process.
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Workdone during a polytropic process from slate Ito state 2,

P1 01—p2 02	 m R(T 1 - T2)

WI-2	 n—I	 -	 n—I

p2 v2 — p 1 v1	 mR(T2—TI)

	

—	 n—I	 —	 n—I

3. Change in internal energy

We know that change in internal energy,

	

dli =	 = or (T2

4 Heat supplied or heat transfer

We know that the heat supplied or heat transferred,

W+dU

pIvt—p2V2

	

=	 n—I	 +mc,(T2—TI)

mR (TI —T2)	 R

	

=	 n — i

73

(For expansion)

... (For compression)

(	 R
.1; 

C.

y—t

1
= mR (TI —T2)	

i

(n—I)
=)nR (TI _ TZ) L (n—l)(y—I)

= rnR(Tl_7)[(l)]

y_mR(T1—T)
=

:Y I	n—I

5. change in enthalpy

We know that change in enthalpy,

dH = /12 — H1 = mc(T7—TI)

Notes: I. The equations for heat transfer may also be expressed as

	

-n
x Work done	

P1V1—P2V2
-	 =
- y-1	 7—I	 (n—I)

(b) We know that

-	 mR(T—T2)	
1 xmc (T1 -1) ...(.:	 = Cr)

n—I	 n—I

=

	

	 x Change in internal energy
n—I

*	 Wckcow that c—c0=k

Dividing throughout by Cr, WC have

£_.1 = -	 or	 —I =•-,	 .-,c =-----
Cr 	 Cr	 C,.	 y—1

(a)
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2. The above equations give the amount of heat, which has passed into the gas through the cylinder
walls as the gas expands. It may be noted that this will happen only when is is less than y. If however, is is greater
than y, then heat is rejected by the gas.

3. Similarly, during compression, work done will be negative, i.e. work will be done on the gas.
Moreover, heat will be rejected by the gas. This will happen only when n is less thany.

4. The relation for work done may also be expressed as:

(
PiVi	

P20
l I--

WI-2
- ?iI_P2V2 - 1`1 VI

- (n-I) -	 (n- 1)

p1 v1 (1 -r')	 p2	 (u 1 	 p2v2	 • I	 ,_i -=	 -	 .._=	 =r and — = rX -=r
	(n1)	 p1	 V1)	 p101	 r

Example 3.13. A certain quantity of air has a volume of 0.028 in3 at a pressure of 1.25 bar
and 25° C. it is compressed to a volume of.0. 0042 m 3 according to the law pv t = Constant. Find tht
final temperature and work done during compression. Also determine the reduction in pressure at a
constant volume required to bring the air back o its original temperature.

Solution. Given :v 1 =0.028 m3 ;p1 = 1.25 bar =O.125X l(PN/m2 ; T1 =25°C=25+273

298;v2=0.0042m3;n1.3

The p-v diagram is shown in Fig. 3.16.

Final temperature
Let	 T2 = Final temperature.

We know that
13Ti	 (V2	 -I

(0.0042

T2t,v)	 0.028

= (0.15f3  0.566

I 
P2	

2

 "IK-1 = C
 

v2 : v3	 V1

- Volume -

Fig. 3.16

T2 = T1 10.566 = 298/0.566 = 526.5 K = 526.5-273 253.5°C Ans.

Workdone during compression

First of all, let us find the final pressure (p2) at the end of compression. We know that

p1v=p2v;

pi

 
(v2Y' (0.0042	 0.085t3

p2 v i J j0.028 ) =

p2 = p 1 /O.085 = 1.25/0.085 = 14.7 bar = 1.47x106NIm2

We know that workdone during compression,

- P 2 -' 1 V1 - 1.47x 106 x0.0042-0.125x 106x0.028

	

1-2 -	 n - I	 -	 1.3-1

- 6174-3500 = 8913J = 8.913 k3 Ans.

	

-	
0.3

Pressure at a constant volume

Let	 P3 = Pressure at a constant volume required to bring the air back to
its initial temperature, T, = 298 K.
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We know that for a constant volume process 2-3,

P2 p3	 p2T3 14.7x298=	 or p3 = -;;--= 526.5 =8.32 bar Ans.

Example 3.14. A gas misture obeying perfect gas law has a molecular mass of 26.7. The
gas rawure is compressed through a compression ratio of 12 according to the law -1 = Constant,from initial conditions of 0.9 bar and 333 K Assuming a mean molarspecjflc heat at constant voluin'
0121.1 kJ/kg K,flnd, per kg of mass, the workdone and heat/low across the cylinder walls.

For the above gas, determine the value of characteristic gas constant molar specific heat at
a constant pressure and ratio of specific heats.

Solution. Given M= 26.7; r= v/v2 = 12; it = 1.25 ; p 1 = 0.9 bar = 0.09 x 106 N/rn2;
T1 = 333K;c,,,, = 21.l kJ/kg K;m=jkg

The p-v diagram is shown in Fig. 3.17.

Workdone per kg of gas

First of all, let us find the initial volume (v1 ), final volume	 \ç11,E2 C
(°2) and final pressure (p).

ILWe know that p 1 v1" = p2 v'	 p1 ,. -	 1

=0.9(l2)
pi 1( 2)	 —Volume----..

= 20.1 bar = 2.01 x io N/rn2 	 Fig. 3.17

We also know that gas constant,

R	 8314R =	 = -- = 311.41/kgKM 26.7

,nRT1	 x311.4x333and	 p1V1=mRT1 or v1=—	 1.15 in
p 1	 009x106

= v1 /12 = 1.15/12 = 0.096 m3 	. ..(; v 1 1v2 = 12)
We know that workdone

1%'	 =
Pi-p2v2 = 0.09x106 xl.I5_2.01x106O096--------.-	 .-. -.

n-i	 1.25-I
103 500 - 192960=	

= -357840 J = -357.84 U . Ans.
The negative sign indicates that the work is done on the gas.

!-leai flow across the cylinder walls

Let	 T = Final ternperatw-e

T1	 )We know that	
- = (121.25-I

1) 	=
(j!

)
	 =0.537

T2 = T1 /0.537 = 333 / 0.537 = 620 K

6-
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and specific heat at constant volume,
Cu = cv, 

IM = 21.1/26.7 0.79 kJ/kgK

Change in internal energy,

dU = U2 - U1 = mc(T2-TI) = I xO.79 (620-333) = 226.7 kJ

We know that heat flow across the cylinder walls,
= W12 +dU = -357.84+226.7 = -131.1 kJ Ans.

The negative sign indicates that the heat is rejected through the cylinder walls.

Characteristic gas constant
We know that characteristic gas constant.

R 
Universal gas constant	 R, 8314

Molecular mass 	 - M - 26.7
(: R, = 8314 J/kg K, for all gascc

= 3114J/kgK = 0.31 l4kJ/kgK Ans.

Molar specific heat at  constant pressure
Let	 ci,,,, = Molar specific heat ata constant pressure.

We know that c, - c 	 1,= R or c -0.79 0.3114

c = 0.3114+0.79	 1.1014 kJ/kgK

and	 c P. 
=Me P =1 26.7 x  1.1014 = 29.4 kJ/kgK Ans.

Ratio of specific heats
We know that ratio of specific heats,

1
= 1.1014/0.79	 1.394 Ans.

Example 3.15. An internal combustion engine has the following dimensions:
Diameter of cylinder = 550 min ; Stroke = 750 mm: Compression ratio = 13.5. At the end of'

the suction stroke, the pressure is I bar and temperature is 316 K. The compression follows the law

Pit 1.37 = C. Determine:
I. the pressure and temperature at the end ofcompressfofl ; 2. the mass of the charge; 3. the

work done during compression ; and 4. the heat rejected during compression.

Take c= 0.996 kJ/k,gKand c0 .707 kJlkgK.

Solution. Given: D550tflm0.55m;L=l5Onun
= o.75 m;v iIv2 =13 .5 Pi 1 bar 0x1m,T 3I6	(.	 \
K;

	

	
C

n = 1.37; c, = 0.996 kJ/kg K; c,, = 0707 kJ/kg K 
In the p-v diagram, as shown in Fig. 3.18. point I refers I

to the end of suction stroke and point 2 refers to the end of
compression stroke. 	

l	 i	 y

I. Pressure and te,nperatureat the end of compression
Let	 p2 and T2 = Pressure and temperature at the	 _ vie

end of compression respectively.
Fig. 3.18

We know that

Pl VI" = P,
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P2 =	 = 0.1 X106(13.5)l37N/m2

= 3.536 x 106 N10 ' 3.536 bar Ans.
We also know that

T	 .f1	 1.37-I

T2	 VI= (-)	
= ( -1k)	 = (O.074)° = 0.3816

T1 10.3816 = 316/0.3816 = 828K Ans.

2. Mass of the charge
Let	 m = Mass of the charge.
We know that swept volume,

V1 02 = X x L = (055)2 0.75 0.178 m3

or	 v----'—=0.l7813.5	 v2

= 0.178x 13.5/ 125 = 0.I92&

and gas constants	R = - c, = 0.996 - 0.707 = 0.289 kl/kg K = 289 J/kg K
We know that p1 v = mRT1

	

PI VI
	 0.1x106x0192In =	

289x 316	 0.21 kg Ans.

3.Workdone during compression
We know that workdonc during compression,

	mR(T2-.T1)	 0.21 xO.289(828-316)
= ,..j 1.37-11.37-1	 = 84 kJ Ans.

4.Heat rejected during compression
We know that adiabatic index,

= c,/ç = 0.996/0.707 = 1.41

Heat rejected during compression,

=	 x Workdone during compression

1.41-1.37
= 1-j---j--x84 = 8.195 kJ Ans.

•

Example 3.16. 0.2 013 of mixture offuel and air at 1.2 b.,-,;.d 60° Cis compressed until its
pressure becomes 12 bar and temperature becomes 221)' C. Then, it is ignited suddenly at constant
volume and its pressure becomes twice the pressure at the end of compression. Calculate the
maximum temperature reached and change in internal energy. Also compute the heat transfer durLng
the compression process. Consider mixture as a prfecg gas and take cp = 1.072 kJilcg K; and
R=294J/k8K
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Solution. Given :v1 =0,2m3 ;p 1 = I.2 bar =0.12X106 N/m2 '1 
=60°C60+273r333

K;p2 = 12 bar I.2x 106 N/m2 ;T2=27C.270+273=543KP32P2'p= 1.072 kJ/kg K;

R 294 J/kg K = 0.294 Id/k

as	 1-2

g K.
------ --- - ---

In the p-v diagram, shown in Fig. 3.19. process 	 repre-	 I
sents polytxopic compression (i.e. according to the general law 	 --.j2

p vi = ) and th	 maeprocess23repre5eflStheC0flstV0luPr0s.

Maximum temperature 	
&

Let	 1'3 = Maximum temperature.	 I 1

Since the process 2-3 is a constant volume process, therefore V2=

 p3	
- Volume

=	 . Fig. 3.19
T2 T3

or	 T3 = T2  	 = 543x — = 1086K = 83°C Ans.
P2	 p2

Change in internal energy
First of all, let us find the mass of the mixture compressed (i.e. m) and c,,.

P1 Vi 0.12x106x0.2
We know that p 1 v1 = m R T1 or m =	 = 294x333 = 0.245 kg

and

	

	 c0 c—R = 1.072-0.294 = 0,778kJ/kgK	 ...(: c—c = R)

We know that change in internal energy,

dU = U3 — U1 = mc(T3 —T) = 0.245X0.778(1086-333)kJ

= 143.5k! Ans.

Heat transfer during compression process
First of all, let us find the value of polytropic index (n) for the compression process 1-2.

"-I

T1	(p "I"	 333	 (1.2''
We know that	 - =

T2	 1¼P2J	
or

Taking log on both sides.

log

	

(333) n—i	 ( 12)	 n—I
- 	 log
	 or log 0.613 = - log 0.1

543	 n	 12	 n

—0.2125 = _1(_l) or n = 1.27

We know that workdone,

m R (T1 - T2) - 0.245x0.294 @33 - 543 = —56 Id
=	 n—I	 -	 1.27-1

The negative sign shows that the gas is compressed and the work is done on the gas.

We know that change in internal energy,

dU =	 - U1) = m cp (T2 - T1 ) = 0.245 x 0.778 (543 —.333) = 40 Id
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Heat transfer during compression process,

Q12 = WI-2 + dU = –56+40 –l6 kJ Ans.

The negative sign indicates that the heat is rejected by the gas.
Exarnpk 3.17. An oil engine has a volume of 60 litres anda compression ratio of 14.2 to!.

At the beginning of the compression stroke, the pressure and temperature are 1 bar and 800 C
respectively. At the end of compression, the pressure is 30 bar. The charge is now heated a: constant
pressure until the volume is doubled. Find:

1. The index of compression; 2. The temperature at the end of compression. 3. The heal
transfer: and 4. The heat received in constant pressure operation.

Assume c = 0.712 kJ/kg K and R = 0.293 k//kg K.

Solution. Given: v 1 =60 litres =60x10 3 m3 ;v1/v2 14.2;p1 =l bar =0.1x106 N/rn2;
I'1 = 800 C = 80 + 273 = 353 K ; p2 = 30 bar= 3 x 106 N/rn2 ; V3 = 2v2 ; c0 = 0.712 kJ/kg K;
R = 0..293 kJ/kg K = 293 J/kg K

In Fig. 3.20, 1-2 represents the polytropic compression process and 2-3 represents the constant
pressure heating process.

1. Index of compression	 Constant pressure
Let	 n = Index of compression.	 P2'

a log 14.2	 log 30

nxl.152= 1.477
n = 1.282 Ans.

 -I 
LO

V2	 113	 V,

Volume -..

Fig. 3.20

We know that	 p1 v1' = p2 v'

1i'=?
3 x iø

Pt

(14.2)"	 = 30
0.1x106

Taking log on both sides,

2. Temperature at the end of compression

Let	 T = Temperature at the end of compression.

T1	 V2	
1.252-I

We know that 	 = ( . J	 =	 = (0.07Q4)02 =' 0.473
T2	 14.2)

T2 = T1 /0.473 = 353/0.473= 746.3K = 473.3C Ans.

3. Heal transfer

First of all, let us find the mass of thecharge (m) and the ratio of specific heats (. We know
that

P1°1	 O.1x106x60x103
P1,01 

=mRT or m= — =	 =0.058kg
RI'1	 293x353

We also know that

= R Or c	 c. + R = 0.712+0.293 = 1.005 kJ/kg K

= c,/c,, = 1.005/0.712 = 1.41
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We know that heat transfer,

-	 T2) = 1.41— 1.2820,058X0.293(353_74
- '—i	 n—i	 1.41-1	 1.282-1

0.3122X-23.7 = —7.4kJ Ans.

The negative sign indicates that the heat is rejected.

4. Heat received in constant pressure operation
First oaII, let us find the temperature (1'3) at the end of constant pressure operation. We know

that, for constant pressure process 2-3,

V2	 V3	 v3 T2	 2x746.3

T2 	 T3
= - or 7'3 = -i;;- = 2v v2	

= 1492.6 K	 .. .(: V3 = 2v2)

We know that heat received,

= mc (T3 - T2) 0.058 x 1.005(1492.6-746.3) = 43.5 U Ans.

Ex&mpk 3.18. A system contains 0.15 in-' of air at 4 bar and 423 K. A reversible adiabatic
expdnson takes place till the press u.re falls to 1 bar. The air is then heated at constant pressure till
entiialpy increases by 67k); Determine the total workdone.

if these processes are replaced by a single reversible polytropic process giving the same work
between the same initial and final states, determine the index of expansion. Take

=1.009kJIkgK.
Solution. Given: V,0.15m3Pi=4b0.4Xb0SN/mTI4K2_ I bar

=01x106Nhl;dH=67k;c=1.009J1cgK
pj___,1

In thep-v diagram, as shown in Fig. 3.21,1-2 represents
reversible adiabatic expansion. 2-3 represents heating at con-
stant pressure.

Total workdone
Let	 m= Mass ofair,

V2 and T2 = Volume and temperature of air
after adiabatic expansion.

v3 and T3 = Volume and temperature of air
after heating at constant pressure.

We know that

lP2=,2,3

-Volume -

Fig. 321

and

pvi- 0.4x1	 = 0.494kg
Pi "I =mRT1 or m=-— 281x423

(Faking	 287 iIkg K)

(v2 - PI
PI (v 1 )' = p2 (v2)'l' or	 V i 	 P2

=	 0.15()	 = O.4036 m3	...(: yfor air= l.4)
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We know that the workdone during adiabatic expansion 1-2,

Pl V1P2"2' 0.4x105 X0.15-0.1 X 106x1L036
l-2	 -	 1.4—I

= 60000-4Q360 = 49 100  = 49.11J
0.4

Now let us find the workdone during heating at constant pressure.

We know that

P2 V2 0.1 x 106x0.4036
p2 v2 =inR1orT2 =	 - 284.6K

m 	 0.494x28	 -

and the increase in enthalpy (dli),

67 = mc(T3 —TJ 0.494x1.009(T3 -284.6) = 0.5(T3-284.6

=	 +284.6 = 418.6K

Since the heating is at constant pressure from 2 to 3, therefore

-	
-

-	 - 0.4036x418.6 - 0594 m V3 	V2 T3

T2 - T3 
or 

v - '2 -	 284.6	
. 

We know that workdone during constant pressure process 2-3,

W2_ = p2 (v3 — V2) 0.1 x 106 (0.594_0.4036) = 19 040 J	 19.04k3

Total workdone,

W1 _2_3 = W_2 + W2_3 = 49.1 + 19.04 = 68.14 Id Ans.

Index of expansion

Let	 n Index of expansion.
The process 1-2 and 2-3 are replaced by a single polytropic process 1-3 giving the .same work

i.e. 68.14 kJ or 68.14 x 103J.
We know that workdone during a polytropic process 1-3 (W1..3),

68.14x	
= 	 0.4x 106 x0.15-0.l x 106 x0.594 -600

n—I	 n—i	 n—I

n — i = 600168.14x iO = 0.0088 or n = 1.0088 Ans.

3.12. Rate of Heat Transfer (Absorption or Rejection) per Unit Volume During a Polytcoplc
Process
In the previous article, we have seen that heat transfer (absorbed or rejected) during a

polytfopiC process,

=	 x W

where W12 is the work done during poly tropic process.

If dQ is the Mall quantity of heat transfer during small change of pressure and volume, then

dQ = Expdv
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Rate of heat transfer per unit volume,

do y -I

and rate of heat transfer per second,

=	 =di	 dv di	 y-1	 dt

where dv y, is the swept volume of the piston per second.

Example 3.19. The law of the expansion curve of a gas engine indicator is found to be
PV 13 = Constant, and the ratio of specific heats of the misfire is 1.37. If the piston sweeps out
2 m31mi,s, when the pressure on this expansion curve is 14 bar, what is the rate of heat transfer per
second at this instant?

Solution. Given n = 1.3 y = 1.37 du/di = 2 m3/min = 0.0333 m 3/s p = 14 bar
= 1.4x106N/m2

We know that the rate of heat transfer per second,

AQ =	 = 1.37- 1.3 x 1.4x 10 6 x0.0333.= 8820Jdt	 y-1	 dt	 1.37-I

= 8.82 Id Ans.

3.13. Determination of polytropic Index

We know that for a polytropic process.

P t 	 = P2V'

Taking logarithms on both sides,

log p 1 +n loggo 1 = log p2+n log v2

or	 n log v 1 -n log v2 
= log p2.- log p1

n (logg y 1 - log v2) = log p2 - Iogp1

nlog (11 =log ( p2
V2	 Pi

 -

log [j

log

I V2

Note- Proceeding in the similar way, we can find out that adiabatic index,

log V!

log(&]

Example 3.20. A gas initially at 603 K expands until its volume is 5.2 times the initial volume,
according topv" =Constant. If the initial and [ma! pressures are observed to be 8.5 bar and 1 bar,
determine: I. the index of expansion, 2. work done per kg of gas, and 3. heat exchange per kg ofgas.

Assume c, = 0.712 kJ/kg K and  = 1.4.
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Solution. Given :T 1 =603K;v2 =5.2 v 1 ; p1 =8.5 bar =0.85X1PN/m2;p2lbar

= 0.1 x 106 N/m2 ; c,= 0.712 kJ/kg K; y=c/c= 1.4

The p-v diagram is shown in Fig. 3.22.

I. Index 01 eXj)ahlSiO!l	

CWe know that index of expansion,	 I
log1

( 0.1x106 't
	log 

P1)	 10.85x10

( V1

	

VI

lo{_J	 log - --J

- log(0.1176) - —0.9296 -
1.3 Ans.	 Fig. 3.22

- log (0.192	 —0,7160 -

Workdone per kg of gas

First of all, let us find the initial volume (v 1 ) and final volume (v2).

We know that gas constant,

R = c_c, = 1.4c0 —c = 0.4 c. = 0.4x0.712 = 0.2848 kJ/kg K

= 284.81/kgK	 ...(': c,, /c, = y= 1.4)

	

mRT1	 i x284.8x603 = 0.202m
3and	 p v 1 = m R T1 or V 1 =

	

p 1	 0.85x106

= 5.2v 1 = 5.2x0.202 = 1.05 M3

We know that workdone per kg of gas.

V1 'V2 V2 = 0.85 x l06 x 0.202— 0.1 x 106 x 1.05= 
n—I	 1.3-1

= 0.222 x 106 J = 222k) Ans.

3. Heat exchange per kg of gas

We know that heat exchange per kg of gas,

C) 1-2— 1-2 -	
I x Workdonper kg of gas 1.4-1.3 x 222 = 55.5 kJ Ans

3.14.' Free Expansion (or Unresisted Expansion) Process

The free expansion (or unresisted expansion) process is an irreversible non-flov,.' process. A
free expansion occurs when a fluid is allowed to expand suddenly into a vacuum chamber through
an orifice of large dimensions.

Consider two chambers A and B separated by a partition as shown in Fig. 3.23 (a). Let the
chamber A contains a perfect gas having volume v1 , pressure p 1 , and temperature T and the chamber

B is completely evacuated. These chambers are perfectly insulated so t1t no heat transfer takes place
from or to its surroundings. Now, if the partition is removed, the gas will expand freely and occupy
the whole space as shown in Fig. 3.23 (b). By this, the volume of the gas increases to v2 , pressure

decreases to P2 and the temperature may also decrease to
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Since there is no expansion of the boundary of the system, because i is rigid, therefore no
work is done. 'Thus, for a free expansion process,

0; W12 = 0 and dU = 0

The following points may be noted regarding the free expansion of a gas:

1. Since the system is perfectly insulated so that no heat transfer takes place (i.e. Q_2 = 0),

therefore the expansion of gas may be called as an adiabatic expansion.

2. Since the free expansion of the gas from the equilibrium slate I to the equilibrium state 2
takes place suddenly, therefore the intermediate states will not be in equilibrium states, as shown on
thep-v diagram in Fig. 3.23(c). Thus the process is irreversible and the expansion is, therefore, known
as irreversible adiabatic expansion.

Boundary 	 InsuIation7	 r Boundary

Gas ':1 Vacuum	 -.•: P2. v.	
IL

.._—Volume --

(a) Before expansion	 (b) After expansion. 	 (c) p-v diagram.

Fig. 3.23. Free expansion. 	 -

3. Since there is no resistance to overcome during free expansion process, therefore no work
is done by the system (i.e. W1 _2 = 0). Thus, the free expansion process is also known as * unresisted

expansion process.

4. According to the first law of thermodynamics,

= W12+dU

Since for the free expansion, Q 1 _2 = 0 and W1 _2 = 0, therefore the change in,Jntemal energy,

dU=U2—U1=Oor U2 = Ul

In other words, the internal energy of the system, in a free expansion process remains constant.
Thus, the free expansion process is also known as constant internal energy process.

5. We know that change in internal energy,

dU = mc5 dT = mc0(T2—TI)

Since dU = 0, therefore dl' = 0 or T2 = T1 , i.e. there is no change in temperature of the

system. In other words, the temperature of the system, in a free expansion process remains constant.

Note It can not be called an isothermal process because in an actual isothermal process, work is done by the
gas during expansion.

6. We know that change in enthalpy,

dl! = H2 —H 1 inc,,dT

Since dT = 0, therefore dl-! = 0 or 112	 H1 . In other words, the enthalpy of the system in a

free expansion process remains Constant. Thus the free expansion process may also be called constant

enthalpy process.

In the previous non-fibs' processes discussed, the expansion was against the resistance offered by the piston.
So all the non-flow processes discussed earlier are resisted expansion processes.
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3.15. General Laws for Expansion and Compression

The general law of expansion or compression of a perfect gas is p73' = Constant (Art. 3.11). It
gives the relationship between pressure and volume of a given quantity of gas. The value of n depends

upon the nature of gas, and condition under which the changes (i.e. expansion or compression) take
place. The value of n may be between zero and infinity. But the following values of nare important
from the subject point of view 	 point

I. When n = 0. This means ptP = Constant, i.e. p	 -	 Constant pressure

= Constant. In other words, for the expansion 	 fl 0

OrreCss	 nOu S: oOT 

of a perfect gas at constant
p 

2. When n = I then pv = Constant, i.e. the 	 —	 \	
" I

expansion or compression is isothermal or hy-	 \%

	

perbolic.	 ..	 r>n i

3. When n lies between I and n, the expansion or
compression is polytropic, i.e. pv = Constant

4. When n = 'y the expansion or compression is	 - Volume

adiabatic, i.e. pv' =Constant.	 Fig. 3.24. Curves for various values of a

5. When n = oo, the expansion or compression is at constant volume, i.e. v = Constant.
Fig. 3.24 shows the curves of expansion of a perfect gas for different values of n. It is obvious

that greater the value of n, steeper the curve of expansion.
3.16. Summary of Formulae for Heating and Expansion of Perfect Gases in Reversible

Non-flow processes
The following table shows the summary of formulae for healing and expansion of perfect gases

in reversible non-flow. processes:

Table 3.1. Summary of formulae for heating and expansion of perfect gases.

	

£ Type ofrmrilble	 p-o.T	 Workdo.w	 Change of	 heat slqphied	 Change in

	

No..fl,wpocess	 telatimi	 (W12)	 internaleM,'	 (Qi-)
('111a t-'i)	 –W1..+dU	 (dJJ=112-111)

	

I. Constant volume	 P1 = p2	0	 mc5(T2–TI)	 mcn(T2_TI)	 mc,(T2–TI)

or Isocholic (v =
Co)	

T1 T2
(Gay.Lussac Law)

2. ConitanI pressure 	 - V2	 P03-1)	 mcr, (T2–Ti) 	 mc(T2 – Ti )	 mc,(T2–TI)

or Isobaric (p =	 -
Constant) (Charles' Law) 	 (7'2 - T1)

3. Hyperbolic or	 p1v1_p202(o,)	 0
C 0 U s t a fl I (Boyle'staw)	 PlVIlOM)	

Pi0il%[)	
o

tempetatate or	
of	 orIsothermal IT

Constant)	 mRT log, [)	 ,nRTlog[L2
oI 

j
4. Adiabatic	 or p pi = p,v	 P101P2	 'v (T2 TI)	

0	 mr(T,.Tj)

lsentropic (pP1 =
Constant)	 T1 (o,i'

mR (TI –T,)
y-t
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5. Polyrropic or
Gen" expansion
(pvCoosiant)

2	 'l

1 (nf
T21p21

3.17. Flow Processes

Plot — p202	 mr, (T1 - T)

n—I
or

MR (TI -T2)

 1

p1v1—p2v2	 mc (T2-7')

n—I
+mr(T2—T1)

X
,nR2i- T2).

n-I

We have already discussed in Art. 3.2, that the processes occuring in open system which
permit the transfer of mass to and from the system, are known as flow processes. In a flow process,
the mass (working substance) enters the system and leaves after doing the work. The flow process
may be classified as

I. Steady flow process, and 2. Unsteady flow process.
In a steady flow process, the following conditions must be satisfied;
(a) The rate of mass flow at inlet and outlet is same, i.e. the mass flow rate through the system

remains constant.
(b) The rate of heat transfer is constant.
(c) Iterate of work transfer is constant.
(d) The state of working substance at any point within the system is same at all times.
(e) Thete is -no change in the chemical composition of the system. Thus no chemical energy

is involved.
If anyone of these conditions are not satisfied, then the process is said to be non-steady flow

process. In engineering, we are mainly concerned with steady flow processes, therefore only these
processes are discussed in the following pages.

3.18. Application of First Law of Thermodynamics to a Steady Flow Process
Consider an open system through which the working substance flows at a steady rate, as shown

in Fig. 3.25. The working substance enters the system at section 1 and leaves the system at section 2.

-
	 boundary

Outlet1rIi11r
^InletjJ

Datum level

Fig. 325. Steady flow process.

Let	 p1 = Pressure of the working substance entering the system in N/rn2,

= Specific volume of the working substance entering the system in M3 /kg
V1 = Velocity of the working substance entering the system in rn/s.
u l = Specific internal energy of the working substance entering the systear

inJ/kg,

z 1 = Height above datum level for inlet in metres,

P2'	 v2 a2 and z2 = Corresponding values for the working substance leaving the system.

*	 Some authors use the term control volume instead of open system.
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q1.2 Heat supplied 10 the system in i/kg, and

W I-2 = Work delivered by the system in J/kg.
Consider 1kg of mass of the working substance.
We know that total energy entering the system per kg of the working substance,

e 1 = Internal energy + Flow or clisplacement energy + Kinetic energy
+ Potential energy + Heat supplied

v2
= u 1 +p 1 v, 1 ++gZ,+q_2 (in i/kg)

Similarly, total energy leaving the system per kg of the working substance,

V22
e2 = u2 +p2 V,2 ++gZ2 +W 1 _2 (ii/kg)

Assuming no loss of energy during flow, then according to First Law of Thermodynamics (i.e.

Law of Conservation of Energy), e 1 = e2.

V	 V22

We know that
u 1 + p 1 v, = h, = Enthalpy of the working substance entering the -ystem in i/kg,

and

U2 + p2 0,2 = h2 = Enthalpy of the working substance leaving the system i/kg.

Thus, the above expression may be written as

V 2	V2
= h2++gZ2+W..2

or	 h1+ke1+pe1+q..2 h2+kel+pe2+w12

It may be noted that all the teims in equaiton (0 represent the energy Mw per unit mass of the
working substance (i.e. in i/kg). When the equation (I) is multiplied through by the mass of the

working substance (m) in kg/s, then all the terms will represent the energy flow per unit time (i.e. in

us).
Tus the equation (i) may also be written as

V2	V2
m(hi +-L+gzi+i2)= m(h2+-+z2+wi_2)	 .. ..(ii)

*	 Theflc or dtap!acemen( energy is the energy required to flow or move the working substance against itsw 
pressure. It is also known as flow work.

For example. let the working substance with pressurep, (in N/rn 2 ) flows through area A 1 (in m2) and moves

through a distance x i (in metres).
F:nergy or work required to flow the working substance.

FE = Force  Distance =(p 1 A 1 )x = p 1 v1 (in joules)	 - .(. v	 Aix,)

where	 v, = Volume of the working substance in rn'

For 1kg mass of the working substance,

V1 = zy,,= Specific volume of the working substance in m'/kg.

FE = p 1 v, (in J/kg)
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Both the equations (i) and (ii) are known as steady flow energy equations.

Notes: 1. In a steady flow, the mass flow rate (m) ctf the working substance entering and leaving the system
is given by

A, V, A2 V2
M = — = — (in kg/a)

V,I 	 V

This equation is known as equation of continuity.
2. The steady flow energy equation (r), for unit mass flc' maybe written as

v2'. v"l
= (h2_ hi) + ( ___'± J+(sz2_:zi)	 . . .(iu)

= (h2 - hi) +(ke2-ke1)+(pe2-pe1)
In differential form, this expression is written as

= dh+d(ke)+d(pe)
3. In thermodynamics, the effect of gravity is generally neglected, therefore equation (iii) maybe written

as

( 2 2

v2 v:'

If V = V2 , then equation (iv) reduces to

q11 —w1 _2 = h2 —h, (v)

4. Ina non-flow process, the flow or displacement energy at inlet and outlet is zero, i.e., p 1 v, 1 = 0 and
p1 v,2 =0.17heceforeh2 = u2 and h, = u1.

Thus the equation (vi may be written as q1 — w12 = u2 - u1 ; which is same as for non-flow
.process. -

Example 3.21. A steady flow thermodynamic system receives fluid at the rate of 6 kg/mm
with an initial pressure q(2 bar, velocity 150 m/s, internal energy 800 kJñ.g and density 27kg1rn3.
The fluid leaves the system with afinal pressure of l? bar, velocity 200 ntIs, internal energy 800 kJ/kg
and density 5 kg1rn3. Iffluid receives 80 kifig of heat during passing through the system and rises
through 60 metres, determine the workdone during the process.

Solution. Given m = 6 kg/mm = 0.1 kg/s ;p 1 = 2 bar = 112 x 106 N/rn2 ; V 150 mis;

= 800kJ1kg; p1 =27kg/m3 ; p2 =8 bar =0.8x1O6 N/m2 ; V2 =200nils; u2 -800 kJ/kg ;

p2 =5kg/m3 ; q1 . 2 =80 kJ/kg ;z=60m

Consider 1 kg of mass flow.

We know that initial flow energy

= p 1	 p2/p1= 0.2x 106/27 = 74071/kg = 7.407 kJ/kg

...(.' V.1 = l/p1)

and final flow energy	 = P2 V,2 = p21p2 0.8x 106 /5 = 160x 10'J/kg = 160kPkg

Initial enthalpy,

h 1 = u 1 +p1 v, 1 = 800+7.407 = 807.407kJ/kg

and final enthalpy, 	 h2 = u2 +p2 v,2 = 800 + 160 = 960 Id/kg

Initial kinetic energy,

ke 1 = ( V1 )2/2 = (15 "2 = 11250 i/kg = 1l.25"T'kg
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Final kinetic energy,	 ke2 = (V2)2 / 2 = (20(1 2 /2 = 20000 i/kg = 20 kJ/kg

Initial potential energy, Pe i = gz1 = 0	 ...(... z1 = 0)

Final potential energy, pe2 gz2 = 9.81 x60 = 588.6J/kg = 0.5886kJ/kg

We know that the steady flow energy equation for Unit mass flow is

Al l + ke 1 +pe1 +q1 . 2 = h2+ke2+pe2+w12

or	 q12-w1_2 = (h2 _ Ai l ) +(ke2-ke1)+(Pe2-Pei)

= (960-8(Y7.407)+(20- 11.25)-F(0.5886-0)

= 161.9316kJ/kg

- WI-2 = 161.9316-q1 _2 = 161.9316-80 = 81.9316kJ/kg

or	 w1_2 = - 81.9316x0.1 = -8.19316kJ/s Ans.. (.; m = 0.1 kg/s)

The - ye sign indicates that the work is done on the system.

3.19. Workdone in a Steady Flow Process
We know that the steady flow equation for unit mass flow, in the differential form, is

6q_6wdh+d(ke)+d(Pe)

We also know that	 h = u+pv, = u+pv	 ... (:For unit mass, V, v)

Differentiating this expression,
dh du+d(pV) = du+pdv+vdp	 . .. (ii)

1 ??2AT1, 
op

- Volume
- Volume

(a) Non-flow process.	 (b) Steady flow process.

Fig. 3.26. Workdone in a steady flow process.

According' to First Law of Thcnnodynamics for a closed system, we know that

= du+pdv

Now the equation (ii) may be written as

dh =
Substituting this value of iii in equation (i), we have

6q-8w (6q+VdP)+d(ke)+d(Pe)

or

	

	 -6w = vdp+d(ke)+d(pe)	 . .(iii)

If the changes in kinetic and potential energies are negligible [Le. d (Ice) = 0 and d ( pe) = 01,

then equation (iii) may be written as

_6wvdpor 6w=-vdp
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On integrating, low = —Jvdp or w 2 = — fvdp	 ... (fr)

Thus in a steady flow process, the workdone (w12) is - f  dp instead of fp du in a non-flow

process. Fig. 3.26 shows the difference, between workdone in anon-flow and steady flow processes.Note The —Vt sign in equation (iv) makes the integral positive during expansion process. In other words,

- Jo dp is a positive quantity and represents the workdone by the system.

3.20. Workdone for Various Steady Flow Processes

The various steady flow processes, like non-flow processes, areas follows:

I. Constant volume process, 2. Constant pressure process, 3. Constant temperature process,
4. Adiabatic process, and 5. Polytropic process.

We shall now derive the expressions for workdone during these processes, as discussed below.
The suffixes 1,2 represents the initial and final conditions respectively.
1.Constant volume process

We know that workdone,

w1 _2 = — fvdp = —. f4 = —vp2 —p 1 ) = v(p1—p

2.Constant pressure process
We know that workdone,

w12_fvdp_v Jdpv ( pi_p2) 0 ... (.p1=p2=Cons tan t)

3. Constant tempera!ure process

Since the temperature is constant, therefore for a perfect gas,

P  = P, V, = p2 v2 = Constant

PI P1
or

p
We know that workdone

w1..2 = — Jvdp = _ JL!1 dp=_p1v1f

	

I	
-

Ip

= — p 1 v1 E Iogp2 =logp1 ] = p1 V1 1109 p 1 —109p21

= P i V1 log, _J= 2.3p1 v
log (p.

	

P2	 p2

(V2PvtIo (,
2.3PIvIloS _J

P, D, = 	1= P2 or—=—1

	

P2	 v1)
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4.Adiabatic process
We know that for an adiabatic process,

pv1 = P. VII = P2 V" = Constant

I 
Pi

\I,y
F

or	 v=vI —

We know that workdone,
2	 2 111

wi2=_JvdP=_fvi() dp

2

	

2	 p_I?Y+l

v1p'1Jp1dp=_Vipi I	 I
I	 I --•+il

L Y	 jt
Ii2F 
1i I
yi1

=–v1pl—I	 _T Jx_v ptii[ p2 i _p1i]
I

	

L	 i

=	 -j-( PI ui–P2v2)

5.Polyiropic process
We know that for a polytropic process,

pv" = p 1 v = p2 z42 Constant

Workdone,	 w1_2 
=n 

n 
I (p 1 v - p2 02) ... (Substituting 7 = n, form olvtmoic proces

311. Throttling Process

Fig. 327. Throttling process.

The throttling p.cess is an irreversible steady flow expansion process in which a perfect gas
i expanded through an orifice of minute dimensions such as a narrow throat or a slightly opened
valve as shown in Fig, 3.27. Due to the fall in pressure during expansion, the gas should come out
with a large velocity, butdue to high frictional resistance between the gas and the walls of the aperture,
there is no considerable change in velocity. The kinetic energy of the gas is converted into heat which
is utilised in warming the gas to its initial temperature. Since no heat is supplied or rejected during
the throttling process, and also no work is done, therefore

q12 = 0 and w 1 _2 = 0

7-
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We know that steady flow energy equation for unit mass flow is
L2	 2

=

Since there is no considerable change in velocity and the inlet and outlet are at the same level,
therefore V1	V and a 1 	 z2 . Now the steady flow energy equation is written as

	

= h2	 . . . C. q12 = 0 aj*J w _3 = 0)

Thus, the throttling process is a constant enthalpy process. We have discussed in Art. 3.14,
that in a free expansion process, the enthalpy also remains constant. But the difference between the
throttling process and the free expansion process is that in the former case, the gas leaves with
regligible velocity where as in the latter case, the gas leaves with a large velocity.

The throttling process was investigated by Joule and Thompson during an experiment known
as Joule Thompson porous plug experiment, as shown in Fig. 3.28 (a).

I-.

I
	

T.	

p3,7

- Presurs (-

	

(a) Joule Thompson porous plug experiment	 (b) Constant enthalpy curve.

Fig. 3.28	 -

In this experiment, a stream of gas at pressure p and temperature T1 is forced continuously
through one side of the porous plug, as shown in Fig. 3.28 (a). The gas comes out from the other side
of the porous plug at a pressare p2 and temperature T2 . The whole apparatus is completely insulated
so that no heat transfer takes place. In the similar way as discussed above, the enthalpy of gas before
and after the process, rmains constant, i.e. h 1 = h2.

If the pressure p1 and temperature T is kept constant and the pressure on the downstream of

the porous plug is varied topp3, p4.P etc., then the graph between the pressures and the
corresponding temperatures T2, T,, 1, 1' etc. will be a curve of constant enthalpy, as shown in Fig.
3.28(b) because h= h2 = h3 = h4 = h5 etc.

The slope of a constant enthalpy line is called Joule Thompson coefficient and is denoted by
.t whose value is given by

The value of Joule Thompson coefficient (jt) at a particular slate may be positive, zero or
negative. For a perfect gas, the value of .t is zero.
322. Application of Steady Flów.Energy Equation to Engineering Systems

The application of steady flow energy equation to some of the engineering systems such as -
boilers, condensers, nozzles, diffusers, compressors and turbines are discussed below:

1. Bailer. A boiler, as shown in Fig: 3.29, is a device which supplies heat to water and generates
steam. In this system, there is no change in kinetic and potential energies.
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Steam out

II I

Also there is no workdone by the system. In other words,

(ke2 —ke 1) = 0, (pe2 —pe 1 ) = 0 and w 1 _2 = 0

We know that the steady flow energy equation for a unit
mass flow is

q 1_2 - w 1 _2 = (h2 - h 1) + (ke2 - ke1 ) +(pe2 —pe1)

Thus, for a boiler, the steady flow energy equation is
written as

= h2—h1

This shows that the heat supplied to the system in a
boiler increases the enthalpyofthe system.

---------

'Water	 WatIin

Fig. 3.29. Boiler.

2. Copdenser. A condenser, as shown in Fig. 3.30. is a device used to condense steam in case
of steam power plants using water as the cooling medium, whereas in refrigeration systems, it is used
to condense refrigerant vapour using air as the cooling medium. For such a system, there is no change
in kinetic and potential energies. Also there is
no workdone by the system. In other words, 	 steam In

(ke2—ke1)=0;(pe2—pe1)0	 iP
and	 w2 = 0

We know that the steady flow energy
equation for a unit mass flow is,

q12 — w 1 _2 = (h2—h1)

+(ke2—ke1)+(pe2—pe1)

Thus, for a condenser, the steady flow
energy equation becomes

CMW
in

CondsnMte out	

J. Our

Fig. 330. Condenser.
—q1 _2 =h2 —h, or q1.2=h1—h2

The —ye sign with q 1 _2 is taken because the heat is lost by the coolant while passing through
the condenser.

3. Evaporator. The evaporator, as shown in Fig. 3.3 1, is a device used in refrigeration systems
in which the liquid refrigerant passes, receives heat and leaves as vapour refrigerant. For such a
system, the change in kinetic and potential energies is negligible. Also there is no workdone by the
system. In other words,

(ke2 —ke 1) = 0, (pe2 —pe) = 0	 Evaporatori

and We know that the steady flow energy equa- refrigerant ii 	 J' '1IL®

	

-2	 LicitiM

tion for a unit mass flow is

q 1 _2 - w1 _2 - (h2 -

+ (ke2 - ke 1 ) + (pe2 —pe1 )	 Fig. 3.31. Evaporator.

Thus, for an evaporator, the steady flow energy equation becomes,

	

q 1 _2	h2—h1

Note: The process occuring in an evaporator is the reverse of that of a condenser.
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4. Nozzle. A nozzle, as shown in Fig. 3.32, is a device whichincreases the velocity or kinetic
energy of the working substance at the expense of its pressure drop. The nozzle is insulated so that
no heat enters orleaves the system (i.e. q 1 _2 =0). In other words, the flow through nozzles is considered

adiabatic. Further, the system does not deliver any work i.e. w 1 _2 = 0 and there is no change in

potential energy. i.e. (pe2 -pe1 ) = 0.

We know that the steady flow energy equation for a unit mass flow is

q 1..2 - w 1 _2 = (h2 -h 1 )+(ke2 -ke 1 )+(pe2 -Pe i ) = 0

Thus, for a nozzle, the steady flow energy
equation becomes

0 = (h 2 - h l ) +(ke2-ke1)

V2 
V'2

or
2	

2 =h1-h2

This shows that the increase in kinetic
energy will result in decrease in enthalpy. If the
process is reversed, it is obvious that the decrease
in kinetic energy will result in increase of en-

Jhalpy. Such a system is known as diffuser.

-"m the above expression, we have

Inlet	 Oufti

I 

cl_ 1̂ 	 " @

-4	 Dv&ge

Fig. 3.32. Convergent-divergent nozzle.

V22 - V = 2(h,-h2) or V = V,2+2(h1-h)

V2=IV+2(h1-h)

If the initial velocity. V1 (also known as velocity of approach) is very small as compared to

outlet velocity V2 , then V1 may be neglected.

V2=12(h1-h2)

Note: If	 A1 = Cross-sectional area of the. nozzle at inlet,

V1 = Velocity of the fluid entering the nozzle,

= Specific volume of the fluid at inlet.
A2 1 V2 and v,2 = Corresponding values at outlet.

For continuous steady how, mass flow rate,

A, Vi A2 V2
M = 	= -

V,	 V,2

5. Turbine. A turbine, as shown in Fig. 3.33, is a device which converts energy of the working
substance (gas or steam) into work in the turbine. The turbine is insulated so that there is no transfer
of heat (i.e. q12 = 0). In other words, the flow through a turbine is considered adiabatic.

We know that the steady flow energy equation for a unit mass Gas orstearn in

q 1 _2 - w12 = (ii;, - h,)h 1 ) + (ke2 - ke 1 ) + (pe2 -Pei )	
Turbine

Thus, for a turbine, the steady flow energy equation becomes

= (h 2 -h 1 ) +(ke 2 -ke)+(pe 2 -pe1)

In case the changes in kinetic and potential energies are 	 Gas or steam out

negligible [i.e. (ke2 -ke 1 ) = 0 and (pe2 -pe 1 ) = 0], then the above	 Fig. 3.31lurbine.

expression is written as
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Fig. 3.35. Reciprocating compressor.
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= h2 —h 1 or w1 _2	 h i — 112

This shows that the work is done by the system due to decrease in enthalpy of the working
substance.

. Rotary .'o,npressor. A ttary compressor, as shown in Fig. 3.34, is a device which
compresses air and supplies the same at moderate pressure and in large quantities. The rotary
compressor is insulated so that no heat transfer takes place (Le. q12 = 0). In other words, the flow

through a rotary compressor is adiabatic.

We know that the steady flow energy equation for a unit 	 Air oul

mass flow is	 ,---------

q1 — W1.2 =(h2—h1)+(ke2—ke1)+(pe2—pe1)
Rotaty

Thus, for a rotary compressor, the steady flow energy ''
equation becomes,

-(- WI -2)  
= (h2— h 1 ) + (ke2 - ke 1 ) + ( pe2 —pe 1 )	 L

The - ye sign is used because the work is done on the

	

	

Ai --------

 ir 
system. In case the changes in kinetic and potential energies
are negligible [i.e. ke2 - ke1 = 0 and ( pe2 —pe) = 0], then the	 Fig. 3.34. RoiarY compressor.

above expression is written as

w1.2 = h2—h1

This shows that the work is done due to increase in enthalpy.
7. Reciprocating compressor. A reciprocating compressor, as shown in Fig. 3.35, is a device

which compresses air and supplies the same at a considerable higher pressure and in small quantities.
'The reciprocating compressor is considered as a steadyilow system provided it includes the receiver
which reduces the fluctuation of flow considerably. 	 I - 1

__ 0	 I®We know that the steady flow energy equa- Ak tn .-.. 	 ou
lion for a unit mass flow is 	 Ii	 .

q 1-2 — w 1 _2	 (h2 - h 1 ) + (ke2 - ke1)

+(pe2—pe1)

Since in reciprocating compressor, the
changes in kinetic and potentia! energies are negli-
gible, therefore (ke2 - ke 1 ) = 0 and (pe2 - pe1 ) = 0

Thus, for a reciprocating compressor, the steady flow energy equation becomes

- q 1 _2 - (- w_2) = h2 -	 or w1 2 = q 1.2 + (It2 - h1)

The - ye sign to q12 and w 1 _2 is used because the heat is rejected and the work is done on the
system.

Example 3.22. A gas expands through an ideally, insulated nozzle following a reversible
polytropic law 

'
:, 7)12 = C. There is no change in potential energy but the pressure drops from 20 bar

to 2 bar and specific volume increases from 0.05 m3 to 0.3 m3. If the entrance velocity is 80 ni/s,
determine the exit velocity.

Solution. Given :*n=1.2;p 1 — 20b..'=2x106 N/rr ;p2 =2bar _-0.2x1(P N/rn2;
V, 1 = 0.05m3 ; v 2 =0.3m3 ; V1 =8Onvs

*	 Superfluous data
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Let	 V2 = Exit velocity in m/s.

We know that the steady flow energy equation for a unit mass flow is

h 1 +ke 1 +pe 1 +q12 = h2+ke2+pe2+w12

Since the nozzle is insulated so that no heat transfer takes place, therefore q1..2 = 0. Also there

is no workdone during expansion of gas through the nozzle (i.e. w 1 _2 = 0) and there is no change in

potential energy (i.e. pe 1 = pe2). Thus the steady flow energy equation is written as

h1+ke1=h2+ke2

Lv	 V22
u1+pV1+-- = u2+P2Va+7

V 2	 V22
or	 p1	 = p2 V+	 . ..(.Foran insulated 	 u2)

2xlcx0.05+9L = 0.2x1x0.3+

103200 = 60Q00+-1

V = 2(103200-60000) = 86400

or	 V2 294rn/sAns.

Example 3.23. The velocity and enthalpy offluid at the inlet of a certain nozzle are 50 mis

and 2800 kJ/kg respectively. The enthalpy at the exit of nozzle is 2600 kJ,ig. The nozzle is horizontal
and insulated so that no heat transfer takes place from it Find:), velocity ofthefluid at exit of the

nozzle; 2. massflow rate, if the area at inlet of nozzle is 0.09 m2 and the specific volume is 0.185

m'Ilcg ; and 3. exit area of the nozzle, if the specific volume at the exit of nozzle is 0.495 nr'ñr.

Solution. Given: V1 =50mIs; h 1 =28OOkJ/kg2800Xl03 31kg; h2=2600kJ/kg

=2600x103 1/kg; q 1 _2 = 0; A 1 =0.09m2 ; v, = 0.185ra3/kg; v=0.495m3Ikg

I. Velocity offluid at exit of nozzle

Let	 V2 = Velocity of fluid at exit of nozzle.

We know that the steady flow energy equation for a unit mass flow is

h 1 +ke1 +pe 1 +q1 . 2 = h2+ke2+pe2+w1_2

Since the nozzle is insulated so that no heat transfer takes place, therefore q 1 _2 = 0. Also there

is no workdone, i.e. w 1 _2 = o. Neglecting the potential energy at inlet and outlet of the nozzle because

of at same level from datum, the steady flow energy equation is written as

h 1 +ke 1 = h 2 +ke2 or ke2 —ke1 h1—h2

V22 V2
or V—V--2(h1—h2)

and	 V2 = 'JV+2(h1—h2) *I50)2 +2(2800XI03 _2600X l0)

'/500+400Xl03	634.4in/s Ans.
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in Mass flow rate in kg/s.

m =	 = 0.09x50	 24.3kg1s Ans.
v 1	0.18

A2 = Exit area of nozzle-in m

m=
A2 V2 

or A =	 =
mXV2 24.3x0.495 = 0.019m2 Ans.

	

2	 V2	 634.4 

2.Mass flow rate

Let

We know that

3.Exit area of nozzle

Let

We know that

Example 3.24. In an air compressor, airflows steadily at the rate of 15 kg per minute. The
air enters the compressor at 5 nvr with a pressure of) bar and a specific volume of 0.5 m'/kg. It
leaves the compressor at 75 mIs with a pressure of7 bar and a specific volume of 0.15 m3/kg. The
internal energy of the air leaving the compressor is 165 k//kg greater than that of the air entering.
The cooling water in the compressor jôc hear absorbs heat from the air at the rate of 125 fri/s. Find:
1; power required to drive the compressor; and 2. ratio of the inlet pipe diameter to outlet pipe
diameter.

Solution. Given: in= 15kg/min=0.25kg/SV1=5Spj1b0.1X106Wm2

	=0.5 m3/kg; V2 = 7.5 rn/s p2 = 7 bar= 0.7 x 106 N/rn2	= 0.15 m3/kg ; u2 - u1 = 165 Id/kg
=165x103i/kg;q..2 = 125 kJ/s=125/m=125/0.25=500kJ/kg500XI06J/kg

I. Power required to drive the compressor

WI-2 = Work required to drive the compressor in i/kg.

We know that flow energy at inlet

= p1 v, = 0.1 x 105 O.5 = 50  1033/kg

Flow energy atoutlet = p2 v,2 = 0.7x106 x0.15 = 105x1061/kg

Kinetic energy at inlet.
= (!I)2/2 = 5212	 12.5 i/kg

and kinetic energy at outlet,
he2 = (V2)212 = (75)2/2 = 28.1 J/kg

We know that the steady flow energy,equation for a unit mass flow is
u 1 +p 1 v, +ke1 +pe1 - q1-2 = u2+p2v,2+ke2+pe2-W1_2

In this expression, q 12 and'w1 _2 are taken - ye, because heat is rejected by the air and work
is done on the air. Neglecting the potential energy, the steady flow energy equation may be written
as

w1_2-q_2 = (u2-u1)+(p2v,2-p1V,1)+(ke2-ke1)

w12 .-500X10 = 165x 10 .i-(105x 1&-50x l0')+(28.1 -12.5)

= 220x103J/kg
[Neglecting (he2 - he,), as it is very small as compared to other terml

or	 I 	
w12 = 720 x io i/kg
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Power required to drive the compressor
= mXw12 = 0.25x720x 10 3 J/s 80x 103.1/s

= ISO Id/s = 180 kW Ans.	 ... (.IkJ/s=IkW)
2. Ratio oft/it' i,ile g pipe diameter to outlet pipe diameter

Let	 D1 = Inletpipediameter,and

D2 = Outlet pipe diameter.

A V1 A2 VI A	 V2xv1
Weknowthat	 = - or -

A 2	 V1 xv52

TE

4	 V2 X	 DI
_____ or

	 =	
=	 x 0.5 = 2.236 Ans.

TE	 2	 VI xv,2 	 5x0.15V1 xv2.(D2)

Example 325. In a gas turbine, the gases flow at the rate of 5 kg/s. The gases enter the
turbine at a pressure 7 bar with a velocity 120 rn/s and leaves at a pressure 2 bar with velocity 2.50
lu/s. The turbine is insulateL lithe enthalpy of the gas at inlet is 900 kJ/kg and at outlet 600 kJ/kg,
determine the capacity of the turbine.

Solution. Given: mcr5kg/s; p 1 =7bar=O.lxlO6 N/m2 ; V l2Orn/s; p2=2bar
= 0.2 x 106 N/rn2 ; V2 = 250 m/s ; h 1 =900 kJ/kg = 900 x j3 J/kg ; h2 = 600 kJ/kg = 600x 102 J/kg

We know that the steady flow energy equation for a Unit mass flow is
h 1 +ke 1 +pe 1 -3. q12 = h2+ke2+pe2+w_2

Since the turbine is insulated so that no heat transfer takes place, therefore q12 = 0
Neglecting the potential energy at inlet and outlet, the steady flow energy equation becomes

h 1 +ke 1 = h2+ke+w_2

(v12 v[
or	 w12 = (h 1 - h2) + (ke 1 - ke2)	 (h 1 - h2) +

	 - -- J
= (900x 103 -600x l03)+[___1

2	 2]
= 300x l0-24.05x I 	 275.95x 103JIkg

Capacity of the turbine

= rnXw_2 = 5x275.95x iO = 1379.75x 1031/s

= 1379.75 U/s =1379.75 kW Ans.

EXERCISES
1. One kg of air is heated in a closed vessel, i.e.. at a constant volume from a pressure of 2 bar to 5

bar. If the initial temperature of the air is 300 K, determine the change in internal energy. c = 0.712 Id/kg K.
lAns. 320.4 kJI

2. A volume of 0.5 m of gas at a pressure of 10 bar and 200'C is expanded in a cylinder to 1.2 m 3 at
a constant pressure. Calculate the amount of work done by the gas and the increase in internal energy. Assume

= 1.005 Id/kg K and c = 0.712 Id/kg K.	 [Ans. 700 kJ 1697.35 ku
3. A piston cylinder containing air expands at a constant pressure of ISO kPa from a temperature of

285 K to a temperature of 550 K. The mass of air is 0.05 kg. Find the heat transfer, work transfer and the change
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in internal energy during the process. Take c,, = I kJ/kg K and R = 0.287 k)/kg K.
[Am. 13.25 kI ; 3.8 kJ ;9.45 kJj

4. One kg of air at a temperature of 400 Cis compressed isothermally from a pressure of 1.5 bar to 6
bar. Determine the heat rejected by the air during the process of compression. For air. c, = 1.005 kJ/kg K and
e=0.7I2kJ/kgK.	 (Arts. 124.2 kJ]

5. An ideal gas at 30°C and I bar is compressed adiabatically from 5 ml to I mt. Find the temperature,
pressure and die work done. Take Yl.4. 	 [Ans.304°C :9.5 bar: 1.125 ki)

6. A 0.568 m3 capacity insulated vessel of oxygen at the pressure of 33.6 bar is stirred by internal
p idle until the pressure becomes 21 bar. Find out the heat transferred and the work input.

Take c, = 0.658 kJ/kg K, and R = 2603/kg K.	 [Ans. zcro; 1063.8 Li/kg]
7. One kg of a gas expands reversibly and adiabatically. Its temperature during the process falls from

515 K to 390 K, while the volume is doubled. The gas does 92 U of work in this process. Find: I. The value of
c. and c and 2. The molecular mass of the gas.	 [Ans. 1.0326 kJ/kg K, 0.736 kJ/kg K :28.03]

8. A gas initially at 14.4 bar and 3600 C is expanded isothermally to a pressure of 2.24 bar. It is then
cooled at constant volume till the pressure falls to 1.02 bar. Finally an adiabatic compression brings the gas back
to the initial stage. The mass of the gas is 0.23 kg and c. = I Id/kg K. Draw the p-v diagram and determine:
I. the value of the adiabatic index of compression and 2. the change of internal energy of the gas during the
adiabatic process.	 [Ans. 1.423 ; 55.8 Id (decrease)]

9. A cylinder contains 0.084 in3 of hydrogen at 1.05 bar and 18° C. It is compressed adiabatically to
14 bar and then expanded isothermally to the original volume of 0.084 m'. The characteristic constant for
hydrogen is 4200 i/kg K and its specific heat at constant pressure is 14.28 kJ/kg K.

Determine the final pressure of the gas and the amount of heal which must be added to the gas
during isothermal expansion. Also calculate the heat which must be abstracted from the gas after expansion in
order to reduce it to its initial state of pressure. 	 [Ans. 2.25 bar .34.5 kJ :24.14 Id]

10. A quantity of gas is compressed according topv'' = Constant. The initial temperature and pressure
of the gas is 15°C and I bar respectively. Find the work done in compressing I kg of air at 3 bar and the heat
rejected through the walls of the cylinder. y=I.4 for air. 	 . [Ans. 82.65 kJ 103.3 Id]

II. A quantity of air has a volume of 56.5 litres and a pressure of 7.03 bar. It is expanded in a cylinder
to a pressure of 1.05 bar. Compute the workdorie if the expansion is 1. hyperbolic, 2. adiabatic, and 3.

= C. Take y = 1.4.	 [Ans.75.4kJ ;42.5kJ ;55k.JJ

12. 1.4 m3 of a gas at a pressure of 1.26 bar is compressed to a volume of 0.28 m 3. The final pressure
is 7 bar. Assuming the compression to be polytropic, calculate the heat transfer and change in internal energy.
Assume y= 1.4.	 (Ans. 252.54 U (rejected) :49 kJ (decrease)]

13. An ideal gas of molecular mass 30 and specific heat ratio 1.38 is compressed according to the law
p v 1 11 = constant, from a pressure of I bar and 15° C to a pressure of 16 bar. Calculate the temperature at the end
of compression, the heat received or rejected and workdone by the gas during the process. Assume I kg mass of
the gas. Use only calculated values of c, and c.	 [Ans. 228.7° C:81 kJ (rejected) :236.78 LII

14. A cylinder contains 0.113 m 3 of air at I bar and 90°C. The air is compressed to a volume of 0.028
mt , the final pressure being 5.8 bar. Determine: I. mass of the air in the cylinder, 2. value of index (n) for the
compression process, 3. increase in internal energy, and 4. heat received or rejected by air during compression.

If, after the above process, the air is cooled at a constan t pressure to its original temperature 0190° C,
find tire, further work of compression required. y = 1.4 and R = 287 3/kg K.

(Ans.0.108 kg:1.26; 12.3 kJ :6.62 ki (rejected) ;4.912 kJJ

15. An internal combustion engine cylinder has a diameter 240 mm and length of the stroke 400 mm.
The clearance volume is one-fourth of the swept volume. The pressure at the beginning of expansion stroke is
16 bar and the expansion followt the law pv 13 =Constant. Determine: I. the pressure at the end of expansion
stroke, and 2. the work done during the expansion.	 [Ans. 1.974 bar; 9.2 Id)

16.The internal energy, and equation of state of a closed gas system, are given by

U = (188.4+l.2560k1/kg; and pv = 600T

where t is the temperature in °C and Tin Kelvin, pit the pressure in bar and v is the specific volume in m3.
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If the temperature of 2 kg of gas is raised from 100° C to 200°C at I. constant pressure, and
2. according to the law  v12 = constant; find out the heat flow, workflow and change in internal energy of the
system.	 [Ans. 251.2 kJ 371.2 ki 600 kI. 348.8 kJ]

Il. Gas at 1.5 bar and 295 Kin a closed vessel is compressed to 10 bar. Its temperature then becomes
455 K.lf the compression follows the lawpv' = C, find the value of n.	 [Ans. 1.31

18. One kg of fluid enters the steady flow apparatus at a pressure of 6 bar, velocity 16 rn/s and specific
volume 0.4 m3/lcg. The inlet is 30 in the ground level. The fluid leaves the apparatus at a pressure of I bar,
velocity 275 rn/s ; and specific volume 0.6 0/kg. The outlet is at the ground level. The total heat loss between
the inlet and outlet is 10 kJ/kg of fluid. If 140 kJ/kg of work is done by the system, find the change in specific
internal energy and indicate whether this is a increase or decrease. 	 [Ans. 7.4 kJ/kg (decrease)]

19. Air at the rate of 12 kg1min flows steadily through a nozzle. The pressure and temperature of air at
the inlet to the nozzle are 20 bar and 390 K respectively. The pressureof air at the exit of nozzle is 5 bar. Assuming
adiabatic flow with initial velocity of 100 m/s. determine the exit velocity and the inlet and exit areas.

Take c, = 1.005 kJ/kg K and y= 1.4, for air. 	 [Ans. 516.4 m/s 112 mm 2. 58 mm2]
20. An air compressor draws air at I bar and 20°C and discharges into aline having an inside diameter

of 10 mm. The average air velocity in the line at a point close to the discharge is 7.5 m/s and the discharge
pressure is 3 bar. Assuming that compression takes place adiabatically, determine the power required to drive
the compressor. The velocity of air entering the compressor has negligible velocity. Take c,, = 1.005 kJ/kg K;
R=287 .1/kg K and y= 1.4. 	 (Ans. 0.1665kW1

21. Air is expanded reversibly and adiabatically in a turbine from 3.5 bar and 260°C to I bar. The turbine
is insulated and the inlet velocity is negligible. The exit velocity is ISO rn/s. Find the work output of the turbine
per unit mass of air flow. Take for air. c,= 1.005 kJ/kg K, and y= 1.4.	 (Ans. 155 k//kg]

QUESTIONS

I. What do you understand by a 'thermodynamic process' ? Distinguish between reversible
and irreversible process.

2. Explain the difference between non-flow process and a flow process. Derive the equation
for workdone during a non-flow process.

3. What is an isothermal process ? Derive an expression for the workdone during an
isothermal process.

4. Explain the adiabatic process. Derive an expression for the workdone during the adiabatic
expansion of an ideal gas.

S. What is polytropic process ? How does it differ from an adiabatic process.

6. Prove that the heat absorbed or rejected during a polytropic process is 7-1 x work done,

where y is the ratio of specific heat and is is the polytropic index.
7. Explain what is meant by "polytropic" ope{ation. Starting from the fundamental, show

that during a polytropic compression, according to the law ov Constant, the rate of heat rejection

per unit change in volume is given by( 19 ) xp, where yis the ratio of specific heat and pis the

pressure at a particular point (a mean pressure during the process) at which heat rejection is
considered.

8. Explain free expansion process. What is the difference between throttling process and a
free expansion process?

9. What are the assumptions for a steady flow process? Write the general energy equation
for a steady flow system.

10. Write down the simplified steady flow energy equation for a unit mass flow for (a)
condenser; (b) compressor; and (c) turbine.

ii. Apply steady flow energy equation to a nozzle and derive an equation for velocity at exit
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OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS
1. When a gas is heated at constant volume.

(a)its temperature will increase
(b)its pressure will increase
(c)both temperatuie and pressure will increase'
(d)neither kiuperature nor pressure will increase

2. The heating of a gas at constant pressure is governed by
(a) Boyle's law	 (bXCharles' law	 (c) Gay-Lussac law (d) Joule's law

3. A process, in which the gas , is, 	 or expanded in such away that the product of it
pressure and volume remains constant, is called

(a) isothermal process 	 (b) isobaric process
(c) adiabatic process 	 (d) polytropic process

4. The hyperbolic process is governed by
(a) Boyle's law	 (b) Charles' law	 (c) Gay-Lussac law (d) Joule's law

5. The heating of gas at constant ...........is governed by Boyle's law.
(a) volume	 (b) pressure	 (c) temperature

6. In an isothermal process,
(a)internal energy increases
(b)internal energy decreases
(c)there is no change in internal energy
(d)internal energy first decreases and then increases

7. The expansion ratio (r) is the ratio of
V 1	V	 V+V

	
V1 +V

(a) —	 (b) —	 (c)----	 (d)	 2
V2	-	 V1	 V1

where	 v1 = Volume at the beginning of expansion, and 	 -

p2 = Volume at theend of expansion.
8. When the expansion or compression of the gas takes places according to the law

pv' = C, then the process is known as
(a) isothermal process	 (b) isobaric process
(c) adiabatic process 	 ('0 polytrópic process

9. An adiabatic process is one in which
(a)no heat enters or leaves the gas
(b)the temperature of the gas changes
(c)the change in internal energy is equal to the workdone
(d)all of the above

10. The general law of expansion or compression is pv" C. The process is said to be
iyperbolic, if n is equal to

(a) 0 	 (b) I	 (c)T	 (d)-'

11. If the value ofn =Oin the general iawpv'= C,thentheprocess is called
(a) isochoric process	 (b) isobaric process
(c) isothermal process	 (d) isentropic process
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12. The workdone in a free expansion process is

(a) zero	 (b) minimum	 (c) maximum	 (d) positive

13, In a steady flow process,

(a) the mass flow rate is constant	 (b) the heat transfer rate is constant

(c) the work transfer rate is constant	 (d) all of the above

14. The workdone in steady flow process is given by

(a)Jpdv	 (b) — Jpdv	 (c)Jvdp	 (d)—Jvdp

15. The throttling process is a

(a) non-flow process	 (b) steady flow process

(c) non-steady flow process

ANSWERS

L(c)	 2.(b)	 3.(a)	 4.(a)	 5.(c)
6.(c)	 7(b)	 8. (d)	 9(d)	 10, (b)

11. (b)	 12.(a)	 13.(d)	 14.(d)	 15.(b)



Entropy of Perfect Gases

I. Introduction. 2. Relation between Heat and Entropy. 3. Importance of Entropy. 4. Available and
Unavailable Heat Energy. 5. Units of Entropy. 6. Clausius Inequality. 7. Principle of Increase of Entropy.
8. Genera! Expression for Change of Entropy of a Perfect Gas. 9. Change of Entropy of a Perfect Gas
during Various Thermodynamic Processes. 10. Change of Entropy during Cosiant Volume Process (or
Isochork Process) 11. Change of Entropy during Constant Pressure Process (Or Isobaric Process). 12.
Change of Entropy during Constant Temperature Process (or Isothermal Process). 13. Change of Entropy
during Reversible Adiabatic Process (or lien tropic Process). 14. Change of Entropy during Polytropic
Process (pv = Constant). 13. Approximate Method for Heat Absorbed

4.1. Introduction

The term'entropy' which literally means transformation, was first introduced by Clausius. It
is an important thermodynamic property of a working substance, which increases with the addition
of heat, and decreases with its removal. As a matter of fact, it is tedious to define the term entropy-.-
But it is comparatively easy to define change of entropy of a working substance. In a reversible
process, over a small range of temperature, the increase or decrease of entropy, when multiplied by
the absolute temperature, gives the heat absorbed or rejected by the working substance. Mathemati-
cally, heat absorbed by the working substance,

= TO'S
where	 T = Absolute temperature, and

dS = Increase in entropy.
Note :Thc above relation also holds good for heat rejected by the working substance. In that case, dS will be
decrease in entropy.

The engineers and scientists use it for providing quick solution, to problems dealing wilt
reversible adiabatic expansion. The entropy is usually represented by S.

4.2. Relation between Heat and Entropy

Consider the heating of a working substance by a reversible
process as shown by a curve from I to 2, on a graph, whose base
represents the entropy and the vertical ordinate represents the abso-
lute temperature as shown in Fig. 4.1. This diagram is known as
temperature-entropy (T-S) diagram.

Now consider any point A on the curve 1-2. At this point, let
a small quantity of heat (6Q) be supplied to the working substance,
which will increase the entropy by dS. Let the absolute temperature
at this instant be T. Then according to the definition of entropy,

'3Q = TdS

- Entropy
Fig. 4 I. Temperatut-Cfl-

tropy diagram.
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From Fig. 4. 1, we see that the terra US represents the area under the curve during this change
of entropy. Now the total area under the curve 1-2 may be found out by integrating the equation (i),

= 5 TdS = Total heat supplied or absorbed

From equation (I), we get

dS

The total change in entropy may be obtained by integrating the above expression from state
I to state 2,

jss=,	 ... (ii)

Notes: I. The area under the T-S diagram of any thermodynamic process represents the heat absorbed or
rejected during that process.

2. Si. f	 is same for all reversible paths between states I and 2, so we conclude that this quantity

is independent of a path and is a function of end states only. In other words, the entropy is a point function and
thus it is a property of the system. The entropy maybe expressed as a function of other thermodynamic properties
of the system, such as the pressure and temperature or pressure and volume.

3. We know that according of First Law of Thermodynamics,
SQ = dtJ+8W = dU+pdu	 ...(:SW= pdv)

and

	

	 8Q=TrL	 (isP)

From equations (iii) and (iv).
TdS=dU+pdv

It is very interesting to note that in equations (iii) and (is'). SQ and SW are path functions, therefore
these equations are true only for reversible processes. But in equation(v). S, dU and do are point functions as
they depend upon the initial and final equilibrium stales, therefore equation (v) is late for reversible as well as
irreversible processes.

4. The entropy remains constant in a reversible cyclic process and increases in an irreversible cyclic
process (see Art. 4.7)

4.3. Importance of Entropy
The maximum possible efficiency obtainable by any engine working on a reversible * Carnot

cycle is given by

T1— T2

where	 T, = Highest absolute temperature, and

T2 = Lowest absolute temperature.

In general, efficiency is given by
Maximum work obtained - SW
Heat supplied or absorbed - SQ

 Ti 1-r
or	 SW SQ x i = SQ 

I	 2j
	 ... (From equation (0)

For details, please refer to Chapter 6 on Thermodynamic Air Cycles.
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For one degree temperature drop. thç above expression may be written as

8W =	 dS Change in entropy

From this expression, it can be easily understood that

I. The change in eitropy r, presents the maximum amount of work obtainable per degree
drop in temperature.

2. The change in entropy may be regarded as a measure of the rate of the availability or
*unavailability of heat for transformation into work.

3. The increase in er":opy is obtained from a given quantity of heat at a low temperature.
4.4. Available and Unavailable Heat Energy

The heat energy of a system (or heat supplied to the working substance) is considered to have
the following two parts:

I. Available heat energy and 2. Unavailable heat energy.
The available heat energy is that pact of the heat energy (or heat supplied) which can be

converted into mechanical work by ideal processes which reduces the system in a state ofequilibijunj.
The unavailable heat energy is that part of heat energy (or heat supplied) which can not be

convened into mechanical work even by ideal process which reduces the system in a state of
equilibrium. The common term used for unavailable heat energy, according to Second Law of
Thermodynamics, is the heat rejected by the system to the surroundings.

From above, we bave total heal energy or heat supplied to the system.

= Available heat energy + Unavailable beat energy

= ARE +U.H.E = Wodolone+ Heat rejected

We know that the maximum possible efficiency obtainable by any engine working on a Carnot
cycle is given by

T—T2
'1 =	 =1-7-

where	 T, = Maximum absolute temperature, and

-	 = Lowest absolute temperature.

We also know that efficiency,

	

Maximum work obtained 8W	 -
	Heat supplied or absorbed = BQ	 . . . (ii)

From equations (1) and (ii),

or 6W=8Q(l_)

Since the lowest practical temperature of heat rejection is the temperature of surroundings
(T1), therefore the above expression may be written as

8W=8Q(l_.2)=6Q_8Qx 0 ...(iii)

Refer Au 44 and 4.13
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We also know that workdone,

= Heat supplied - Unavailable heatenergy or heat rejected.

= Q—U.H.E.	 (iv)

From equations (iii) and (iv).

Q-8Qx 
T

= SQ—U.H.E

or	 U.H.E = To ()= T0xdS

Thus the unavailable heat energy (U.H.E) or the heat rejected is the product of the lowest
temperature of heat rejection and the change of entropy of the system during the process of supplying

heat. In 0th r words, the change in -entrop y mar he regarded as a measure of unavailable Jorm of

hear-energy or irreversibility oft/ic process.
Note : In the above discussion, the heat rejection takes place from the system to the surrounding (i.e. from a
higher temperature to a lower temperature). At the end of the process, by virtue of Second Law of Thermody-
namics, it is not possible to transfer heat from the system at a lower temperature to the surroundings at a higher
temperature. Thus, the above process of heat transfer is irreversible process.

4.5. Units of Entropy

The unit of eRtropy depends upon the unit of heat employed and the absolute temperature. We

know that

Change in entropy (dS)	
Heat supplied or rejected (SQ)

Absolute temperature (1)
Therefore, if the heat supplied or rejected is in Id and the temperature is in K, then the unit of

entropy is kJ/K. The entropy may be expressed in so many units entropy without assigning any
dimensional units. Since the entropy is expressed per unit mass of the working substance, it would

be more correct to speak *specific entropy. The absolute values of entropy cannot be determined, but

only the change in entropy may be obtained by using equation (ii) in Art. 4.2.

Theoretically, the entropy of a substance is zero at absolute zero temperature. Hence, in

entropy calculations, some convenient datum should be selected from which measurement may be

made.
It may be noted that water at 0°C is assumed to have zero entropy, and changes in its entropy

are reckoned from this temperature.

4.6. Clauskisdnequality

The Clausius inequality states that 'whenever a closed system undergoes a cyclic process, the

'cyclic integral of SQ/T is less than zero (i.e. negative) for an irreversible cyclic process and equal to

zero for a reversible cyclic process. Mathematically,

< 0, for an irreversible cyclic process	 . . . (i)

and
T

 = 0, for a reversible cyclic process

Combining the equations (1) and (ii), the equation for the Clausius inequality is written as

(iii)

$	 The entropy is an extensive property of the system. The ratio of the extensive property oIthc system to the
mass of the system is the specific value o f that property as explained in Chapter I -
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The Clausius inequality not only gives mathematical expression to the second law of then-no-
dynamics, but it also gives the quantitative measure of irreversibility of the system. For example, the
equation (i) for an irreversible cyclic process may be written as

f+i=o
where 1 represents the amount by nvhich the given cyclic process is irreversible. When I is equal to

zero, then the given cyclic process will be reversible. Moreover, a cyclic process in which f dQIT is
more than zero, is impossible bxause it voilates the second law of thermodynamics.

4.7. Principle of Increase of Entropy

We have discussed in Art. 4.6 that the equation for Clausius inequality is

We know that the change in entropy,

dS -S	 T

Since the entropy is a thermodynamic property and the cyclic integral of a thermodynamic
property is zero, therefore equation (i) may be written as

^ dS

or	 IdS

and

	

	 d^
	 (ii)

When the process is reversible, then

dS =

and when the process is irreversible, then

dS>.

If we apply the equation (ii) to an isolated system like universe, for which 8Q = 0, then the
equation (ii) may be written as

dS2!0
For a reversible cyclic process,

dS = 0 or S = Constant

In other words, the entropy bra reversible cyclic process remains constant. Now for an
irreversible cyclic process.	 -

dS> 0
Since, in practice, all processes are irreversible, therefore the entropy of such a system like

universe goes on increasing.
This is known as the principle of increasef entropy.

Note: The principle of change of entropy may also be discussed as follows:
Consider a given quantity of heat energy Q rejected by a hot body at temperature T, and absorbed by a

cold body at temperature T2•

8-
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Loss of entropy,.by the hot body QI T1

and gain of entropy by the cold body	 = Q/T2
Since T1 is greater than T, therefore the gain of entropy by the cold body is greater than the loss of

entropy by the hot body. In other words, we can say that when the temperature falls in a system (i.e. irreversible
process) the entropy increases.

This conclusion can be extended to any isolated system (say universe) in which the heat exchange
between the system (at a lower temperature) and the surroundings (at a higher temperature) takes place in an
irreversible manner. Thus the entropy of an isolated system (universe) increases.

4.8. General Expression for Change of Entropy of a Perfect Gas
Consider a certain quantity of a perfect gas being heated by any thermodynamic process.
Let	 m Mass of the gas,

p1 = Initial pressure of the gas,

= Initial volume of L gas,

= Initial temperature of the gas, and

p2. V2 7; = Corresponding values for the final conditions

Now the relation for the change of entropy during the process may be expressed in the
following three ways:

(a) In terms of volume and absolute temperature
We know that for a small change in the state of a working substance, the general gas energy

equation is,

6Q_"4U+8W=mcdT+pdv

where	 dl' = Small change in temperature, and

dv = Small changein volume.

Dividing houghout equation (1) by T,

= mc
T	 T T

Since pv=mRTor!_	 and	 =dS.thereforeV
dTmR

Integrating equation (it) within appropriate limits,
S2	 T2	 V1

J dS = mc5 5
dT + mR 5 V

= mc5[ log, 
T1+mR1logv]53

IT,	 L

The cold body which is at p lower temperature receives heat from a hot body which is at  higher temperature.
The temperature of the hot body fal1s. It is similar to a case when we supply heat at constant volume or
constant pressure. After the process, by virtue of second law of thermodynamics, it not possible to transfer
heat from a cold body to a hot body. Such a process is irreversible process.
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S2 —S = me. (IogT2_ log, T1)+mROOgV2—lCgV1)

c log R + mR log, 
V,	

...(ili)

= 2.3m{cv1o()+R1o[,J]

1	 P )+ (CP – C) log D
(b)In terms of pressure and absolute temperature

We know from the general gas equation.

	

1`1 V1	 p2!)2 2 	 L. T2
-

	

T1	 T2	 V1	 p2 T1

	Substituting the value of(	 )in equation (iii),

= cloge(]+mRlog'x1'
(P2 T1 J

=nis,Io,4)+mRlo (fi'LrnRIog,[!.a)

=mlog,
( .L2 (cv +R)+mRlo.J	 ...(iv)

I	 P2

..w substituting R c, - c in the above equation,

= MCP log'
()+m(cp_ c) log, [)	 .. .(v)

)logI —23m{Cp log (j)+(Cp_ c	
(p1 

II

(c)In terms of pressure and volume
We know from the general gas equation,

1'z 	 P2 V2

T1 - T2 
or - = -- X—

Substituting the value of 	 in equation (iii),
T, )

^2
S2 —S 1 = nne^ loge 

^,,L2 
+ mR log, ( 

V2, 

V, )
	

V,
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Now substituting R = c - c0 in the above equation,

= mcIoe(

= mc, log,	 + mc^ log,	 + mc" log,	
MC, loge

( il	 ^V'

(p	 v
=	 pJ+mclO r 	. . (vi)

U,
= 2.3 in c log	 c, log

Notes: 1. The expression (vi) is valid for both reversible as well as irreversible processes.

2. The change of entropy is positive when heat is absorbed by the gas and there is increase of entropy.

3. The change ofentropy is negative when heat is removed from the gas and there is decrease of entropy.

Example 4.1. 0.05 m3 ofairat a pressure of 8 bar and temperature 2800 C expands to eight
times its original volume and the final temperature after expansion is 250 C. Calculate change of
entropy of air during the process. Assume cp = 1.005 kfikg K and c, = 0.712 kJ/kg K.

Solution. Given: v=0.05m 3 ; p1 =8bar=0.8X1(N/m2 ; T1=280°Cr.280+273

=553K; v2 =8v1 =8x0.05.=0.4m3 ; T2 =25°C=25+273=298K; c=1.005kJikgK

c0 =0.112 kJ/kg K

Let	 m Massofairinkg.
We know that gas constant,

R = cp ca = 1.005-0.712 = 0.293kJ/kgK = 293J/kgK

V1	 0.8x 106x0.05
and	 p1 v = m R T or m =	

= 293	
= 0.247

R T,

Change of entropy,

S2 —S1 = 2.3m[cvlog[)+R log [4]]

( 98 1
2.3 x 0.2471 0.712 log(	 j+0.293	

(_2-4 )1
=

=	 = 0.568(-0.19+0.2 = 0.04 kJ/K Ans.

4.9. Change of Entropy of a Perfect Gas during Various Thermodynamic Processes

We have already 4scussed in Chapter 3, the various thermodynamic procisses of a perfect
gas and have derived the euations for work done, change of internal energy and heat supplied. Now
we shall derive expressions for thechange of entropy during the following thermodynamic processes:

I. Constant volume process (Or isochoric process) 2. Constant pressure process (or Isobaric
process); 3. Constant temperature process (or Isothermal process); 4. Adiabatic process (Or Isentropic

process) ; and 5. Polytropic process.

4.10. Chanp of Entropy during Constant Volume Process (or Isochoric Process)

Consider a certain quantity of a perfect gas being heated at a constant volume.
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Let
	 m = Mass of the gas, -

p 1 = Initial pressure of the gas,

T1	 Initial temperature of the gas,

p2. T2 = Corresponding values for the final conditions.

Let this process be represented by the curve 1-2 on T-S diagram as shown in Fig. 42.

We know that for a small change of temperature (dl). the 	 t T2 - ------ - -- p2

heat supplied.	 I vaC	 u

Q me. dT	 N I& T -

I -
DividingbothsidesOftheaboveequationbYT. 	 E

SQ	 dT	 I
T

*	 dl'	 (Q
or	 dS = mç--	

.....	
=dS	 Fig. 4.2. T.S curve dunngconStallt

volume process.

Integrating this expression for the total change of entropy,

T,
dT or [S]=mc[logTJ	 1

il-I
SI 	TI

T2	T2
S1 —S 1 = mco io4] = 2.3!nculo[]	 .. .(i)

The above relation may alp be expressed in terms of pressure. We know from the general gas
equation.

JL=&oc
T1	 T2	 T1	 p1

Substituting the value of 
T2
-. I inequation(t),

= 2.3rncs log (I]

The equations (i) and (ii) are valid for both reversible as well as irreversible process.

Alternate proofs for change 01 entropy
We have seen in Art. 4.8 that the general expression for change of entropy in terms of volume

and absolute temperature is,

S2 —S 1 = 2.3m[c5 lo(]+R log [ I]
dTT*	 We know that	 dS = in 	 or	 =

aT - T
For lkgofa perfectgaL

The term	 is known as slope of the curve 1-2 on the T-s diagram as shown in Fig. 4.2.
ds
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Since v1 = v2, therefore	 = 1. Moreover, log I = 0

(r
S2 —S1 = 2.3mc0log

Similarly, the general expression for change of entropy in terms of pressure and volume is.

= 2.3m[co log [ J+cp log
( VI
 

]J
Since v1 = v2, therefore	 = I. Moreover, log I = 0.

S2 —S 1 = 2.3rnc log(j

Example 4.2. A vessel 012.5 m3 capacity contains I kg-mole of N 2 at 100'C If the gas is
cooled to 300 C, calculate the change in specific entropy.

The ratio of specific heats is 1.4 and one kg-mole nitrogen is 28 kg.
Solution. Given: *v2.5m3 ;M.1 kg-mole =28kg;T1 = 100°C= 100+273=373K;

T2 =30°C=30+273303 K;y=c,,/c,,= 1.4

Since the universal gas constant (Ru) for all gases is 8.314 Id/kg K, therefore characteristic
gas constant,

R = R. / U = 8.314/28 = 0.297 kJ/kg K

and	 c1, - c0 = R or 1.4 c0 - c = 0.297	 . . . ( c,/c = y = 1.4)

c. = 0.297/0.4 = 0.74 kJ/kgK

We know that change in specific entropy (i.e. per kg of gas),

- s = 2.3 m c, log	 2.3 x I x 0.74 log	 ) Id/kg K
T,	 373

= - 0.1536 kJ/kg K Ans.

The - ye sign indicates that there is a decrease in entropy.
Example 43. A vessel of capacity 3 m3 contains air at a pressure of 1.5 bar and a

temperature 0125° C. Additional air is now pumped into the system until the pressure rises to 30 bar
and the temperature rises to 60° C. Determine the mars of air pumped in, and express the quantity
as a volume at a pressure of 1.02 bar and a temperature of 20° C.

lithe vessel is allowed to cool until the temperature is again 250 C, calculate the pressure in
the vessel. Determine the quantity of heat transferred and change of entropy of the gas during the
cooling process only. Neglect the effect of heat capacity of the vessel. Assume air as an ideal gas.

Solution. Given: v1 =3m3 ; p1 = l.5 bar =0.l5xlOt N/m2 ; T1=25°C25+273
=298K;p2 =30 bar 3x 106 N/m2 ; T2=60°C=60+273=333K

Macs (If air pumped in 	 -,
Let	 m1 = Mass of air initially filled in the vessel, and

= Mass of air in the vessel after pumping.

*	 Superfluous daa
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We know tlialp1V1fl'1RT1

= O.15x106x3 = 5.26 kg . ..(TakingRfora287J)kgK)
m1 -

- RI'1	 297x298

Similarly	 p2v2m1RT2

P2 V2 3x106x3
m2 

=	 287 x333 = 9417kg
	 ...(.v2 = v1)

:.Mass ofar pumped in,
M = ,n2 —m 1 = 94.17-5.26 8•9.91 kg Ans.

Volume of air pumped in at a pressure if 1.02 bar and tehipeisiture of 20" C

Given: p= 1.O2 bar =O.102x 113'Nm2;T=20°C20+213=293K

Let	 o = Volume of air pumped in.

We know that p  = mRT

mRT- 88.91x2S7x293 = 73.3nY Ans.
O.lO2xItP

Pressure in the vessel after cooling

Let	 p3 = Pressure in the vessel after cooling.

We know that the temperature after cooling

= '1 = 25°C = 298%

Since the cooling is at constant volume, therefore

-

P2	 '2

- 
T3 P2 - 298x3x106 = 2.68x10

6 N/m2 =26.8 bar Ans.or	 T -	 333

Heat transferred during cooling

Since the vessel is cooled from T2 = 313 K to the iiaiia1 temperature 1'3 = T, = 298 K. therefore

change in internal energy during cooling.

dU m2 c(T3 —T2) = 94.17x0.172(298-333) = —567kJAns.

The - Ye sign indicates that the internal energy decreases during cooling.
We know that heat transferred is equal to cange in internal energy, when the process takes

place at constant volume (because work done is zero). Therefore heat transferred,

SQ = ..567kJ Ans.

The - ye sign indicates that heat is rejected by the gas.

Change of entropy during cooling prc

We know that change of enuoy during cooling process,

S3 —S2	 2.3x94.l7XO.7I2 log ()kJlK

	

2	 333

	

= -7.44kJIK Ans.	 ... (Takingç=O.7I2kJ/kgK)

The - ye sign indicates that there is a decrease of entropy.
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Exnpk 4.4. An insulated vessel of capacity 0.056 m3 is divided into two compartments A
and  by a conducting diaphragm. Each compartment has a capacity of 0.028 m3. The compartment
h co,Uain.s air at a pressure of 1.5 bar and 25° C and the compartment B contains air at a pressure
4.2 bar and 175° C. Find: 1. final equilibriuth temperature, 2. final pressure on each side of the
diaphragm and 3. change of entropy of the system.

Solution. Given: VA = v9 =0.O28m; pA=1.5_O.15x1litSN/m; TA 25,

2S + 27329SK ; p42 bar 042x1N/m2;T_175oC175+273448K

1.Final equilihriu4i temperature
	Let	 T	 Final equilibrium temperature.

First all, let us find the mass of air in compartment A (mA) and the mass of air in compartment
B (m8 ). We know that

- PA	 0.15xl(Px0.028

	

PA VA =mA RTA 0r mA	 =0.049kg
R TA -	 287x298

..(.R for air =2871/kgK)

-	 - 0.42x 105x0.028 =
	 kgJ' VB = MB R T8 or m8

- RTB	 287x448

Since the diaphragm is conducting, therefore
Heat gained by air in compartment A

= Heat rejected by air in compartment B
or	 MA C. (TF — TA) = mBc,(TB_TF)

0.049 x c0 (Tv— 298) = 0.091 x c (448— T)

0.049TF - 14.6 = 40.77-b.091 T or 0.I4TF =

= 395.5 K Ans.

2.Final pressure on each side of the diaphragm
	Let	 PAP = Final pressure in compartment A, and

PBF = Final pressure in compartment B.

Since the volume of each compartment is same, therefore

PA 	 PA T	 1.5x395.5F- PAF 

TA -	 or PAF =	 =	 298	 = 1.99 bar Ans.
TF	 A

Pit PBF	 PBTF 4.2x395.5
and	 =-

TB -; 
or PBF =	 =	 448	 = 3.708 bar Ans.

3.Change of entropy of the system
We know that change of entropy fcc compartment A, whose temperature has been increased

from TA to

RT I(A
=2.3mAc1oS J=	

(395.5 2.3 0.049

(Takingc,,=O.112kJ/kgK)

= 0.08 log (1.327) = 0.0098kJ/K
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and change of entropy for compartment B, whose temperature has been decreased from Ta to T 

(dS) = 2.3rnco log () 2 .3O.O9lXO.712 log ( ?)kJIK
Tit	 -	

448

= O.149 log (O.883) = -0.0)81 kJ/K

Change of entropy of the system,

dS = (dS)A +(dS)B = O.98-0.008I 000l7 U/K Ans.

4.11. Change of Entropy during Constant Pressure Process (or Isobaric Process)

Consider a certain quantity of a perfect gas being heated at constant pressure.

Let	 m = Mass of the gas,

= Initial volume of the gas,

= Initial temperature of the gas,

v2, T2 = Corresponding values for the final conditions.

Let this process be represented by the curve 1-2 on T-S diagram as sowt in Fig. 4.3.

We . know that for a small change of temperature (dl), the heat supplied.

6Q = rncdT	

L1 52-

T 
M" 

(i^T

Dividing both sides of the above equation by T,

80 T

 

J	
—Entropy

or	
(

=	 Fig.4.3. T.Scurve duri ng cons tant

Integrating this expression for the total change of entropy,	
pressure process.

S.
IdTJdS=mcJ -j;-

Si

d
*	 We know that	 dS = nice, d-1- oror -

For I kgol a perfect gas, 
dT	 T
-a--

1 he term 
dT 

is known as slope of the curve 1-2 on the T-S diagram as shown in Fig 4.3.
ds

We have already discussed that slope of the curve for constant volume process is

iff T
dsc,,

Since for a perfect gas, Cv < c, therefore > I or	 >

Thus, the slope of the curve on hcT-S diagram for constant volume process 1-2' is higher than that of

constant pressure process 1 -7. as shown in Fig. 43.
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or	 = mcP lo . (] = 2.3 mc,, lO()	 . .
The above relation may also be expressed in terms of volume. We know fromthe general gas

equation,

PI "I	 P2 V2 '2	 V2

TI 	 T2	 TI	 VI
=	 or	 =	 . . (•; p1 = p2)

Substituting this value of T2 / T1 in equation (i),

= 2.3nl%, lo
g (2J	 .(ii)

The equations (1) and (ii) are valid for both reversible as well as irreversible process.
Alternate proof for change of entropy

We have seen in Art. 4.8 that the general expression for change of entropy in terms of pressure
and absolute temperature.

S2 —S 1 = 2.3m{cp log [)+(cp_c) log (J]
Sincep1 = p2 , therefore p 1 1p2 = 1. Moreover log 1=0.

S2 —S =2.3mc,,log 
(T2

-

Similarly, general expression for change of entropy in terms of pressure and volume,

= 2.3m{colo(J+cp log [JJ
Sincep1 =p2 , therefore p1 /p2 = I. Moreover log 1=0.

= 2.3nwp log (J

Example 43. a5 kg of a perfect gas is I,eatedfrom 1(1)0 C to 300'C at a constant pressure
012.8 bar. It is then cooled to 100' C at constani'volume. Find the overall change in entropy. Take
c,,—IU/kgK and c0.72kJi1cgK.

Solution.Given m =0.5kg, T1 = 100°C = 100 +273= 373K; T2 = 300°C = 300 + 273 =

573 K; p = 2.8 bar = 0.28 x 1f 5 N/m2 ; T3 = 100°C= 100+273=373K;c,,= I kJ/kg K;c=0.72

kJ/kgK

We know that change of entropy during constant pressure heatin

- S1 = 2.3 mc,, log (J .= 2.3 x 0.5 x I x lo() kJ/K

	

T,	 373

	

=0.2I4kJIK	 I
and change of entropy during constant volume cooling,

= 2.3mclo[J = 2.3x0.5x0.72lo(
73

J kJIK

	

T2	 5

=-0.IS4kJIK
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The - ye sign indicates that there is a decrease of entropy.

Overall change in entropy,

S3 —S1 = (S2 —S1 )+(S3 —S2) = 0.214-0.154 =0.Q6kJ/K Ans.

Example 4.6. Cold air from atmosphere is circulated through an air heating system, where

the temperature o,f air is ine:ased from 7.2° C to 21.2° C without any pressure loss, lithe hourly

consumption of waim a.' a: 21.2° C is 850 m3, calculate how much heat per hour must be imparted

io the air ?
What will be the change in entropy of air circulated per hour ? Assume proper values of the

specific heat of air.

Solution. Given: T1=7.2°C=7.2+273280.2K7221.2°C21.2+273294.2K

v = 850 m3 I h

Heal imparted to the air per hour

Let	 p1 p2 = Atmospheric pressure (constant).

= 1.013 bar = 0.1013x106 NI0	 ...(Given)

R = Gas constant = 287 J/kg K	 (Assume)

= Specific heat at constant pressure = 1.005 kJ/kg K . . . (Assume)

First of all, let us find the mass of air (m). We know that

p2 V2 0.1013x106x850
p, v2 = m R T or m 

= -i- -- =	 287 x 294.2	
- 1020 kg/h

We know that heat imparted to the air

Q = mc,, (T—TI ) = 1020x 1.005(294.2-280.2)kJ/h

=14 351.4 kJ/h Ans.

Change in entropy of air circulated per hour

We know that change in entropy of air.

	

^T2	 294-2
- S 1 = 2.3 mc,, log	 = 2.3 x 1020 x 1.005 log () kJ/K/h

=5OkJIK/h Ans.

Example 4.7. Amass of m1 kg of a certain gas at a temperature T1 is mixed at constant

pressure with m2 kg of mass of the same gas at a temperature T2 (T1 > T2). The system is thermally

insulated. Find the change in entropy of the universe and deduce the same for equal masses of the
gas. Show that the change is necessarily positive.

Solution. First of all, let us find the common temperature (Tv) of the mixture of the gas. This

temperature T is less than T1 and greater than 1'2 We know that

Heat lost by the gas at temperature T1

= Heat gained by the gas at temperature T2

i.e.	 m1 c (D1 - T) = n12 c, (Ti, - T2)

where c is the specific heat pf the gas at constant pressure)

m1T1+ni2T2

'	 m1 +m2
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We know that the change in entropy for the gas whose te9lperature has been decreased from
to 7,.

(dS) = m 1 c, io[J	 .. (This will be negative as T1 > T)

Similarly, the change in entropy for the gas whose temperature has been increased from T2
to

(d")2 = m2c log, [J	 . . (Tbis will be positive asT>T2)

Change in entropy of the universe (i.e. isolated system),

(dS).,, = (dS) 1 + (dS)2

= m i cP log' [ i ]+m2 c log, [c]

[ m 1 T1 + rn 2 T2 l
	 I

mT+ni2Tj
fli t c log	

T1 (ni 1 + m2) J
+ ft2 C loge 
	 (m, + ) j Ans,

II m 1 = rn.2 = m, then the change in entropy of the universe,

1 +T2	T
4dS) = mci, log, [ 

T
2 T1 

J + 
mc.,, log,	

2

+T2

 ]

f( T + '2 ( T + T2
= mc,, log,	

2 T. 'j(,, 2 T2

[• Iog
, x+ log, y = log(xxy)]

( T1+T2 ( T+T2
=mc,, loge 2 _7_.) =2mClO(,2,_7_.

The term within the bracket is the ratio of arithmetic mean and the geometric mean of the
temperatures T1 and T2 . Since the arithmetic mean is always greater than the geometric mean, therefore

T1+T2
2	

> 'J'i	
2 777T, is positive. Thus the change in entropy is always positive.

Example 4.8. One kg of air at 310 K is heated at constant pre ssure by bringing it in Contact
with a hot reservoir at 1150 K Find the entropy change of air hot reservoir and of the universe

If the air is heacedfrom 310 K to 1150 K byfirs: bringing it in Contact with a reservoir at 730
K and then with a reservoir at 1150 K, what will be the change of entropy of the universe?

Soluton.Given:in=lkg;T=31OK;T=1150K

Etwvpy change of air, hot rese,i'oir and of the ,wiI'erse
We know that entropy change Of air,

(dS)A = 2.3mc ioJ = 2.3 xix I x log 4jJ= 1,309 kJ/K Ans.
TA

(Taking c,, for air = I kJ/kg K)
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We also know that the heat absorbed by air or heat rejected by hot reservoir.

= R = mcP(TRTA)  - lx 1(1150-310) -840kJ

(-Ye sign because of heat rejection)

Change of entropy of the hot reservoir,

	

Heat rejected ( QR)	- 840
(dS)R =	

0.73 kJ/K Ans.
Absolute temperature 	 =	

= - 

We know that change of exttropy of the universe,

(dS)L '(dS)A+(dS)R	 1.309-0.73 = 0.579 kJ/K Ans.

Change of entropy of universe when air is heated in two stages

The air is heated in two stages, first from 310 K to 730 K by bringing it in contact with a first

reservoir at 730 K and then from 730 K to 1150 K by bringing it in contact with a second reservoir

at 1150K.
Heat absorbed by air when heated from 310 K to 730 K or heat rejected by first reservoir,

QAI = Q 1 = tncP(TRj TAI ) = -Ixl(730-310)=-420kJ

... (Here TRl=73OK and TAI =TA 3IOK)

and heat absorbed by air when heated from 730 K to 1150 K or heat rejected by the second
reservoir,

QA2 = Q 2 = - mc,, (TR2 - 1A2) = - lxi (1150- 730) = -420 Id

... (Here T= 1l5OK and TA2=730K)

We know that change of entropy of the air,

(TKI
(dS)A 	 2.3 mc	

A2I log 	
Al

-i---+2.3mc,,Iog	 - I -

	

L	 (,	 )

II1I501

	

= 2.3x lxi Llog ( 130
	 log

	310	 730

= 2.3(0.372 1-0.197) = 1.309 Id/K

Change of entropy for the first reservoir,

(dS) = "'
I - -420-	 = - 0.575 kJ/K

TRIRI	 - 730

Change of entropy for the second reservoir,

(dS)R2 =	 =	 = -0.365kJIK
R2 	 1150

Change of entropy of the universe,

(dS) = (dS)A-f-(dS)kI+(dS)R2

= 1.309 - 0.581 - 0.575 = 0.369 kJ/K Ans.
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4.12. Change of Entropy during Constant Temperature Process (or Isothermal Process)
Consider a certain quantity of a perfect gas being heated at constant temperature.
Let	 m = Mass of the gas,	 4

or

P1 = Initial pressure of gas,
Initial volume of gas,

p2 , v2 = ?Corresponding values for the
final conditions.

Let this process be represented by the line 1-2 on T-S
diagram as shown in Fig. 4.4. We know that during constant
temperature process (i.e. isothermal process), there is no change
in internal energy, and the heat supplied is equal to the work
done by the gas. We also kDow that work done during an
isothermal process.

(02W 2 = 2.3mRTlcg(—J

Heat supplied, 912 W_2 = 2.3mRT log (J
We know that change of entropy

-	 Heat supplied
- Absolute temperature

)s2—sI = 2.3 mRT---log (02

—j
T	 VI

I tC 2

	

T.P 	 I

	

I	 I

	

I	 I

Pig. 4.4. T-S curve dimng consiant
temperature process

= 2.3 mR log [) = 2.3 in (c1,–c) log [-i 
	

... (I)

The above relation may also be expressed in terms of pressure. We know from the general gas
equation,

PI V I 	 P2 V2 or 
V2 	 p1

7	 T	 v	 j

Substituting the value of(_ )in equation (i),

(li)- S 1 = 2.3 mR log I	 I =
"2	

2.3 in ( e,, - c) log	

)1.)
The equations (i) and (ii) are valid for both reversible and irreversible processes.

Alternate proofs for change of entropy
We have seen in Art. 4.8 that the general expression for change of entropy in terms of volume

and absolute temperature is,

(]
logl 12 IIS2 –S 1 =- 2.3m {culo 

(T2 
J+(_c)	

Vi )j
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SinceT = T2,thereforey2 /T1 =l., Moreover log 1 =0.

= 2.3 in (cp_ c) lo( )

Similarly, general expression for change of entropy in terms of pressure and absolute

temperature is,

T2	 g= 2.3m[cp log( )+(c_cv)lO

 
(PI

]]

Since 7 = T2, therefore T2 / T, = 1. Moreover log I = 0.

S2 —S 1 =	
(PI

Example 4.9. A certain quantity of a perfect gas is heated in a reversible isothermal process
from 1 bar and 40° C to 10 bar. Find the work done per kg of gas and the change of entropy per kg

of gas. Take R-287 I/kg K.
Solution.Given :p = I bar =0.l XlPNJm2 ; T1 =40°C=40+ 273=313 K;p2=lObar

= I xl€15N/m2;R=2S7JIkgK

Work-done per kg of gas

We know that workdone per kg of gas.

w 1  =2.3ntRTi log (12 J= 2.3mRT1 log 	 PI "I P2 72)

= 2.3x I x287x313 io 1 ) =-206610Jg

- 206.61 kJ/kg Ans.

The - ye sign- indicates that the work is done on the gas.

Change in entropy per kg of gas
We know that the change in 'entropy (i.e. change in-specific entropy),

	= 2.3mR log
[]= 2.3x1 x281og(0)J/kg1(

P2	
I X 106

=-660.IJ/kgK= —0.660l kJ/kg K Ans.

The— ye sign indicates that there is a decrease in entropy.

Note: The change in entropy may also be obtained as follows:
We know th4he heat supplied (q 2) in an isothermal process is equal to the workdone (w1.2).

Heat supplied =q 1 _2 = w 2 = — 206.61 kJ/kg

Change in specific entropy,

	

Heat supplied	 - 206.61=	 —0.6tOI kJ/kgK Aiis.
Absolute temperature 	 313

Example 4.10. One kg of air occupies 0.084 in3 at 12.5 bar and 5370 C iris exp40de4a2
constant temperature to a final volume of 0.336 m3. Calculate:

1. the pressure at the end of expansion, 2. work done during expansion, 3. heat - absorb#4 t!'
'he air, and 4. change of entropy. 
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Solution. Given: in = 1 kg; v 1 =0.084 m3 p1 = 12.5 bar= 1.25 x lO N/rn 2 ; T, = 5370 C
= 537 + 273 = 810 K ;  V2 =0,336 m3

I. Pressure at the end of expansion
Let	 p2 = Pressure at the end of expansion.

We know that

PI VI =p2v2

- 1.25x106x0.084	
0.3125X106 N/in2P2 =	 - 	 0.336

= 3.125 bar Ans.
2.Workdone during expansion

We know that workdone during expansion,

(12
W12 = 2.3 mR T1 log	 = 2.3 p 1 v j log [ J . . (. p 1 v = m R T1)

= 2.3x 1.25x 106x0.084 log [ 0.336)= 1454001

= 145.4 kJ Ans.

3.Heat absorbed by the air
We know that during onstant temperature process, there is no change in internal energy and

the heat absorbed is equal to the amount of work lone by the air.
Heat absorbed by the air.

= Work done by the air = 145.4 kJ Ans.

4.Change of entropy
We know that change of entropy

Heat absorbed	 145.4
S2S1	

Absolute temperature =	
— 0.I8kJIK Ans.

Example 4.11. One kg ofhydrogen (molecular mass 2) is expandedfrom I m 3 to 5 m3 during
afree expansion process. Calculate the change in entropy of the gas and the surroundings. if the
expansion between the same two states is carried out by a reversible isothermal orocess. find the
change in entropy of the gas and the surroundings. What will be the net change of entropy of the
universe 

Solution. Given: m = I kg; M = 2; v, = I m3 ; v, = 5 m

We know that the characteristic gas constant,

R =
	 —

Universal gas constant (Re)	
= 4.157 kJ/kg K

Molecular mass (M)	 2

R for all gases =8.314 kJ/kg K)

chdflge in entropy of the gas and the surroundings
Since in a *free expansion process, the temperature of the gas remains constant, therefore the

process is assumed as reversible isothermal process.

*	 Refer Arl. 3.14
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We know that change in entropy of the gas.

(dS)0 = 2.3mR log [2) 2.3x lx4.157lO() 6.67 kJ/KA,s.

Also, in a free expansion process, no heat transfer takes place with the swroundings, therefore
entropy of surroundings remains constant.

Change of entropy of the surroundings.
((IS)5 = 0 Ans.

Change in entrop.v of the gas and the surroandngs for reversible isothermal process

We know t' '1ange in entropy of the gas during reversible isothermal expansion,

V2'
(dS)6 = 2.3mRlog- = 2.3x1 x4.151log(	 6.67 kJ/K Arts.

N1
In an isothermal expansion, the heat transfer takes place between the gas and the surroundings.

The gas absorbs heat and an equal amount of heat is rejected by the surroundings.
Change in entropy of the surroundings,

(dS)5 = - 6.67 kJIK Ans.

and net change in entropy of the universe.

(dS) = (dS)0 + (dS)5 = 6.67 6.67	 0 Arts.

Example 4.12. 2 kg ofoxygen aióO° Cis mLred with 6 k ofnitrogen otlhe same temperature.
The initial pressure of oxygen and nitrogen is 1.03 bar and remains same after mixing Find the
increase in e,Uropy.

Solution. Given: in0 = 2 kg; T0 = TN = 60°C = 60 + 273 333 K ; m = 6kg.;

POI PNI = PM= 
1.03 bar=0.103X 106 N/rn2

We know that the molecular mass of oxygen (M0) is 32 and the molecular mass of nitrogen

(MN) is 25. Since the density (i.e. mass per unit volume) is directly proportional to the molecular
mass, therefore

Initial volume of oxygen.
m0 2 	 1'	 m m

v0==0.0625mMo 32

and initial volume of nitrogen,
In

VN =	 =	 = 0.2143m3
MN n

Volume of the mixture,

tiM = V0 + V1 = 0.0625 + 0.2143 0.2768 m3

We know that the characteristic gas constant for oxygen,
Universal gas constant (R)	 8.314

R0 Molecular rass of oxygen (M& =	
= 0.26 kJ/kg K -

... ( . .. R for al l gases 8.3l4 kJ/kg K)

.1
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and characteristic gas constant for nitrogen,

R =	 = 84 = 0.297 kJ/kg K

We know that change in entropy for oxygen

(dS)0 = 2.3moRo log (J=2.3x2xo.26 
log 

2268JkJ,K
VO	 0.0625

= 1.196 log (4.429) = 0.773 kJ/K (increase)
and change in entmpy for nitrogen,

( VM)

(&)N'= 23N RN log 	 = 2.3 x6x0.297lo( (0.2768.3)kJ/K
VN 	 0.214

= 4.1 log (1.2916) = 0.456 kJIK (increase)

'.increase in entropy,

dS = (') + (dS) = 0.773 + 0.456 = 1.229 kJ/K Ans.

4.13. Change of Entropy during Reversible Adiabatic Process (or Isentropic Process)

We have already discussed in Art. 3.10, that in a reversible adiabatic process, no heat enters
or leaves the gas. Mathematically,

E
I-.

dS=,0	 ... (: d=)

In other words, chae of entropy during a reversible
adiabatic process is zero. Pe reversible adiabatic process on T-S
graph is shown by a vertipl straight line 1-2, as shown in Fig. 4.5.

Since the entropy of the gas remains constant during revers-
ible adiabatic expansion or compression of the gas, this process is
said to be isentropic (i.e. frictionless adiabatic process). This fact
makes the T-S diagram quite useful in solving problems on adi-
abatic expansion.

2	 2'
11T -------

1-

S
- Entropy -

1`19. 415. T-S curve du '11v

adiab.itic procc'7

We have also discusseq in Art. 3.10, that in an isentropic process (i.e. frictionless adiabatic
process), the temperature of the gas changes and the change in internal energy is equal to the work
done by the gas during expansion (or work is done on the gas during compression). If the adiabatic
process is irreversible (i.e. adiabatic process with *friction) as shown by 1-2' in Fig. 4.5, and the
expansion takes places within the same temperature limits T 1 and T2, then due to internal friction, the
internal energy of the gas at the end of the expansion (i.e. at point 2') will be more than that of at point
2 of reversible process. If 6Q' is the amount of heat absorbed by the gas due to the internal friction,
then the ratio &Q'/T will be more. Thus the entropy is more at point 2' (of irreversible process) than
at point 2 (of reversible process) Thus, an irreversible process always results in increase in entropy
i.e. dS> 0 (Refer Art. 4.7).

Since the internal energy of the gas at the end of irreversible adiabatic expansion is more than
that of isenhjopic expansion, therefore the amount of work done by the gas will be less than that for

•	 It may he noted that friction makes the process ri-eversiHe as it increases the heattonEcnLs of the gas
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reversiie expansion. In other words, higher entropy at the end of irreversible process, makes less
availability of heat energy for transformation into work. Thus entropy may be regarded as a measure
of rate of the availability or non-availability of heat energy for transformation into work.

Example 4.13. A 0.568 m3 capacity insulated vessel ofoxygen at a pressure of 2 bar is stirred

by an internal paddle until the pressure becomes 2.4 bar. Find out/. Heal transferred, 2. Work output,

and 3. Change in entropy per kg.
Take c1, = 0.657 kJ/kg K, and R = 260 Jflg K.

SoIul ion. Given :v =0.568m3 ;p 1 =2 bar =0.2X l06 N/m2 ;p2 2.4 bur '0.24X 106Nlm2

;e=0.657kJikgK ;R=260J/kgK

I. lieu! !rWi.r/eureil
Sincethe vessel is insulated. iherctie ii is an adiabatic process. We know that in an adiabatic

1) , ocess tin ICaI i iraiisteried. Ans.

2. tVo,-k niitjnhi pet
First of all, let us find the initial and final temperature of the gas i.e. T1 and T2 respectively.

Consider I kg of mass of the gas.

pi "I0.2x106x0.568
We know that p,iVi = mRT1 or T, =	 = - lx260	

= 437K

= 0.24x106X0568 = 524.3K
mSimilarly	 P2 V2 = RT, or T, =
	 I x260

...(; 02 = v)

Change in internal energy,

dU = mci, (T2 — T1 ) = I x 0.657(524.3-437) = 57.3 ki

We know that in adiabatic process, the work output is at the cost of change in internal energy.

	

Work output	 = dU = 57.1 kJ Arts.

3.Chwi' e in en tmp\ per k,
We know that in an a(liabat I 

iL process, there is no change in heat, therefore, there is no change

in entropy also. Ans.
Example 4.14. An ideal gas of mass 0.25 kg has a pressure of 3 bar, a temperature of 800

C and a volume of 0.07 m3. The gas undergoes an irreversible adiabatic process to a final pressure

of 3 bar and a final volume of 0.10 m3, during which the workdone on the gas is 25 Id. Evaluate C1,

and c of the gas and increase in entropy of the gas.

Solution. Given	 = 015 kg; p1 = 3 bar = 0.3 X 4 (P N/rn2 ; T1 = 800 C = 80 + 273 = 353 K;

v =0.07 m ; p, = 3 bar =0.3 x 106 N/rn7 ; = 0.1 m3 ; W 1 _, = — 25 kJ

lube iii, 1, and e. n/the io

First of all, let us find the value of gas constant (R) and the final temperature of the gas (1').

We know that 1) 1 v 1 = in R T1 or .R =	
0.3X10	 = 238 i/kg K

P2 02	 0.3x 106 x0.I
and	 p. 02 = in P T, oi T, = in 	 = 0.25	 = 504 K
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We know that change in internal energy,

dU = mc,(T2 —TI) = 0.25xc,(504-353) = 37.75 c,

We also know that heat transfer,

= dU+ W!2

0 = 37.75 c —25 or c = 25 1 37.75 = 0.662 kJ/kg K Ain.
Now	 c, - = R = 238 JIkg K = 0.238 kJ/kg K

c, = R + c = 0.238+0.662 0.9 kJ/kg K Ans.

Increase in entropy of the gas
We know that the change in entropy,

= 2.3rn{c log [J+cJo(J]	 .. (General equation)

2.3 x0.25{0.662 log ()+O.9log(LJ]

= O.575[ 0.662 log I + 0.9 log 1.42.I

= 0.575 x 0.9 x 0. 155 = 0.08 kJ/K Ans.
The +ve sign indicates that there is an increase in entropy.

414. Change of Entropy during Polytropic Process (p? =Constant)
Consider a certain quantity of a perfect gas being heated by polytropic process.
Let	 m = Mass of the gas,

p1 = Initial pressure of the gas,

v1 = Initial volume of the gas.

T1	Initial temperature of the gas, and

p2. v2, T = Corresponding values for the final conditions.

We have already discussed in Art. 3.11 that whenever a gas is heated according to the general
law psi' = constant, the small amount of heat absorbed by the gas during its expansion is given by

=. x W =	 x p dv	 . . . (; Workdone, hW = pth)

Dividing  this equation throughout by T,
Q y—npdv
Ty— I	 T

Substituting	 = dS, and P =mR
, we have	 . . . ( pv = mRT)Tv

& =
y— I.	 v

*	 For an adiabatic process. Q = 0 and W 1 , in —o' as work is done on the gas.
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Integrating this expression for the total change of entropy. we have

JdS=L9XmRJ

or	 S2—S1	 9XmRlo) 2.3mX1_XR log i]	 ..(I)

CP

=2.3mx_xc(Y_l) log [_J	 ...f: Rc(y— t)j

= 2.3 m (5,—n ç) log 

The equations (i) and (ii) are valid for both reversible and irreversible processes.

The above relation may also be expressed in terms of absolute temperature and pressure. We
know that in a polytropic process.

	

Y'7
	 t0i	 Vt	 T2

Substituting this value of v2 / Vt in equation (0.

—n
= 2.3x1—j-xmRlog	

J
v—n	 I	

T.

= 2.3mx'—xRx—log -

=

( T,

( T,

We also know that in a olytropic process,

	

)' or V2 = [^1 1 )'

 PI	 VI	 P2

Substituting this value of v. I v, in equation (I).

S, — S =2.3rnx1—xRlog

	

I	 IP2)

=
n	

( PIP2
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= 2.3mx	 xc (y— l)x — logI —
-f--I	 I t 	 P2

=

^P, I

Example 4.15. A perfect gas is compressed according to the law pvt25 = constant from an
initial pressure ofl bar and volume of 0.9 ,n3 to afinal volume of 0.6 m 3. Determine the final pressure
and change of entropy per kg of gas during the process. Take y = 1.4 and R = 287 i/kg K.

Solution. Given: ti=l.25; p1 = I bar; v=0.9m3 ; v2 =06m3 ; y =

R = 287 J/kg K = 0.287 kJ/kg K

Final pressure of the
Let	 p, = Final pressure of the gas.

We know that
25 

= p,

P2
	 i)

25	 I2S

= i(s) = I.Oñhar Ans.

Change of entrop y per kg of,ia.

We know that change of entropy per kg of gas,

S,—S I = 2.3nix-'— n----xRlog-	

4-125	

V1

1..
= 2.3x lx	 x0.287 log (- JkJ/K

1.4-1

= 0.247 log (0.6667) = — 0.0435 kJ/K Ans.
The —ye sign indicates that there is a decrease of entropy.

Example 4.16. A certain volume of gas at 320 Kand 6.5 bar is expanded to four times its
.rngiflal volume, according to pv' 25 = constant. Determine the final temperature of the gas and

.lnge of entropy per kg of gas. assuming c,, 0.996 U/kg K and c, = 0.707 k//kg K.

Solution. Given: T =32OK;*p =6.S bar; v2 =4v 1 ,n= 1.25;ç=0.996kJ/kgK;

c0 = 0.707 kJ/kg K

Final temperature of the gas
Let	 T2 = Final temperature of the gas.

- I
T	 v2 I	 = [4v1 •l

We know that 	 = 1-	 (4) 1.414
'2	 JV1)

= '1 
I.414-	 320/ I.4l4	 226.3 K Ans.

*	 Superfluous data
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Change of entropy per kg of gas
We know that chaige of entropy per kg of gas,

S2 —S 1 = 2.3m(,_nc) log {]

V' "= 2.3x 1(0.996— l.25x0.707)log - IcJ/K

	

i	 V1

= 0.2576 log 4 = 0.155 U/K Ans.

Example 4.17. 0.2 kg of air with p1 = 1.5 bç,.r.and T1 = 300 K is compressed to a pressure

of 15 bar, according to the law pv = constant. Determine:
I. initial and final parameters of the air, 2. Workdone on or by the air; 3. Heat flow to or

from the air; and 4. Change of entropy stating whether it is an increase or decrease.
Solution. Given: ,n=0.2kg;p=1.5bar0.15XN1rfl2;Ti=300KP215bar

=1.5x1(I'N/m2;n=1.25
1.Initial and final parameters of the air

Let	 T2 = Final temperature.

V1 = Initial volume, and

= Final volume.

	

tJ.	 1.25-I
T	 "	 i51

We know that	 = (_U]	
=	 J	 = (0. 1)02 = 0.631

T2 = T1 /0.631 = 300/0.631 =. 475.4 K Ans.

We also know that P, v = m R

	

mR1	 0.2x287x300	 3=	 =	 = 0.115m Ans.

	

p 1	 0.l5xl0

(Faking R for air = 287 JIkg K)

I	 I
( p 1 l.5

and	 p1u7=p2v 01 V2V1 P21 — I =0.115(-j-) m
)

= 0.01 g m3 Ans.

2.Workdone on or by the air
We know that workdone,

.	 p 1 V—p2 V7 - 0.15Kx0.115-1.5X1XO.0I8
I2

	

	 n—I	 -	 1.25—I
=-39000J=-39kJ Ans.

The—ye sign indicates that work is done on the air.
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3 Heat flow to orfro,n the air

We know that change in internal energy,

dU = mc,(T2 — TI ) = 0.20.7I2(475.4-300) = 25k3

(Taking c= 0.712 kJ/kg K)

Heat flow.	 Q 1 _2 = dU+ W1 _2 = 25-39 = - l4 kJ An.!

The —ye sign indicates that heat flows from the air.
4. Change of entropy

We know that changç of entropy

-f = 2.3mcx(.L)

(= 2.3x0.2x0.712xx 1.4-1.25
1.25-1 

log 
300 jkJ/K

= 0.1965 log (0.631) - 0.04 kJ/K Ans.
The —ye sign indicates that there is a decrease in entropy.
Example 4.18. A mass of 9 kg of air at 1.75 bar and 130 Cis compressed to 24.5 bar

according to the law pv" 32 =eo,Lstant and then cooled at constant volume to 15° C. DetermIne: 1.
Volume and temperature at the end of compression, and 2. Change of entropy during compression
and during constant volume cooling.

For air, take t 0.996k1/kg K and c —iO.712 kJ/kg K.

Solution. Given: m=9kg; p1 =I.75bar=0.l75x106 N/m1 ; T1=13°C=13+273
=286 K ; p2 = 24.5 bar =2,45 x 106 N/rn2 ;a= 1.32; T3 = 15°C= 15+273=288K ;c=0.996
kJ/kg K;c=0.7l2 kJ/kg K

P2In the p-v diagram, as shown in Fig.4.6, the process 1-2
represents the compression of air according to pv132 = C and the	 pv' C
process 2-3 represents cooling of air at constant volume.

I. Volume and temperature at the end of compression 	 ------------ 1
Let	 v2 = Volume at the end of compression.

and	 V1

= Temperature at the end of compres- 	 - Volume

sion.	 Fig. 4.6
We know that gas constant.

R = c1, - c = 0.996-0.712 = 0.284 kJ/kg K = 284 i/kg K

and	 p1 v = m R T, or v. = 
m RT1 9x284x286 =	 = 4.18 m1

P 1	 0.175x106

We also know that

P 1 v = p2v
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=	 = 4.18)

= 4.18 (0.07 14)0 'm = 665m3 Ans.

1.32-I
T	 1°'	

(0.175x106
We know that	 T = V2 J	 = 2.45 x 

106 )L32 = (0.0714)0242 = 0.528

= '1 /0.528 = 286/0.528 542K = 269°C Ans.

2. Change of entropy
We know that change of entropy during compression (process 1-2).

S2 -S, = 2.3m(cp_ nC) log IV, ]
0.5651= 2.3x9(0.996- 1.32x0.712) log --jj- JkJ/K

= 1.16 log (0.135) = - 1.008 UK Ans.

The -ye sign indicates that there is a decrease of entropy.

We also know that change of entropy during constant volume cooling (process 2-3).

R2.3mclog 	 = 2.3<9XO.7l2lO8
(288 )kJlK

 )
3	 T2	 542,

= 14.74 log (0.5314) = -4.04 kJ/K Ans..

The -ye sign indicates that there is a decrease of entropy.

Example 4.19. A volume 01 0.14 m of air at 1 bar and 90° Cis compressed to 0.014 ml
according to pv' = Constant. Heat is then added at a constant volume until the pressure is 66 bar.
Determine: 1. Heat exchange with cylinder walls during compression, and 2; Change o.Untropy
during each portion 'of the process.

Assume  1.4 and R-286JilcgK.
Solution. Given: v 1 =0.14m3 ;p 1 = i bar= 0.IX 106 NIm2 ;T1 =90°C=90+273=363K

v2 =0.014m3 ;n-l.3 ;p3 =66bar=6.6X 106 N/rn2 ;y=c,,/c,,° 1.4;R86J/kgK0.286U&gK

In the p-v..egram, as shown in Fig. 4.7, the process 1-2 represents compression according to
I.3 

=1 C and the process 2-3 represents heating at constant volume.

I. Heat exchange with cylinder walls during compression 	 M i
First of all, let us find the pressure at the end of com-

pression (i.e. p2)

p2 .(v 'r	 ' 0.14

Pi	V2
We know that - 

= - J	 0.014 J
= (10)' 1 = 19.95

p2 =p1 x19.95	 1x19.95

= 19.95 bar = 1.995x106N/m2

V2

- volume -
Fig. 4.7
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We know that workdone during compression,

V I 	 l.995x 1x0.014-0.1 x I(x0.I4
=	 n—I	 =	 1.3—I

= 446351 = 44.635 kJ

Heat exchange with cylinder walls during compression,

Q I -I =X W,=	 3x44 635 = lI.l(iki Arr.

2. (7oiogc oJentiopv thi p iOR each poriw,, of Ihe jnoe.v.c

First of all let us find out the mass of air (rn) and the specific heat at constant volume (ci).
We know that	 p, v = rnRT,

PI V1	 0.1xI06x0.14m 
= R T, =	 286x363	 = 0.135kg

and cl, - c, = R or 1.4 - c1 , = 0.286

c, =0.286/0.4	 0.715kJ/kg K

We know that change of entropy during compression process 1-2.

(v,
s -s = —fl

2

=2.3 xO.l35 x 4	 xO.286 to(PPj )kJ/K

= 0.0222 log (0.1) - 0.0222 kJ/K Ans.
The - ye sign indicates that there is a decrease of entropy.
We also know that change of entropy during constant volume process 2-3,

S3 - S2 = 2.3 mc, log (] = 2.3 x 0.135 x 0.715 log ( l69O6)

= 0.222 log (3.31) = 0.115 kJ/K Ans.

Example 4.20. Amass of air is initially at 206° Ca: pressure of 7 bar and having volume
of 0.03 in3. The air is expanded at constant pressure to 0.09 in", a polytropk process with n = 1.5 is
then ca rried ou:,followed by  constant temperature process which completes the cycle. Allprocesse.c
are reversible. Sketch the cycle on pressure .voluine-a.nd temperature-entropy planes and find
/ change in entropy during each process 2 Heat received and-heat rejected in the ccle and 3
efficiency of the cycle

Take R= 287 i/kg Kand c,, = 0.713 kJ/kg K.

Solution. Given: T1=206°C=206+273=479K;j,p,7barO7xIfY'N/m2;
v,=O.03m3;v,=0.09m3;n=l.5;R287J/kgK0.2s7kJ/kgK;co7l3kJ/jgK

The pressure-volume (p-v)and temperature-entropy (T-S) diagrams a pe shown in Fig. 4.8 (a)
and (b) respectively. The process 1-2 represents the expansion of air at Constant pressure process
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2-3 represents the polytropic expansion i.e. according topv'' = C and the process 3-1 represents the

compression of air at constant temperature (i.e. isothermal compression).

C.

	

- Vo!ume	 -	 - Entropy—
(a) i'. t' diagram.	 (I,) T-S diag (am.

Fig. 4.8

(fia,zge of el,t?O)r (1IUUr/..' ('l(/l process

First of all, let us find the mass of air (in). We know that

0.7x l06x0.03
P, v1 = rnRT1 or in =	

-	 0.153 kg
RT1 - 287479

Let	 T, =Temperature at the end of constant pressure process 1-2,

= Volume at the end of polytropic process 2-3 or at the beginning of
constant temperature process 3-I, and

P 3 = Pressure at the end of polytropic process 2-3 or at the beginning of
constant temperature process 3-I.

We know that for a constant pressure process 1-2,

V	 V	 00

	

=	 or 
T2 v T 

= 9x479 = 1437 K
0.03 

For a polytropic process 2-3,
--

r2 (L2(T2' (I437 i1T
oc—=7j

	

	
=--j	

=3'.= 27

...(. T3=TI)

P3 = p2 127 7/27 = 0.16 bar = 0.026x 106 N1rn2

Now for a constant temperature process 3-I,

A V i	
7x0.03 = 0.807rn3pV1=p3V3OrV3=---- 	 0.26

We know that change in entropy during constant pressure process 1-2,

S1 –S1 =2.3mc,. log[ ) = 2.3x0.153X I log (J)kJIK

c = R + c, = 0.287+0.713 . =1 kJ/kg K)

0.352 log 3 = 0. 169 Id/K (inrcase) Ans.
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Change in entropy during polytropic process 2-3.

S3 -S = 2.3 m(c._nc) log (_J
= 2.3x0.l53(l_l.5x0.713) log (7)J(

= - 0.0246 log 8.97 = -0.024 kJ/K (decrease) Ans.
and change in entropy during constant temperature process 3-i,

= 2.3mR log (.,) = 2.3x0.153x0287log 
( 0.01 )

kJ/K
V3	 0.807

= 0.101 log (0.0372) = -0.144 kJ/K (decrease) Ans.
Note: From above, we find that net change of entropy during a cycle,

dS = (52-S1)+(S3-S)+(S1-S)

0.168-0O24-0.144 = 0 	 .. .(See Art. 4.7)
2. Heat received and heat rejected in a cycle

We know that heat transferred during a constant pressure process 1-2,

QIAI = mc(T2 -T1) = 0.153x 1(1437-479)	 146.6 kJ Ans.

The +ve sign indicates that the heat is received by the air.
Workdone during a polytropic process 2-3. 	 -

W -	
- V3 - 0.7 x I 6 x 0.09 - 0.026 x iP x 0.,807

2-3	 n-I	 -	 1.5-1

= 63000-20982 = 84 036 J = 84.03kJ

Change in internal energy during a polytropic process 2-3.

dU = mç(T3 -T2) = 0.153x0.713(479-1437) = -104.5k1

We know that heat transferred during a pqiytropic process 2-3,

Q2..3 = W2 3 +dU = 84.036-104.5 -20.464 kJ
The -ye sign indicates that the heat is rejected by the air.
We also know that heat transferred during a constant temperature process 3-I,

= Workdone = 2.3 mRT3 log L]
= 2.3X0.I53XO.287x479 log (LkJ

48.4 log (0.0372) = -69.2 kJ
The -ye sign indicates that the heat is rejected by the air.

Total heat rejected in a cycle

= 20.464 + 69.2 = 89.664 kJ Ans.
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3. Efficienc y of the cc1e
We know that efficiency of the cycle

	

Workdone	 Heat supplied - Heat rejected
= Heat supplied =	 Heat supplied

- 146.6— 89.664 -
146.6	 0.3884 or 38.84% Aim.

4.15. Approximate Method for Heat Absorbed

Consider I kg of a perfect gas being heated by any process. Let this process be represented by
the curve l-2onT-Sdiagrarnas shown in Fig. 4.9. 	

2
Let	 = Initial temperature of the gas,

Final temperature of the gas,	 4
S 1 = Initial entropy of the gas, and	

J .I________
S2 = Final entropy of the gas. 	 s5	

;

We know that the heat absorbed during the process is 	
Entropy

Fig. 4.9. Heat absorbed due toequal to the area of the T-S diagram under the curve 1-2 i.e.	 change in entropy.
I-2-2'-I'. Assuming 1-2 to be a straight line (as shown by the
dotted line), we find that

Heat absorbed	 = Area l-2-2'-l' = Base x Mean height

or	 Q_2 = (S —S T
I + F2

,)	
2 )

Thus, th heat absorbed is approximately equal to the change of entropy multiplied by the
mean absolute temperature.
Note This method is called approximate method, as we have taken the curve 1-2 to be a straight line.

Example 4.21. One kg of air is compressed in a cylinder according to the law pvt3
Constant lIthe riunal temperature is 10(1 C and compression ratio is J5 find the change of entropy
of thealy.

Also find the percentage error, if the change in entropy is calculated by the approximate
methoii Take c,= lkJ/kgK and c1,=0?14k/'lzgK

Solution. Given: m=lkg; n=I.3; T1 =l00C=l00+273=373K; v1/v2=15;
c=lkJ/kgK;c=0.7I4kJ/kgK

Change of entropy
First of all, let us find the final temperature of the air (i.e.T2).

'1	 (v21	 (
We know that	

(,v)	 = ( -j)	
= 0.4438	 (;VI/V3= IS)

= T1 /0.4438 = 373 / 0.4438 = 840.5 K

We know that change of entropy,

S2 —S	 2.3mc X1Iog()
n—I
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('\
= 2.3 x 1 x 0.714 x ;433 log [, 3738405) U/K

0.547 log (0.4438) = -0.l93kJ/K Ans.

The -ye sign indicates that thereis a decrease of entropy.

Percentage error

We know that heat transferred during the process,

( T + '2
Q,_, =(S2-S,),, 

'2	 )

	

2xQ1 _,	 2(-1l1.26)
or	 S2-S1 =	 = .M,1834kJ,k

- T, + T2 - 373+840.5

The -ye sign indicates the heat is rejected by the air.
We also know that heat transferred by approximate method,

( r, + '2

	

= (S2-S,)	
2

	

)

	

2xQ, 2	2(-1ll.26J -0.1834kJ1K
or	 S2-S1   

= T, + T2 - 373+840.5

The -ye sign indicates that there is a decrease of entropy..

- 0.193-0.1834
Percentage error 	 0.193	

= 0.05 or 5% Ans.
- 

EXERCISES

1. Calculate the change in entropy per kg when 3 kg of air at a pressure of 2.5 bar and temperature
20°C are expanded to a pressure of I bar and temperature of 110° C. Take R = 0.287 kJ/kg K and c = 0.707

kJ/kg K.	 [Ans. 0.528 kJ/K]

2. One kg of air is heated at a constant volume from I bar and 27° C to a pressure of 5 bar. Calculate
the change of entropy. Assume  = 286 i/kg K and c = 0.712 kJ/kg K.	 , 1.145 kJ/}(1

3. A constant volume chamberoI0.3 m 3 capacity contains 2 k of the gas at 5°C. The heat is transferred
to the gas until the temperature is 100° C. Find the heat transferred and the change in internal energy, enthalpy
and entropy. Take c,, = 1.985 Id/kg K and c, = 1.507 Id/kg K.

[Ans. 286.3 kJ :286.3 kJ ;377.l5 kJ ; 0.885 ki/Ki

4. 0.28 m3 of gas at a pressure of 10.5 bar and temperature of 538°C is expanded at a constant pressure
to a volume of 0.34 m3. Determine the change of entropy, assuming c = 0.69 kJ/kg K and R = 287 i/kg K.

[Ans. 0.24 ki/KI

5. A mixture of ideal gases consists of 3 kg of nitrogen (N2) and 5 kg of carbon dioxide (CO2) at a
pressure of 3bar and a temperature of 20°C. If the ratio of specific heats (y) for the nitrogen is 1.4 kJ/kg K and
for carbon dioxide is 1.286 kJ/kg K, find : 1. cp and c,, for nitrogen, carbon dioxide and of the mixture, and 2..
The changes in internal energy, enthalpy and entropy of the mixture, if the mixture is heated to 40° C (a) at
constant volume, and (b) at constant pressure.

The molecular masses for nitrogen and carbon dioxide is 28 and 44 respectively.
[Ans. For nitrogen, c = 1.039 kJ/kg K, c, = 0.742 kJ/kg K, For carbon dioxide,

= 0.85 kJfkg K. c,, = 0.661 kJ/kg K, For mixture, c,, = 0.92 kJ/kg K. c, = 0.69
Id/kg K; 110.4 ki, 147.2 kJ. 0.368 kJ/kg; 110.4 kJ. 147.2 kJ, 0.49 kif K]

6. A certain quantity of gas occupies 0.56 m 3 at 400° C and 28 bar. Determine the gain in entropy if
the gas expands isothermally to a final volume of 2.8 m3. R = 287 J/kg K.	 lAns. 3.746 kJ/KI

7. Calculate the changes of entropy per kg of air in the following cases:

(a) Air is heated at constant volume till its final pressure is three times the initial pressure,
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(b)Air is compressed at constant pressure till its final volume is one-hall the initial volume: and
(c)Air expands isolhrmalIy from 6 bar to 3 bar.
Find the change in entropy if the air undergoes the above three process in sequence.
Take ç= 1.01 Li/kg K and c 0.72 kJ/1(g K.

Ann. 0.79 Li/kg K: - 0.699 kJ/kg K :1)2(108 kJ/kg K :0.29(8 (increase)]
8. A perfect gas is contained or a cylinder and undergoes an isothermal expansion according to the

lawp = A + B y . where to is the prcssuue in bar, v is the volume in m3 and A and B are constants, The initial and
final pressuresarc8.4 barand 2.8 barand the corresponding volumes arcO.056 m'and0.l 68 a' 1 . Find I .workdone
by the gas. 2. heat transferred during 'he process,and 3. change in entropy per kg organ during expansion. Take
R 275 i/kg K.	 I Ans. 62.72 LI: 62.72 LI :0.3018 Li/ku K 

9. Calculate the chan ofentropy when 0.14kg ofgas initially all 7(C expands with a volume ratio
of 5.4 according topv = Constant. Take y= 1.4 and R = 287 kJ/kg K.	 [Ans. 0.027 k.I/Kl

tO. One kg of air at a pressure of 7 bar and a temperature of 363 K undergoes a reversible polytropic
process which may be represented by pv lI = Constant. The final pressure is 1.4 bar. Evaluate: I. The final
specific volume, temperature and increase in entropy ; and 2. The workdone and heat transfer during the process.
Assume R=287i/kg K and y= 1.4.	 (Ans.0.643 m',313., 3 K,0.316kJ/K: 142,64kJ. 107.04kJJ

II. One kg of air at l'bar and 15' C is compressed according topo" 25 = Constant to a pressure of 16
bar, Calculate the temperature at the end of compression, the heat received or rejected by the air during the process
and the change of entropy. Sketch the operation on temperature-entropy diagram.

K, c,, = 0.716 kJ /kg K.Take c = L005 kJ/kg
[Ans. 228.7' C ; 92.6k] (rejected); 0.238 U/K (decrease)]

12. An ideal gas of molecular mass 30 and specific heat ratio 1.38 is compressed according to the law
p& 21 = Constant, from a pressure of I bar and 15° C to a pressure of 16 bar. Calculate the temperature at the end
of compression, the heat received or rejected and workdone by the gas during the process and the change in
entropy. Assume I kg mass of the gas. Use only calculated values of co, and c,,.

(Ans. 228.7° C ; 81 Li (rejected) ; 0.21 Li/K (decrease)]
13. A gas engine mixture at 95° C and I bar is compressed with index of compression 1.3, the volume

compression ratio being 6: I .The maximum pressure is 25 bar. Assuming the ratio of specific heats as 1.38 and
the specific heat at constant volume as 0.754 kJ/kg K, find the change in entropy during compression stroke and
during combustion which lakes place at constant volume. Represent the process on p-v and T-s planes.

[Ans. 0.108 Id/K (decrease); 0.67 kJ/K]
14. An ideal gas at temperature T1 is heatd at constant pressure to T2 and then expanded reversibly

according to the law pv° = Constant, until the temperature is again T1 . Find the value of n, if the changes in
entropy during the separate processes are equal.	 '	 1	 2 -IAns,--

[	 74-I
IS. The workdone by 0.07 kg of air when it expands according to pu' = Constant is 7.6 W. The

temperature of air falls from an initial value of 105° C to a final value of 13°C during the process. Determine
I. the heal supplied or rejected by the air during the expansion ; 2. the value Of index n ; and 3. the change of
entropy, stating whether this is an increase or decrease. y= 1.4 and c,, = 0.712 kJ/kg K.

[Ans. 3 kJ ; 1.24 ; 0.0X0 26 kJfK (increase)]
16. One kg of air at I bar and 27" C is compressed isothermally to one-fifth the original volume. It is

then heated at constant volume to a condition such that isenlropic expansion from that state will return the system
to the original state. Determine the pressure and temperature at the end of constant volume heating. Represent
the processes on pressure-volume and temperature-entropy diagrams, and find : I. the change in entropy during
each process ; and 2. net  workdone during the cycle.

[Ans. 9.518 bar, 571.08 K ; -0.46 Li/K, 0.46 Li/K, zeco ; 56.08 LI]
17. 0.056 m 5 ofca.rbon monoxide is contained in a cylinder at 37° C and 1.4 bar. The gas is compressed

to 0.0224 m 5 during the inward stroke of the piston. If thecompression process is (a) isothermal, and (b) adiabatic,
Jind : 1. final temperature and pressure, 2. workdone. and 3. change of entropy. Take co, = 1.047 kJ/kg'K and
c,.=0.749kJ/kg K. 	 tAns. 310 K. 3.5 bar, -7.176k], -0.0232kJIK :447.2 1<5.05 bar, -8.68 kJ, zero]
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18. Calculate the change of entropy when I kg of airchanges from alemperature of 330 K and a volume
of 0.14 m3 to a temperature of 550 K and a volume of 0.56 m 3. If the gas expands according to the law pu" =
Constant, determine the value of index n and the heat absorbed or rejected by the air during the expansion: ShoW
that it is approximately equal to the change of entropy multiplied by the mean absolute temperature. R = 286
3/kg K ; and c=0.7l2kJAcgK. 	 [Ans. 1.365 15.74 LII

QUESTIONS

1. Explain clearly what is meant by 'entropy' of a gas.
2. Show that the specific entropy change for a perfect gas in a process is given by

v2 "l	 p2
s2 —s, = c,,log,	 +c0 log, -

where the subscripts and 2 relate to the initial and final states and other symbols have their usual
meanings.

3. Deduce the expressions in terms of initial and final temperatures and pressure, for the
increase in entropy of a perfect gas when heated at a constant volume and at a constant pressure.

4. Show that for an ideal gas, the slope of the constant volume line on a temperature-entropy
diagram is higher than that of constant pressure line.

5. Derive an expression for the change of entropy for the isothermal process in terms of
volumes.	

fu
-	 -

6. Starting from the ndamental, show that the change of entropy of a gas undergoing a
polylropic process according to the law pv" = C is given by

 ('r,
S2—S1

where	 S2- S, = Entropy.

y = Ratio of specific heats,
n = Index of polytropic operation.
T = Absolute temperature of a gas, and
R = Characteristic gas constant.

7. Establish the equation for the change in entropy of m kg of a perfect gas during a change
according to the law piP = Constant,

= mcvx1iog4j)

where ' is the ratio of c, / ci,.

S. Show that when one kg of a perfect gas expands according tow = constant, the change
in entropy is given by

(v
= (c—nc5)log -

9. A mass of in kg of a fluid at a temperature T, is mixed with an equal mass of the same
fluid at a temperature T2. The system is thermally insulated. Show that the entropy change of the
universe is given by

(
dS = 2 mc,, loge 

T, T,

and show that it is necessarily positive.
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10. Derive an expression for the approximate heat absorbed by a gas when heated from an
absolute temperature T1 to T2 and an initial entropy of S 1 to S2.

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS
1. The heat absorbed or r& cted by the working substance is given by

(a)6Q=TdS	 (b)FQ=T/dS	 (c)6Q=dSIT

where	 8Q = Heat absorbed or rejected,
IS = 1ncrese or decrease of entropy, and
T = Absolute temperature.

2. The property oja working substance which increases or decreases as the heat is supplied
or removed in a reversible manner, is known as

(a) enthalpy	 (b) internal energy (c) entropy	 (d) external energy
3. The entropy may be expressed as a function of

(a) pressure and temperature	 (b) temperature and volume
(c) heat and work	 (d) all of these

4. The entropy of water at 0' C is assumed to be
(a) I	 (b)0	 (c)— I	 (d) 10

S. The change of entropy when heat is absorbed by the gas is
(a) positive	 (b) negative	 (c) positive or negative

ANSWERS

1. (a)	 2. (c)	 3. (a)	 4. (b)	 5. (a)

i BE


